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ABSTRACT
A method is developed for relating transient tolerances in inlet throat Maeh number
and shock position to the frequency of unstarts of a supersonic inlet due to atmospheric
disturbances. Data on high-altitude atmospheric turbulence is collected and evaluated.
A general linear analytical model is developed to compute changes in inlet throat Mach
number and shock position. The relation of inlet transient tolerances to propulsion sys-
tem performance is presented. A stepwise procedure for relating frequency of inlet un-
starts to transient tolerances is presented and applied to a representative example.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC GUST CRITERIA
FOR SUPERSONIC INLET DESIGN
by Frank W. Barry
Hamilton Standard
SUMMARY
A theoretical method is presented for relating the frequency of unstarts of a
supersonic inlet, due to atmospheric gusts, to transient tolerances in inlet throat
Mach number and normal shock position. The purpose of this study was to develop
a method for relating frequency of inlet unstarts to propulsion-system performance
losses for aircraft flying at high Mach numbers where inlets with internal contraction
are used. Published test data on atmospheric turbulence at altitudes over 30 000 ft
are collected and evaluated, general linearized analytical models for changes in throat
Mach number and shock position are developed, a new method for relating propulsion
system performance to inlet tolerances is presented, and a stepwise procedure for
relating frequency of inlet unstarts to transient performance penalties is presented
and applied to a representative example. The most significant conclusions are that
flight data are not adequate yet to provide a reliable statistical model of turbulence
at altitudes above about 60 000 ft, that ambient temperature changes which occur
Over short distances are as significant in causing an inlet unstart as atmospheric
turbulence, and that significant performance penalties may be required to keep the
frequency of inlet unstarts to an acceptable level.
INTRODUCTION
The role of atmospheric gust criteria in the design of aircraft structures has been
recognized for many years. Procedures have been established in design specifications
which use experience and measurements to specify maximum single atmospheric gust
and cyclic (fati[gue) gust environments. Recently (e. g., see ref. 1) similar procedures
were applied to supersonic inlets. It was shown that atmospheric gusts could cause un-
desirable unstarts of internal-contraction inlets operating at supersonic speeds. The
frequency of unstarts was related to the propulsion system performance.
Hamilton Standard contracted with the Ames Research Center of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration to develop atmospheric gust criteria for supersonic
inlet design, that is, to develop a method for relating frequency of inlet unstarts due to
atmospheric turbulence to transient tolerances in inlet throat Mach number and shock
position. With this method the designer can select the transient inlet control tolerances
required for a preselected interval between inlet unstarts. Reference 2 is the final
report on the classified task of the contract. Theoretical predictions of the analytical
inlet models developed in this report are compared in ref. 2 to experimental data
supplied by NASA. The experimental data include steady-state and transient changes
in shock position due to exit airflow disturbances and to upstream disturbances induced
by an airfoil ahead of the inlet.
This report is the final report on the unclassified tasks of the contract. The pri-
mary objective of the study was to develop a procedure for relating the frequency of
inlet unstarts, due to atmospheric turbulence (gusts), to transient tolerances in inlet
throat Mach number and normal shock position. The procedure for estimating frequency
of unstarts is summarized in ten steps. Secondary tasks necessary to complete develop-
ment of the procedure included compilation and discussion of data on high-altitude atmo-
spheric turbulence; development of several general models for changes in inlet throat
Mach number and shock position due to changes in flight and ambient atmospheric con-
ditions, inlet geometry, and exit corrected airflow; development of relations between
changes in propulsion system performance and changes in inlet and engine operating
conditions; writing of several digital computer programs; and demonstration of the
developed procedure by applying it to a representative inlet.
Readers who are interested only in predicting the frequency of inlet unstarts may
turn directly to the section STEPWISE PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING FREQUENCY
OF INLET UNSTARTS.
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SYMBOLS
A
A
a
b
bI,
C
C
C
CD
Cd,
C,.
D
D
e
F
F
n
f
G
g
H
b 2, b 3
Cd'
duct cross-sectional area, ft 2
ratio of rms amplitude of output disturbance to rms amplitude of
free-stream disturbance (see equation (54))
speed of sound, ft/sec
rms amplitude of turbulence
rms amplitude of primary, secondary, and tertiary turbulence
(see Table III and figs. 12 and 13)
constant in case 6 spectra (see Table II)
constant
mean wing chord in equation (1), ft
drag coefficient
duct pressure loss coefficients (see equations (44) and (45))
functions of M 1 in Table IV, i = 1 to 7, j = 4 to 6
drag, lb
2.718 .., base of natural logarithms
thrust, lb
engine net thrust, lb
frequency, Hertz, w/27r
function of Mth (see fig. 20)
number of times disturbance crosses 0 while increasing per unit
distance
standard acceleration of gravity, ft/sec 2
transfer function, frequency-respons e function
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iKA I, KM i, KM 1,
KM 2, Kwci
Ku' Kv' KW
K 1 to Kll
L
L
2
M
m
N
N s, Nth, N O
n
P
P
Pl' P2' P3
PR
p(a)
R
S
S
vf-1
coefficients defined by equations (A6), (B20), (A5), (A3), and
(A4) respectively
coefficients in equation (13)(see fig. 19)
coefficients defined by equations (D16) to (D26), also K 1 and K 2
are coefficients in fig 39.
duct length (see fig. 23), ft
scale of turbulence, ft
length of Helmholtz volume (see fig. 23), ft
Mach number
mass stored in volume (see fig. 23), lb
number of times disturbance amplitude X is exceeded per unit
time
number of times disturbance crosses 0 while increasing per unit
time, GV
parameter in Taylor-Bullen spectra (see Table II)
absolute pressure, psf
probability of atmospheric turbulence (see Table I and fig. 1)
probability of primary, secondary, and tertiary turbulence
(see Table III and figs. 10 and 11)
total pressure recovery factor
probability density of a
gas constant, ft-lb/lb-°R
Laplace variable,/sec
specific entropy, ft-lb/lb-°R
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TTSFC
t
U
UDE
Us
U, V, W
V
V
WR
W
W c
wf
X
X
X
Xs
¢c
t¢
A
absolute temperature, °R
thrust specific fuel consumption, wf/F, /hr
time, see
longitudinal velocity, positive downstream, fps
derived equivalent vertical gust velocity in equation (1), fps
shock velocity, positive downstream, fps
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical components of free-stream
gust, true airspeed, fps
flight velocity, fps
volume of duct downstream of shock (see fig. 23), ft 3
relative airflow, ratio of airflow rate to airflow rate through
reference area, e.g. A_ , at flight velocity and free-stream
density, w/A_V P0
airflow rate, lb/sec
corrected airflow rate, lb/sec
engine fuel flow rate, lb/hr
amplitude of disturbance
distance along duct, positive downstream, ft
distance from beginning of gust in equation (1), ft
normal shock station, positive downstream, ft
angle of attack, deg
parameter in equations (5) to (9)
angle of sideslip, deg
change in quantity
55
E
0w
k
P
(7
o 1
rA1, r M1,
rV, TWei
rd
_" Pt
_'Tt
7"1 to 7"9
¢
_c
o_
%
Subscripts
BL
BY
T S ,
angle between lower surface of wing and free stream in fig. 19, deg
ramp or cone half angle, deg
parameter defined by equation (7)
lip angle, rad
shock-wave angle, rad
wavelength, ft.
density, lb/ft 3
complete rms amplitude
truncated rms amplitude
time constants defined by equations (B16), (B15), (A1), (B19),
and (BI4), sec
duct dead time, sec
time constant defined by equation (BI3) or (D32), sec
time constant defined by equation (C13) or (D33), sec
coefficients defined in Appendices B, C and D
power spectral density
spatial frequency, rad/ft
cutoff spatial frequency, rad/ft
frequency, rad/sec, 2 7rf
cutoff frequency, rad/sec
bleed spillage
bypass spillage
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DDE
d
EXT
e
H
IN
i
L
2
S
t
th
UN
U_ V_ W
Z
0
1
2
1 to 11
27
derived from acceleration measurements, also drag in C D
derived from acceleration measurements, equivalent airspeed
duct volume (see fig. 23), also see C d and Cd' on page 3
external spillage
engine face
Helmholtz volume (see fig. 23)
installed
diffuser exit (see fig. 23)
local conditions ahead of inlet
inlet lip
shock
total or stagnation
throat
uninstalled
longitudinal, lateral and vertical components
downstream end of Helmholtz volume (see fig. 23)
atmospheric ambient, flight
fixed station just upstream of normal shock (see fig. 23)
fixed station just downstream of normal shock (see fig. 23)
subscripts denoting different members of a group, otherwise no
specific significance
static pressure at exit (see fig. 24)
ATMOSPHERICTURBULENCE DATA
The objectives of this section are to summarize and evaluate available data on high-
altitude atmospheric turbulence. Over 280 references were located with the help of
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports, International Aerospace Abstracts, Techni-
cal Abstract Bulletin Indexes, U.S. Government Research and Development Reports
Indexes and refs. 3, 4, 5, and 6. These references exclude those concerned primarily
with meteorological aspects of turbulence. For the purposes of this study, only atmos-
pheric turbulence data for altitudes above 30 000 ft (9.14 kin) will be reported. The
NASA VGH program, initiated in the early 1930's to collect operational experiences of
commercial transport aircraft, has accumulated data from nearly 150 million flight miles,
of which only 2.5 million were recorded on turbojet transports mostly at the higher alti-
tudes. In more recent years the USAF has conducted a similar program. These data
have served as a basis for determining aircraft gust and maneuver loading requirements.
References 7 to 11 are proceedings of five recent conferences on atmospheric
turbulence.
Probability Of Atmospheric Turbulence
VGH data records, which are time traces of aircraft velocity, V, vertical accelera-
tion, G, and altitude, H, have been analysed by several organizations to determine the
portion of the flight distance (or time) that the aircraft encounters turbulence. Data from
refs. 12 to 23 are shown in figure 1 and/or Table I. The following factors should be con-
sidered in assessing these data:
lo Size of sample (see Table I). For example, data from ref. 13 should be more
reliable than that from ref. 12 because the sample includes nearly three times
the flight distance.
. Turbulence avoidance procedures employed. The probability from ref. 15 is
high because the flights were made near thunderstorms. The probabilities from
refs. 14 and 18 are high because the HICAT U-2 aircraft deliberately flew into
areas of expected turbulence. For ferry flights the probability is about 0.02.
Generally, standard commercial procedures of turbulence avoidance provide
the raore realistic probabilities.
. Aircraft speed and size. VGH data from a large high-speed aircraft, such as
the B-70 fief. 17), in long wavelength turbulence would be classified as turbu-
lence whereas that from a small slow aircraft, such as the U-2, could be
classified as pilot maneuver. Moreover, Steiner in ref. 11 suggests that some
of the B-70 data classified as due to turbulence may be due to other sources,
suchas the inlets. These conditions will result in the B-70 data showing a
higher probability of turbulence than the U-2 data.
. Acceleration threshold (minimum acceleration level at which turbulence is
recorded). The Russian balloon radiosonde data (ref. 22 in figure 1) shows a
high probability because of the relatively low threshold used compared to air-
plane data from other references. Reference 20 shows a low probability be-
cause of the relatively large (0.2g) threshold used.
Do Terrain. Probabilities obtained over rough terrain, e.g. Japan (see refs. 12
and 13) and the western United States (ref. 17), are expected to be high com-
pared to probabilities over plains or oceans. Since the probabilities listed in
Table I are for flights over various types of terrain, they would generally be
higher than would be experienced for flights over oceans only. Variation of pro-
bability with location and season over the United States is shown in ref. 21.
Based on the data presented in figure 1 and Table I, the probability of atmospheric
turbulence varies from roughly 0.01 to 0.15 above 30 000 ft. That the range is quite
large at any altitude suggests the difficulty of obtaining meaningful statistical data.
However, even the lowest (0.01) probability of encountering turbulence is significant
and warrants development of an atmospheric gust criteria for supersonic inlet design.
Discrete Gust Model
The amplitude of the turbulence is as important as the probability of turbulence for
selecting the design operating condition of the inlet. An increased amplitude requires
that the inlet performance be reduced by increasing the design transient tolerance in
order to prevent an uastart. Relations between gust probability and amplitude have been
derived from measured VGH data. The gust amplitude is derived from acceleration
measurements by assuming that each acceleration peak is produced by a discrete gust of
known shape.
The magnitudes of the discrete acceleration peaks from the VGH records may be
counted. The results are plotted typically as the logarithm of the cumulative frequency
per flight mile against incremental vertical acceleration (e.g., see ref. 19). These
acceleration peaks are related linearly to a derived equivalent gust velocity UDE by an
equation which includes as parameters the slope of the lift curve, aircraft equivalent
airspeed, wing loading and a gust factor which depends on the airplane mass ratio. The
equation was derived in ref. 24 by assuming that the acceleration peak is produced by
a single vertical discrete gust defined by the equation
UDE (1 27rX _WDE - 2 - cos 25C
(i)
9
where X is the distance from the beginning of the gust (0 _ X -< 25 C) and C is the
mean aircraft: wing chord. This gust shape is shown in the top of figure 2. The number
of times per ]!light mile that a given value of vertical acceleration is exceeded is read
from VGH records. The value of UDE corresponding to this acceleration is computed
and the frequency {times per mile} is plotted against UDE. Some high-altitude data
from ref. 13 are shown in figure 3. In this figure the derived equivalent gust velocity
UDE normally used as the abscissa has been converted to a derived true gust velocity
and then to a derived gust Mach numberby dividing by the standard altitude speed of
sound. This data, like most published data, is concave to the right. Because of the
assumptions inherent in the use of a single discrete gust of arbitrary shape, values of
derived gust velocity have little relation to the maximum true velocity producing the
acceleration :peak. For example, the maximum derived gust velocity recorded during
the National '3evere Storms Project in 1960 was 50 fps but the maximum true vertical
gust was 208 fps. The reason for the discrepancy is that the wavelength of the actual
gust was larger than 25 chords and therefore it produced a relatively small acceleration.
The amplitude of the true gust will differ from that of a derived gust because the wave-
length and aircraft response used for the derived gust calculation are not correct.
In spite of the shortcomings of the concept of derived gust velocity, it is still being
used for structural design purposes. Specifications for the military (ref. 25), the
American SST (ref. 26) and the Anglo-French SST (ref. 27) at cruise speed were con-
verted into terms of derived gust Mach number and are plotted in figure 4. In America,
for subsonic aircraft the specification derived equivalent gust velocity at a speed for
maximum gust loads is 66 fps up to an altitude of 20 000 ft and decreases linearly with
altitude above 20 000 ft to 38 fps at 50 000 ft altitude. For supersonic cruise speeds
(ref. 26), the specification derived true gust velocity is 82.2 fps above 20 000 ft. Inlet
upstarts can occur only at high Mach numbers which are achieved at altitudes above
about 50 000 ft. NASA has obtained nearly 10 million miles of VGH data from turbojet-
and turboProp-powered commercial aircraft. From this large sample they estimate
that a UDE of 66 fps would be exceeded once in 2.78 million nautical miles if normal
storm avoidance procedures are employed. This distance reduces to only 1820 miles
if all the flying is in thunderstorms.
Power Spectral Density
The derived gust velocity data obtained with the discrete gust model discussed
above has several disadvantages. First, atmospheric turbulence does not consist of
discrete gusts but of a continuous variation as shown in the center of figure 2. Second,
gusts do not have a single wavelength dependent on the aircraft size but actually are a
continuous velocity variation which may be represented as the sum of many components
each with a different wavelength, as suggested at the bottom of figure 2. Third, the
derived gust velocity bears little relation to the true gust velocity, as mentioned above,
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Fourth, only vertical and lateral gusts are considered and longitudinal gusts are not
considered. Fifth, as pointed out in ref. 13, the relatively high speedand large size
of an SSTcauses it to respond to disturbances with a longer wavelength than those af-
fecting the high-altitude gust data now available. Last, for an analysis of an inlet with
an inlet control, it is necessary to have data relating the gust amplitude to gust wave-
length in order to assess the capability of the inlet control to reduce the probability of
an unstart. For long wavelengths, andtherefore low disturbance rates, the inlet con-
trol can reduce the transient disturbances in the inlet significantly, whereas for short
wavelengths a practicable inlet control cannot respond, andtherefore cannot reduce the
transient disturbances in the inlet.
Because of these disadvantagesof the discrete gust model, it is desirable to have
data which relate true amplitude of the vertical, lateral, and longitudinal gust compon-
ents to wavelength. Suchdata havebeen obtainedwith a few specially-instrumented
aircraft (e.g., see refs. 18 and 28) for wavelengths in the range 0.1 to 40 000 ft. The
short wavelength limit is determined by instrument response limitations andthe long
wavelength limit is determined by instrument drift limitations andthe size of the patch
of turbulence. The data are reduced digitally andpresented in the form of power spec-
tral density distributions, such as figure 5. The ratio of the square of the gust amplitude
to the spatial frequency bandwidth is plotted against spatial frequency, which is related to
wavelengthas shown. For a given flight velocity the spatial frequency is also propor-
tional to the frequency co. The values of ffl indicate the severity of the turbulence. The
slope of the spectra at short wavelengthsranges from -1.2 to -3. (ref. 29). The theo-
retical slope is -5/3. It is believed that inherent inadequacies in the data reduction pro-
cedures used are responsible for the large variations of the slope obtained.
Several assumptions are usually made in deriving analytical equations for power spec-
tra. One is the assumption of homogeneity, that is, that the statistical properties of the
turbulence do not change with translation of the coordinate axes on which measurement is
based. This assumption is limited to small translations since a typical patch of turbulent
air is a few thousand feet thick and about 10 miles across. The assumption of isotropy
requires that the statistical properties be invariant with rotation of the axes. This assum-
ption is good at short wavelengths but may not be good at long wavelengths such as occur
in mountain waves, for example. Equations for five families of power spectra which
satisfy these two assumptions are presented in Table II. The variables are the com-
plete rms amplitude a u or (rw, the scale of turbulence L, and the spatial frequency f_.
Useful relationships between the various parameters are indicated in the notes under
Table II. The Von Karman and Dryden spectra represent special cases of the Taylor-
Bullen spectra. The Von Karman spectra have the advantage of having the theoretical
slope at large frequency and the Dryden spectra have the advantage of a simpler mathe-
matical form. Both spectra are commonly used. The case 6 spectra represent a modi-
fication of the Dryden spectra which have a finite value of G O (see page 12).
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The case 2 spectra havea less sharp knee than the others. The latter two spectra have
not been used except in reference 30. Normalized spectra for the last four families are
plotl_ed in figures 6 and 7. The normalized spectra have a corner at a referred frequen-
cy of 0.5 for the longitudinal component and of 1.0 for the vertical and lateral components.
Other equations for vertical spectra which are contained in the literature do not satisfy
the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy.
Two integrals of the spectra are of interest (e. g., see ref. 31).
rms amplitude is defined by the integral
The complete
(2)
A truncated rms amplitude, defined by
indicates the contribution to o up to a finite cutoff spatial frequency P-c. The quantity
1 - (Ol/w) is plotted in figures 8 and 9 by lines sloping down to the right. As the plots
indicate, the truncated rms amplitude a I will equal 99% of the complete rms amplitude
a for all referred frequencies of 100 radians or more.
The number of times that the increasing gust velocity crosses zero per unit flight
distance is
Jf0_ 0"20(_2)d_ (3)
GO
2_0 0 (_2)d _2
As with (r, truncated values of G O may be obtained by integrating from 0 to _2e rather
than from 0 to _ in equation (3). Values of the truncated G O are plotted in figures 8
and 9 by lines sloping up to the right. Examination of equation (3) shows that G O approaches
infinity asi]c increases unless the slope of if) is greater than -2 as _ becomes large. Of
the spectral families shown in Table II, only the Taylor-Bullen family withn > 1/2 or
the case 6 family have the large slope and, therefore, a finite value of G 0. For the
longitudinal case 6 spectra,
N0L (1 + C 2)_/2C - 1
G0L - V 2
2rrC
12
and for the vertical and lateral spectra,
G0L
N0L ( I + C 2)v/_C_2
--
V 227rC
With C = 50, as suggested in ref. 30, these maximum values of G0L are 1. 584 and 2. 240,
respectively. Usually the problem of an infinite value of G O with the other spectra is
resolved by reducing the upper limit of the integrals in equation (3). Certainly the inte-
gration should not be carried to wavelengths less than some significant dimension such
as the wing chord or the inlet diameter. For aircraft structural calculations the upper
frequency limit used is about 10 Hz (cps). Dr. Houbolt has suggested that the upper
frequency limit be that for which the truncated al is 95% of a .
Several reports use the concept of power spectral density to relate aircraft vertical
acceleration to a vertical gust environment. These reports present exceedance models
of the atmospheric turbulence environment which fit the observed aircraft loads experi-
ence. That is, the models predict the frequency at which an aircraft load, or any simi-
lar parameter, is exceeded. The model is expressed in terms of 1, 2 or 3 probabilities
of encountering turbulence P and the corresponding rms amplitudes b. Thus, statistic-
ally, aircraft loads experience is considered to be the sum of up to four patches. The
first patch has insignificant turbulence. In the second patch, representing Pl of the
flight distance, the aircraft encounters turbulence with an rms amplitude of bl. In the
third patch, representing a smaller portion P2 of the flight distance, the aircraft en-
counters more severe turbulence with an rms amplitude of b 2. For this model the num-
ber of times a disturbance amplitude X is exceeded per unit time is given by the equa-
tion
X X X
N = NO 1 e + P2 e + 1)3 e (4)
where N O and A are computed by integrating the power spectral density of the output
disturbance (see page 42). The values of the P's and b's are determined by curve
fitting plots of cumulative frequency of gust velocity (e. g., see ref. 24). In the earlier
literature, e.g. ref. 32, the terms "clear-air" and "storm" are used to designate the
patches associated with 1)1 and P2- In order to avoid any implication of the absence or
presence of clouds, the terms "primary", "secondary'; and "tertiary" are employed
here to designate the three terms used to fit loads experience data. Values for the P's
and bTs from 13 references are collected in Table III and figures 10 to 13. In figures
12 and 13 the b's are expressed in units of Mach number obtained by dividing the b's in
Table III by the standard atmosphere speed of sound a0 shown at the bottom of Table III.
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Examination of Table III showsthat most of the references were written in a 2 1/2-
year period. Since little new high-altitude loads databecame available during this
period, differences between the models are due mainly to the individual author's inter-
pretation of the available data and approach to fitting the data. For example, Firebaugh
(ref. 43) keeps b1 constant and uses a large variation in the scale of turbulence L to fit
the data. Dr. Houbolt (ref. 42) uses a single probability which is greater for day than
night, lets the rms amplitude b dependon L, and uses different exceedancemodels than
the other autlhors (seepage 15). Austin in ref. 41 repeats the values from ref. 35
except at low altitudes. Eachmodel is associatedwith a specific power spectral density
family. Based largely on a discussion with Dr. Houbolt the following comments are
made:
. Values of P in the models of atmospheric turbulence are quite accurate. Dr.
Houbolt, in ref. 42, shows that errors in 1_ have little effect on the frequency
of load exceedan_ce. Therefore, by analogy, the small errors in P have a small
effect on the computed frequency of inlet unstarts.
a Values of b in the models of atmospheric turbulence are inaccurate. Dr.
Houbolt, in ref. 42, shows that errors in b have a large effect on the frequency
of load exceedance. Therefore, the errors in b have a large effect on the com-
puted frequency of inlet unstarts.
. The Von Karman family (see Table II) is the best spectral family to use. At
long wavelengths, in what is called the inertial subrange, the slope of the Von
Karman spectra is the theoretical slope of -5/3. This range of wavelengths
is of most interest in a study of the frequency of inlet unstarts. At very short
waw_lengths, less than about 1 cm, ¢ should vary as _-7 because of viscous
effects. However these extreme wavelengths are too small to be of interest.
At the other extreme of very large wavelengths, in the buoyant subrange, the
Von Karman spectra are nearly constant whereas theoretical slopes of-11/5
and -3 have been proposed. However, extremely long wavelengths are not of
concern because of the finite size of turbulence patches and because distur-
bances with a long wavelength present no real problem to an inlet control.
4. The value of b should vary as the cube root of L.
e The numerical filtering procedure used to compute the power spectral density,
and the length of the turbulence patch, affect the computed value of the scale
of turbulence L. Dr. Houbolt recommends L = 1000 to 2000 ft.
. Considering ref. 42, for high altitudes Dr. Houbolt prefers case "j" with c_ =8
to 9. A second choice is case "m" with a = 0. 002 to 0. 005 and a third choice
is case "k" with a := 0. 0005.
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For his case "j",
N =
or N =
PN0 e
PN0 (
- v_ + c) X/bA
abA )a
ev/l+ £X
X < abA/q_ + _ (5)
X -> _bA/_/i + e (6)
t_+ 2 -_
where E = _ e
oi-2 (7)
For his case "m",
X
I( abAN = PN 0 1-o_) e -_- + _.1"7X (e
0. 289X 3.46 X
1bA bA-e ) (8)
For his case "k", _/1 + 5.25 c_ X 0.4_/1+5.25_ X
bA
N = PN 0 l-a) e b A +oze (9)
o
The four exceedance models are shown in figure 14. Curvature in the straight
line for case "a" can be introduced by including secondary and tertiary turbu-
lence in equation (4).
The best model of high-altitude atmospheric turbulence probably is provided by
refs. 35 and 41, although it is believed to be conservative by AFFDL personnel.
Atmospheric Temperature Gradients
Changes in ambient temperature as well as gusts present a disturbance to a super-
sonic aircraft, as shown by equation (12) developed on page 20. Although an examination
of temperature transients is not included in the work statement of the contract under
which this report was prepared, some data has been collected and is presented here.
Equation (12) shows that the change in flight Mach number is proportional to the pro-
duct of flight Mach number and ambient temperature change. Therefore, ambient tem-
perature changes produce a larger effect on a high-speed aircraft, such as an SST, than
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on subsonicaircraft. Analysis of data from thirteen cases from references 18and 44
showedthat the Machnumber changeresulted from the addition of temperature and longi-
tudinal gust effects in nine cases and the difference in four cases. The case sample size
is too small to predict the percentage of time the temperature change would produce a
significant cJaange in flight Mach number. It is interesting to note that for a flight Mach
number of 2.7 the effect of temperature change on flight Mach number exceeded that of
the longitudinal gust in several cases.
The severity of the flight Mach number change due to an ambient temperature change
depends on both the magnitude of the temperature change and the distance along the flight
path in which the temperature change occurs. A large temperature change over a short
distance will increase the requirements of the inlet control. Some available data on
the relationship between horizontal distance and ambient temperature change are shown
in figure 15. The circles show data obtained over storms at 45 000 ft altitude by the
National Severe Storms Laboratory. The squares show data presented by the Canadian
National Aeronautical Establishment for a flight at 39 000 ft altitude in a mountain wave
over the Sierras. Data from several flights of the HICAT aircraft showing large temper-
ature changes are shown by triangles. The two diamonds represent data from a British
research aircraft in standing-wave conditions over the Sierra Nevadas. The quarter-
circle symbols come from B-70 data and the half-circle symbols from U-2 data, both at
60 000 ft. The line comes from the airworthiness standards for the Concorde and repre-
sents the best advice available at the time it was prepared. To illustrate the importance
of the temperature changes shown, a change in ambient temperature of 12°F will change
the Mach number of a Math 2.7 aircraft by 0. 075 units. The same Mach number change
requires a _st of 73 fps true air speed. This is a severe gust which is encountered very
infrequently.
I-l]CAT Program
Table I shows that all the atmospheric turbulence data for altitudes over 45 000 ft
were obtained by U-2 and B-70 aircraft. By far the largest sample was obtained by
NASA U-2 aircraft with a VGH recorder or by a WU-2 aircraft for the HICAT program
supported by the AFFDL. The latter aircraft was extensively instrumented to measure
total temperature, airspeed, true gust velocities and altitude (see refs. 14, 18 and 28).
The HICAT flight program terminated in Feb. 1968 and a final report is scheduled to be
published.
The objective of the HICAT program "is to determine the statistical characteristics
of high altitude CAT so as to improve structural design criteria. " Because of the pur-
pose and because of instrumentation limitations, the reported HICAT data has several
shortcomings when application to predicting inlet unstarts is considered.
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Two Lockheed vanesensors with a high natural frequency were used to sense ver-
tical and lateral componentsof gusts relative to the aircraft. The longitudinal compon-
ent was sensedby a dynamic pressure transducer connectedto the nose pitot-static boom.
Absolute gust velocities were determined by addingthe absolute aircraft velocities pro-
vided by an inertial platform to the relative velocities. The maximum wavelength at
which power spectra canbe presented is limited to roughly 40 000 ft by drift of the plat-
form with time andby the size of the turbulence patches. The minimum wavelength of
roughly 200 ft is limited by the responseof the instrumentation and by a cutoff frequency
of 1 to 5 hertz used to process the raw data. An examination of the published instrumen-
tation characteristics showedthat the responseof the total temperature sensor may be
unsatisfactory. According to ref. 18, the total temperature probe "has a frequency res-
ponsewhich is flat within 1 percent to about 5.7 Hz". But in ref. 49, the authors state
that "it does not adequately follow changesof temperature whosefrequencies are greater
than one cycle/sec." Reference 51presents data on time constants for the sensor. The
longer time constant, associated with the support structure, is about 2.5 sec and the
shorter time constant, associatedwith the sensingelement, is about 0.03 sec. There-
fore, significant errors occur at frequencies over 0.06 Hz. Mr. Boone, of AFFDL, was
contacted regarding this discrepancy but hewas unableto resolve the problem at the time
this report was written. However, it is believed that the response of the total tempera-
ture sensor may be inadequateto permit the cross-correlation function betweenambient
static temperature and longitudinal gust velocity being calculated with meaningful preci-
sion. Also, the accuracy of some of the temperature gradient datapresented in figure
15 is suspect over short distances.
Because the atmospheric turbulence data required to predict loads or inlet unstart
experience is statistical rather than deterministic, many flight hours are required to
obtain significant results. The HICAT program did not reach a significant level of flight
hours and is especially deficient in presenting the effects of terrain on turbulence.
Effects of terrain on P and b can be found in ref. 49.
Summary
The available data on the random vertical turbulence environment at high altitudes is
very limited. Because it uses the Von Karman power spectrum and because it is the re-
sult of the most comprehensive analysis of the data, the definition of this environment in
ref. 35 is believed to be the best available. The assumption of isotropy is required to
obtain comparable definitions for longitudinal and lateral turbulence. Longitudinal tem-
perature gradients have been measured and can contribute significantly to changes in
flight Mach number.
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Several references present specifications for disturbances applicable to a super-
sonic aircraft. From four of these references the rate of changeof flight Machnumber
and the amplil:udeof the Machnumber changewere computedandare plotted in figure 16.
The relation betweenthese two parameters for longitudinal gusts with a Von Karman
spectrum, L = 2500 ft, a band width of 1 Hz, and a u = 48 fps, is shown by the dashed
curve. The larger rates of change shown are generally associated with smaller changes
in flight Mach number. Therefore the envelope of the disturbances shown represents
roughly a constant transient error. Vertical gusts are considered in figure 17 for changes
in angle of attack. The word "draught" is used in ref. 49 to refer to a quasi-steady ver-
tical wind shear with a true velocity of up to +200 fps and a width of 1000 to 20 000 ft.
The disturbances in the Boeing AIC specification (ref. 53) appear to be conservative with
the exception of an ambient temperature change shown in figure 16.
ANALYTICAL INLET MODEL
An analytical inlet model is required to relate changes in the inlet performance to
the imposed upstream atmospheric disturbances. This model must give the time-depen-
dent change in throat Mach number and in shock position due to changes in free-stream
conditions (flight velocity, angles of attack and sideslip, ambient pressure and tempera-
ture), inlet geometry (spike position, throat area), and diffuser exit flow (bypass and
engine corrected airflows). Existing inlet models (e. g., ref. 54) are not complete
enough to be used here. Among the omissions are no model of change in flow conditions
ahead of inlet due to changes in free-stream conditions, no linear model of change in
inlet throat flow conditions due to changes in flow conditions ahead of inlet and in inlet
geometry, and model not linearized. Therefore, the necessary analytical inlet models
are developed in this section. An overall schematic of the inlet model is presented in
figure 18. The blocks shown for the throat Mach number and shock position controls
include the signal gain and pneumatic transmission line dynamics as well as the control
gains and dynamics.
For convenience, the model is divided into three groups:
1, A model which relates changes in local flow conditions ahead of the inlet to
cha:ages in freeIstream conditions (three components of a gust, ambient
temperature and pressure).
2. A model which relates changes in inlet throat flow conditions to changes in
local flow conditions and inlet geometry.
. Four models, of varying complexity, which relate transient and steadyIstate
changes in normal shock position to transient and steady-state changes in
throat flow, throat area and exit corrected airflow.
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These three groups are represented by the three large blocks in figure 18and are dis-
cussed in the following three subsections. The third subsection includes a comparison
of four models of normal shockposition with eachother and with digital method-of-
characteristics calculations for a representative inlet configuration. A fourth subsection
presents a discussion of the affects of changesin throat Machnumber and shockposition
on the installed performance of a propulsion system.
The following assumptions are made:
1. Air is a perfect gas with a ratio of specific heats equal to 1.4.
2. Small disturbances from an average steady-state condition occur. Therefore,
the flow equations may be linearized.
.
The effects of viscosity are not included explicitly. Therefore, the normal
shock inside the diffuser has zero thickness and there is no steady-state loss
in total pressure downstream of the normal shock.
,
The flow at each station inside the inlet is uniform across the inlet flow area
and is a function of time only.
,
Internal bleed flows near the normal shock are not included explicitly in the
models for the normal shock position, although only a simple modification
would be required to include the effects of bleed.
Analytical Model of Local Conditions Ahead of Inlet
The purpose of this section is to derive and present equations for changes in the
local flow upstream of the inlet due to changes in ambient atmospheric conditions. The
changes in local flow conditions (APtL, ATtL, AM L, and flow angle) are used as dis-
turbances for the analytical model of the flow at the inlet throat, page 21. The changes
in ambient conditions are temperature AT 0, pressure AP 0, and the three gust compon-
ents u, v, and w.
Changes in the local flow total pressure and temperature are given by the following
two equations: d 1_
APtL AP 0 R L i. 4 M 0
+ + A M 0 (10)
PtL P0 PR L 1 +0.2M_
ATtL AT 0 0.4 M 0
_ + AM 0
TtL TO 1 +0.2M_
(Ii)
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The _PRL/I?RL term allows for any change in total pressure recovery between the
free stream and the local flow ahead of the inlet due to shock waves from the fuselage,
for example. The assumption is made that the aircraft absolute flight velocity is con-
stant for the short time intervals of interest. Therefore, the aircraft relative Mach
number changes are due to changes in ambient speed of sound (temperature) and in
relative velocity due to a longitudinal gust (u). Thus,
M0 AT 0U
A M 0 - a0 2 T O (12)
where a positive longitudinal gust is rearwards.
An analytical model for the change in local Mach number is dependent on the air-
craft configuration. The input disturbances are A M0 from equation (12), the vertical
gust component w and the lateral gust component v. The following equation defines the
three coefficients Ku, Kv and Kw:
V W
AM L = K AM 0 + K -- +K -- (13)
u "v a 0 w a 0
A vertical gust velocity w changes ML by the same amount as an increase in aircraft
angle of attack of _ - Likewise, a lateral gust produces an angle of sideslip of
' I¥I_, _t 0 "
v . Therefore, the three coefficients Ku, K V and Kw may be calculated by determin-
in_th0e effects on M L of changes in flight Mach number, angle of sideslip and angle of
attack, respectively. The values of these coefficients are dependent on the aircraft
configuration. If the inlet is underneath an unswept wing whose lower surface is flat,
the equations for oblique shock waves in ref. 55 may be used to calculate K u and K w. A
graphical approach to determine the change in Mach number behind an oblique shock
wave due to a change in upstream Mach number and in shock deflection angle may be
used to calculate K u and K w respectively. Alternatively, the theory and equations in
ref. 56 may be adapted. The latter approach was used to calculate the values of K u and
K w plotted in figure 19. The value of 5 is the angle between the lower surface of the
wingand the free stream. For other aircraft geometries, with the inlet not in the shadow
of an unswept wing, the values of Ku and Kw will vary from those shown in figure 19.
However, it is expected that Ku will remain near unity. In general, it is expected that K v
is small.
As discussed on page 11, atmospheric turbulence is generally considered to be iso-
tropic. That is, the rms amplitudes of the three components (au, a v and aw) are equal
Also, all directions for the gust have equal probability. For this case, considering only
gusts and not temperature changes, the rms amplitude of the change in local Mach num-
ber is
2O
2+K +KML = u v 3 w boA (14)
where b 0 is the rms amplitude of the gusts. The above equation (14) applies to a time
average whereas equations (10) to (13) apply at any instant of time. The rms vertical
gust components b reported in the literature (see Table HI) equal b0/_.
No attempt is made to derive a general model for the change in local flow angle be-
cause any model is very dependent on the aircraft geometry.
Analytical Model of Flow at Inlet Throat
The purpose of this section is to derive equations for changes in the flow conditions
at the inlet throat due to changes in local flow upstream of the inlet. The changes in
inlet throat flow (APtth, ATtth, and AMth ) of interest are the upstream disturbances
for the analytical models of normal shock position presented on page 24. The input
disturbances of APtL, ATtL, AML and local flow angle ahead of the inlet are presented
in the preceding section.
The fact that the flow from upstream of the inlet to the throat is supersonic justi-
fies exclusion of any internal dynamic effects in the analysis. Any dead time would be
very small and would only be considered if the inlet control senses local flow conditions.
The assumption that dynamic effects may be neglected permits using the steady-state
flow equation. Therefore,
Ptl = Ptth = PRth PtL = PRth PRL Pt0 (15)
and Ttl = Ttth = TtL (16)
where the factor PRth accounts for losses in total pressure from ahead of the inlet to
the throat. Locations of Ptl and Ttl are presented in figure 23.
The steady-state continuity equation between the local and throat flows is
ML Pth Mth Ptth
WR AL (1 + 0.2 ML2)3 _-_-tL Ath (1 + 0.2 Mth2)3 V/-_th
(17)
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The following equation for the changein throat Machnumber is obtained by differentiating
equation (17)and substituting equations (15) and (16):
[AAL _Ath OWR Ath_ PRth l/AAth /1-ML2AMth = fth _ + \W R aAth PRth _Ath Ath +\M L (I+0.2ML_ +
]WR _ ML PRth _ ML] AM L (18)
Mth {l+0.2Mth 2)
where fth = (19)
1 - Mth 2
The AAL/A L term allows for a change in the geometric inlet lip area; for most inlets
this term is zero. The next term allows for changes in relative airflow due to changes
in external geometry associated with a change in throat area, such as for a translating-
spike inlet. The two terms with partial derivatives of PRth are generally small com-
pared to the other terms in the brackets. The factor fth is plotted in figure 20. It
becomes large and varies rapidly as Mth approaches unity. An equation for the average
value of fth between Mth = M and Mth = Mth is obtained by integrating equation (19):
Mth - M
fth :-- _Mth(l+0.2M2)3 ) (20)in \M _1 +;:2 Mth2)3
Average values of fth for M = 1.0 and 1.3 are shown by dashed lines in figure 20. Use
of an average fth usually will provide acceptable accuracy.
The aWR/WR aM L term allows for the change in supercritical relative airflow
with local Mach number for a fixed inlet geometry. For a two-dimensional wedge inlet
an exact analytical solution may be obtained. Consideration of the inlet geometry leads
to the following equation for relative airflow
W R A_ cot 0_ - cot5
W R - Al = cot 0 w - cot 5 (21}
where the terms are defined in the following sketch.
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Upon differentiation, with constant 6 and 0_
a w R
WR 8 0w
= cot 0 w -cot (0 w - 6 ) (22)
An equation for a0w/OM L was obtained from ref. 56 and, therefore,
0WR 4tan6 (cot0 w +tan6)
-- w,
WR 0ML M L sin20 w (ML 2 (cos 20 w +tan6 sin 20w) + csc20 w) (tan0 w -tan6)
(23)
This equation has been evaluated numerically for several wedge angles and the results
are shown in the lower part of figure 21. One should note that the lip angle 0_ is not
involved. For an axially-symmetric conical inlet an analytical solution is not available.
Hartsell presents the following equation in ref. 57 which he states is valid
WR = cot 2 0_ _ cot25 (24)
cot20 w - cot25
for 6_>10 ° and M L >1.5. Upon differentiation, one obtains
0WR - 2 cos 0w O0w
= (25)
(cot26 cot 2 OMLWR OML sin 30w - 0w)
Several approximate equations for 0 w were found in the literature. However, the best
results are obtained by using tabulated values of 0 w and 00w/aM L in refs. 58 and 59.
These values were used to compute the results plotted in the upper part of figure 21.
Also, the relative airflow was plotted against ML from computations described in ref.
60 and the slope determined. Somewhat different values of 0WR/WR aM L were ob-
tained which, unlike those shown in figure 21, depend on the lip angle 0L . However the
curves in figure 21 should be adequate. More precise values of 0WR/W R 8M L may be
obtained for a given geometry by plotting theoretical values of WR from refs. 60 and 61.
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The effect of local or free-stream flow direction on the throat Machnumber is not
as amenableto a theoretical analysis because internal flow distortion is so significant
a factor. _?hcreforeexperimental data on axially-symmetric inlets with internal com-
pression are used from refso 62 to 68. h_these references, the inlet unstart spike
position is plotted against Mach number at zero angle of attack and against angle of
attack at several local Mach numbers. Data at ML = 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 were selected
for use in this report.
From these data the inlet unstart events are plotted as functions of local Mach
number and angle of attack in figxtre 22 for different spike positions. Symbols corre-
sponding to different spike positions for one ML and one reference are joined. For
each spike position, either increasing the inlet angle of attack to the abscissa value
or reducing the local Mach number to the ordinate value will cause an unstart. Thus,
these two changes, one in local flow direction and one in local Mach number, produce
the same decrease in throat Mach number. This decrease in throat Mach number
is related to the decrease in local Mach number by equation (18). With the aid of
figure 22, therefore, it is possible to relate the decrease in throat Mach number due
to local flow angle. For example, at M L = 3.0, let AMth = 1.8 AML according to
equation (18). From figure 22, with M L = 3.0, the average slope of the lines is roughly
-0.08 AML/deg. Therefore, AMth= 1.8 (-0.08) As =-0.14 A_or, in words, aone-
degree increase in local flow angle reduces the minimum throat Mach by 0.14 units.
Inspection of figure 22 shows that the slope of the lines increases with local Maeh num-
bers. Therefore, the change of throat Mach number with flow angle increases with
local Mach number.
The change in Mach number ahead of the shock AM1 required in the next section
may be obtained from equation (18) by simply replacing the subscript "th" by "1".
Thus, in equation (19) M 1 is used in place of Mth.
Analytical Models of Normal Shock Position
The third group of models is one which predicts the change in normal shock posi-
tion due to various upstream disturbances at the inlet throat or downstream disturbances
at the exit. The upstream disturbances considered are changes in total pressure, total
temperature, duct area (due to action of an inlet control), and Mach number. The down-
stream disturbances are changes in either exit Mach number or corrected airflow.
Corrected airflow is a ftmction of Mach number for a given area. If this functional
relation
W e • _5.384
AM
(1 + 0.2M2) 3
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is differentiated, the following relation betweenthese two dox_a_streamdisturbm_cesis
obtained:
hi i (i + 0.2 Mi 2) AWc i
Ahii = (26)
1 - Mi2 Wci
The substitution implied by this equation may be made into the eauations (32), (33),
(34), (35) and (D14) for the four models of normal shock position.
The first task is to derive equations for the change in selected flow parameters at
a fixed station downstream of the shock (subscript "2") caused by changes in flow para-
meters at a fixed station upstream of the shock (subscript "1"), a displacement of the
shock, or change in shock velocity. For convenience, the two fixed stations are consid-
ered to be separated by an insignificant distance. The two stations are fixed relative to
the inlet, not the normal shock. If the shock is displaced downstream of station "2" the
actual flow there changes from subsonic to supersonic. The properties of a fictitious
subsonic flow at station "2" are obtained by using the theoretical stream-tube-area
relations in ref. 55 and the flow properties at any station behind the shock. This ficti-
tious subsonic flow at station "2" is consistent with that existing downstream of the
shock if the shock were not present between the two stations.
Equations for the change in downstream flow parameters due to a change in up-
stream Mach number M 1 are obtained by differentiating the relations for a normal
shock with respect to M1. Thus, for M2, M22 = (M12 * 5)/(7M12 - 1) and
c_M2 36 M1
AM2- c_M1 AM1 =- AM1
x/M12 + 5 (7M12 - 1 )1.5
The other flow parameters are treated similarly. The coefficients, which are func-
tions of M1, are shown in column (j = 4) of Table IV. The coefficients for the other
three upstream parameters (Ptl, Ttl and A1) are shown in columns j = 1, 2 and 3.
Equations for the change in downstream flow parameters due to a change in shock
position are derived in the following manner. Differentiating the stream-tube-area
relations in ref. 55 produces the following equation relating Mach number gradient to
duct area gradient:
dM_ : M (1 + 0.2 M 2) dA (27)
dX 1 - M 2 AdX
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This equation, with M = M1, is used to determine the change in theMath number
upstream of the shockdue to the shockdisplacement AXs. The ehanges in downstream
flow parameters behind the shock beeause of the change in upstream Maeh number are
computed by the procedure described in the preeeding paragraph. The change in static
pressure P2 and Math number M2 at the fixed station are computed by theoretical extra-
polation forward using M = M2 in equation (27). The resulting terms are shown in one
column (j = 5) of Table IV.
Equations for the change in downstream flow parameters due to shock velocity are
derived in ref. 69 by differentiating the normal shock relations in terms of an upstream
relative Mach number. This Mach number is the difference between the absolute up-
stream Mach number M1 and a dimensionless shock velocity Us/al. By an appropriate
change of coordinates between a system moving with the shock and a fixed system (e. g.,
see refs. 54 and 69) the terms in column (j = 6) of Table IV are obtained.
A matrix of equations for the changes in seven downstream flow parameters is pre-
sented in Table IV. The downstream flow parameters are listed in the first column and
the terms associated with the six quantities which may change are listed in the next six
columns. As an example, consider changes in downstream corrected airflow. This
is the fifth downstream flow parameter and the equation is on the line labeled i=5. It
may be written as
_ - 7 (M12 1) dAAwe2 AA1 30 (M12 1) AM 1 + -
We2 A1 M1 (7M12 - 1) (M12 + 5) 7M12 - 1 AdX
z_X s +
(M12 - 1) (7M12 + 5) Us
M1 (7M12 - 1) xJl + 0.2M12 at
(28)
Downstream corrected airflow is independent of upstream Ptl and Ttl (as shown by the
coefficient "0.0" in Table IV) and increases with increasing duct area A1, decreasing
upstream Mach number M 1, downstream shock displacement AX s (if dA/AdX>0) and
downstream shock velocity Us. For convenience, the Mach number functions in Table
IV are denoted by Ctj, where i and j represent the line and column in Table IV. Thus,
equation (28) may be written as
Awe2 AA1 dA U s
Wc 2 A1 C54 AM1+ C55 _ AX s + C56 at (29)
With the exception of C14 for M1 < 1. 484, all Cij are positive functions of M 1.
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A useful result which canbe obtained easily from the equations in Table IV is a set
of equations for the steady-state displacement of the normal shockdue to several dis-
turbances. As anexample, consider that the upstream Machnumber M1 and duct area
A1 are constant, i.e., AM1 = AA 1 = 0. For steady-state disturbances Us = 0. There-
fore, by rearranging equation (28), the following equation for the steady-state shock
displacement due to a change in downstream corrected airflow is obtained:
Ks
7M12 - 1 AdX Awc2
7 (M12 - 1) dA Wc2
One may note that Awci/Wci = AWc2/Wc2. This equation and five others are collected
in Table V. The first three equations apply to changes in three downstream flow para-
meters with constant upstream conditions, and the last three equations apply to changes
in upstream conditions with constant downstream corrected airflow. For coordinated
changes in duct area and upstream Mach number at constant airflow which would be pro-
duced by a throat Mach number control, the bottom equation shows that the normal
shock remains at a constant duct area.
The second task is to derive four equations, representing four models, for the
transient displacement of the normal shock due to transient changes in diffuser exit
corrected airflow or Mach number, upstream total pressure or temperature, upstream
Mach number and duct area near the shock. The nomenclature used for these four ana-
lytical models of normal shock position is illustrated in figure 23. Many of the quanti-
ties shown are not required for the simpler models. The discussion of the models is
arranged in order to the complexity of the model, starting with the simplest. Detailed
derivations of these four models are contained in Appendices A through D. Equations
for the time-dependent change in shock position are expressed in Laplace notation.
Readers who are not familiar with the Laplace operator S may think of it as the operator
for the time derivative. Thus, the shock velocity U s may be written as SAX s. The
steady-state shock displacement is obtained by setting S = 0.
First analytical model of shock position. - It is shown in ref. 70 that a first-order
lag relation for shock position results from the assumption that the disturbance is a
linear function of shock position and of shock velocity. This assumption is made in the
analysis leading to the equations shown in Tables IV and V. Therefore, these equations
are used to derive a first-order lag relation for shock position in Appendix A.
If a step change in a downstream flow parameter is imposed, a step change in shock
velocity must occur to balance the disturbance. This shock velocity can be predicted
by using the coefficient shown in the right-hand column (j = 6) of Table IV on the appro-
priate line, depending on the flow parameter disturbed. At a much later time, the
shock reaches an equilibrium stationary position, and the steady-state displacement
can be predicted by using the preceding coefficient (j = 5) on the same line of Table IV
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or by using the appropriate equation in Table V. For any time, the shock displacement
can be represented by a first-order lag relationship involving a gain (steady-state dis-
placement) and a shock time constant. This time constant is the ratio of the last two
coefficients in the equation shown in Table IV. For example, for a disturbance in
either downstream corrected airflow (i -- 5) or Mach number (i = 6) the time constant is
TS
C56 AdX 1 C66 AdX 1
C55 dA at C65 dA at
7 M12 + 5 AdX 1
or Ts = (31)
7M 1 _/1 + 0.2 M12 dA at
The steady-state displacements are given by the equations in Table V.
equation for the shock displacement is derived in Appendix A:
The following
- rdS Awci AA 1
-- + KM1 AM1 +Kwc i e wci KA1
AXs = 1 + 7"sS (32)
where rs is given by equation (31), rd is a dead time introduced to account for the time
required for a sound wave to move upstream against the flow from the exit to the shock
wave, and the gains K are defined in Appendix A in terms of the Mach number M 1 and
the duct area gradient at the shock dA/AdX. Equation (32) represents the first analyti-
cal model for shock position.
Second analytical model of shock position. - The first analytical model, expressed
by equation (32), is especially applicable to short inlets. For inlets with a long diffuser,
however, allowance should be made for the effect of changes in the mass of air stored
in the volume between the normal shock and the diffuser exit on the shock dynamics.
The change of this mass stored in the volume is proportional to the diffuser volume and
to changes in the stagnation density and average Mach number M d in the volume (see
figure 23). The details of the analysis, which is based on that in ref. 69, are presented
in Appendix B. The following equation represents the second analytical model of shock
position:
AX s
- "rdS Awci + (1 + 7MIS)AM 1Kwci (1 + TwciS)e Wci KM1
KAI(I+ rA1S)Aal +A1 rptS ( Aptlp_l ATtl) _I
1 + rlS + _'282
4-
(33)
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It differs from equation (32)of the first model by having a quadratic lag, by having
lead time constants in the Awci, AM1 and AA1 terms, and by including a term propor-
tional to the rate of change of upstream total pressure and temperature. These changes
result from including a volume behind the shock. Equations for the coefficients are con-
tained in Appendix B.
Third analytical model of shock position. - Several analyses of supersonic inlets have
included the pressure differential required to accelerate the mass in the Helmholtz
volume (see fig. 23) behind the shock. Appendix C presents an analysis which intro-
duces the Helmholtz mass into the second model. The following equation for the
resulting third analytical model of shock position is derived:
Awci
_d S
AA 1
(1 + _'1 S + "r2S2)AM 1 + KA1 (1 + 7"A1S )Kwci(1 +TwciS)e "-_-y-. + KM1
cl A1
APtl ATtl
+ _Pt S -- + -rT tS(1 + _'3S)
Ptl ' Ttl
(34)
1 + "r4S + "r5s2 + "r6S3
It differs from equation (33) of the second model by having a first-order plus a quadra-
tic lag_ a quadratic lead in the AM 1 term and a lead in the ATtl term. These changes
result from including the inertia of the air in a Helmholtz volume behind the shock.
Equations for the coefficients are contained in Appendix C.
Fourth analytical model of shock position.--A nonlinear representation of a supersonic
inlet is presented by North American Aviation in ref. 54. Both storage volume and
Helmholtz mass effects are included. An analytical model is derived in Appendix D by
linearizing the equations in ref. 54 for started inlet operation. This fourth analytical
model of shock position is expressed by the equation
KWc i (1 + "rvS)e-'rdS AWci +Wci KM1 (1 +TIS + T2S2 ) AM 1
AA1 (1 + rvS)S APtl
+ KA 1 (1 + "r3S + T4 $2) _-1 + "rPt Ptl
+ "rT t (1 + _'_S)S ATtl
Ttl
AX = (35)
S
1 + "r6S + "r7S2 4 -r8S3 + T9S4
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It differs from equation (34) of the third model by having two quadratic lags, a quadratic
lead in the AA 1 term and a lead in the APtl term. Equations for the coefficients are
contained in Appendix D. If one desires to evaluate changes in other aerodynamic
parameters, such as a pressure in the diffuser, equation (35) must be replaced by a
set of equations such as (D3), (D13), (D14) and (D15) in Appendix D.
Comparison of analytical models of shock position. - This subsection has three objec-
tives :
1. to illustrate the response of the shock wave to various sinusoidal disturbances.
2. to compare the predictions of the four analytical models of shock position with
each other.
3. to compare these predictions with calculations made by a method-of-character-
istics procedure.
The area distribution of the inlet configuration selected for the purpose of achieving
these objectives is presented in figure 24. The following values for the required para-
meters are used (in this section the dimensions of some parameters are not consistent
with those shown in the section SYMBOLS because distance along the duct is measured
in inches rather than feet):
X = 1.5 in.
_1 = 1.32
at1 = 14 200 in./sec
dA
Ad-"X = 0. 008/in.
= 4in.
A = 0. 634 ft 2
Mz = O. 64_
ZV = 3 6 ft -in.
L = 35in.
M d = O. 334
M. = 0.25
1 _-
and -rd 0.004 sec
For the first analytical model of shock position, equation (32) becomes
AX
S
AA 1
-0.004S AWci
---- + 60.19 AM 1 - 269.3 A1269.3e w .
el
1 + O. 01411S
(3 6)
3O
The product 269.3 AWci/Wci may be replaced by 997.1 AM i as per equation (26) in
this and the following three equations. The shock time constant is 0.01411 sec.
:For the second analytical model, which includes the volume effect, equation (33) becomes
-0. 004S
269.3(1-0. 000469S)e
AW .
el
W
ci
+ 60.19 (1-0.00599S) AM 1
AX
S
-269.3(1+0.000469S) AA1 ( APtl ATt_____!__l_
A1 +2.009S _ PtZ Ttl /
1 + 0.01393S + 0. 0000319S 2
(37)
For the third analytical model, which includes the Helmholtz mass effect, equation (34)
becomes
AX
-0.004S
269.3(1-0. 000469S)e
AW
ci
W 0
el
+
- 269.3(1 + 0. 000469S)
60.19 (1-0. 00518S + 0. 0000061S2)AM1
AA 1 APt 1 ATt 1
+ 2. 009S 2. 053 S (1+0. 000159S)
A1 Ptl Ttl
1 + 0.01475S + 0°0000490S 2 + 0o000000082S 3 (38)
For the fourth analytical model, which is a linearized version of the North American
analysis, equation (35) becomes
-0. 004S
269.3(1+0. 00746S)e
AW .
Cl
W o
CI
+60. I9(1+0. 00194S-0. 0000412S2)AM1
AA 1
-269.3(1+0.008397S+0. 00000699S 2) -_
APtl
+ 2. 009(1+0. 00746S)_p-_- - 1. 505S
ATtl
(1 + 0.00185S) T tl
AX =
1 + 0.02640S + 0.0002126S 2 + 0.000000415S3+0.00000000023S4 (39)
Gains and phase lags were computed from the preceding four equations for sinu-
soidal disturbances in
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1. Diffuser-exit Mach number, AM. l
2. Upstream Mach number, AM 1
3. Upstream duct area, AA 1
4. Upstream total pressure, APtl
5o Upstream total temperature, ATtl
Bode plots showing the computed results are shown in figures 25 through 29 for freq-
uencies between 1 and 1000 rad/seco The results for the four analytical models are
shown by the four sets of lines. In addition, calculations of shock position for four
frequencies from 5 to 30 Hz were made using a digital program (number H200) devel-
oped by Hamilton Standard. This program uses a method-of-characteristics method
at the nine stations downstream of the shock shown by circles in figure 24. The results
from this program are shown by the circles in figures 25 through 30 and are believed
to be the most accurate theoretical results available. Therefore, results from the
four models will be compared to the method-of-characteristics results.
For disturbances in diffuser exit Mach number (or corrected airflow) shown in
figure 25 the gain is nearly constant below 10 Hz. At higher frequencies the four models
give similar decreasing gains but the fourth ("linearized NAA") model agrees best with
the circles. The two lines of phase angle for the "linearized NAA" model indicate that a
dead time should be included, contrary to the recommendation of ref. 54. The results
for disturbances in upstream Mach number sb__wn in figure 26 are similar. The fourth
model, shown by the solid lines, shows best agreement with the circles. Results for a
disturbance in area at the shock (or throat) are presented in figure 27. Again the gain
decreases with increasing frequency but the phase lag at low frequencies is 180 ° rather
than 0. No method-of-characteristics calculations for this disturbance are available
for comparison because the digital program used did not allow for changes in duct areas
with time. The gain for a disturbance in upstream total pressure shown in figure 28
reaches a maximum at about 20 Hz. At low frequencies the phase lag is larger than
at high frequencies, that is, about 270 ° , or about 90 ° lead. An upstream disturbance
in entropy was used for the method-of-characteristics solutions and was converted to
an equivalent total pressure or total temperature disturbance using the relation
AS 1 APt1 ATtl
- +3.5
R :Ptl T tl
Again, agreement with the fourth model (solid lines) is best° Results for an upstream
disturbance in total temperature are shown in figure 29° The largest gains are obtained
from the method-of-characteristics solution and the smallest gain is obtained from the
fourth model. At low frequencies the phase shift is 90 ° . Best agreement with phase
shift is provided by the fourth model. It should be noted that the first model does not
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include disturbances in either upstream total pressure or temperature and, therefore,
results are not shownin figures 28 and 29. Inspection of figures 25 to 29 leads to the
following conclusions
1. All four models predict nearly the samegains and phase shifts at low freq-
uencies but the scatter of the predictions increases with frequency.
. With one exception, best agreement with a method-of-characteristics solution
is provided by the fourth model (solid line).
3. An increase in the gain for an upstream total temperature change would
improve agreement for the fourth model.
4. A dead time should be included for an airflow disturbance at the diffuser exit.
5. The first model does not allow for upstream total pressure and temperature
disturbances.
The change in diffuser exit static pressure also was computed using the four models
and the method-of-characteristics program for a disturbance in diffuser exit Mach num-
ber. The change in this static pressure is
 P27 APtd a (P2 /Ptd)
- +
P 27 P td P27/P.d._ 3 M.1
AM (40)i
For the first two models APtd/Ptd = APt2/Pt2 and, using the equation in Table IV for
APt2/Pt2 (i = 2),
AP27
P27
- 0.003813 AX - 0.000024SAX -0.345 AM.
S S 1
(41)
For the third model APtd/Ptd is computed from equation (C9) and, therefore,
AP27
P27
= - 0.003813AX - 0.000027SAX - 0. 000000004S2AX
S S S
-0. 345AM.
1 (42)
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For the fourth model, equation (40) is used andequation (39) is replaced by the following
equivalent four equations (see (D3), (D13), (D14) and (D15))"
AW
2
w 2
+ 0.00000402SAX = 0 (43a)
S
(1+0.00746S)
ATtd
T td
O.O000175SAX s = 0 (43b)
S(0.0000211 + 0.000000022S)AX s +(1 + 0.000937S)--
Aw 2
w 2
+ (0.5 + O. 00793S)
ATtd APtd
Tt d (1+0. 00746S) :Ptd - 3. 704AM.l
(43c)
ATtd APtd
(245 940 + 1400S + S2)AX - 16 493 000 + 66 236 000 - 0 (43d)
s T td Ptd
The results are presented in figure 30. As in the previous four figures, the best agree-
ment with the method-of-characteristics program is provided by the fourth model.
It was anticipated that the third and fourth models of shock position would give the
best results because they both include volume and Helmholtz mass effects. This ex-
pectation is confirmed by the results. However, the fourth model is generally better
than the third model. Therefore, the fourth analytical model of shock position is recom-
mended.
The predictions of the four analytical models of shock position are compared in ref.
2 to test data. In order to allow for the effects of internal bleed near the throat, the
area-gradient factor dA/AdX in the analytical models is adjusted to match steady-state
data for the variation of shock position with diffuser-exit static and total pressures.
For a sinusoidal variation in diffuser-exit Mach number, close agreement between the
four models and test data is demonstrated. For a variation in upstream flow conditions,
agreement is poor because the actual test conditions are poorly defined.
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Analytical Model of Propulsion System Performance
The performance characteristics of a mixed-compression supersonic inlet are
generally expressed in terms of four parameters : engine-face pressure recovery, rela-
tive airflow, spillage drag coefficient, and engine-face flow distortion. A typical rela-
tionship between the first three of these parameters for an inlet with bleed near the
throat is shown in figure 31. The maximum pressure recovery usually is obtained with
the minimum throat area which permits supersonic flow past the throat and with the min-
imum bypass area which permits the normal shock to be just downstream of the throat.
A slight reduction in throat area or bypass area will cause an inlet unstart with a sudden
large decrease in pressure recovery and thrust, and possibly unstable airflow which
causes vibrational problems throughout the propulsion system. In practice, both the
throat area and bypass area are increased from the minimum values by steady-state
and transient tolerances to establish the mean operating areas. The steady-state toler-
ances allow for inlet control tolerances, scheduling compromises and inlet fabrication
tolerances. The transient tolerances depend on the inlet and control dynamics and the
disturbance rates.
A line of constant engine corrected airflow is shown in the upper part of figure 31.
If, with a closed bypass, the throat area is increased from the minimum area to the
operating area, the inlet operating condition changes from that indicated by the circle
to that indicated by the triangle. The engine-face pressure recovery drops and the in-
let drag increases. Both these changes reduce the propulsion system performance.
In addition, because the shock moves forward in the throat, the shock-position tolerance
is reduced. An acceptable shock-position tolerance is obtained by opening the bypass
so that the inlet operates at the condition indicated by the diamond. The pressure re-
covery and bleed drag decrease but the bypass drag increases. The net change in drag
is shown as a decrease. Depending on the relative magnitudes of the changes in pres-
sure recovery and net drag, the thrust specific fuel consumption decreases or increases.
The turbojet manufacturer specifies the uninstalled engine p_r formance for a stan-
dard inlet pressure recovery, PRUN, with no inlet drag. A deviation from this standard
inlet pressure recovery to a value of PRo produces a change in the uninstalled thrust and
engine fuel flow wf. Duct loss coefficients Cd and Cd _ are presented in engine specifica-
tions to permit calculation of these changes from the following two equations :
FuN-F PR e - PRUN
n (1 + (44)F = Cd)
n PRUN
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w -w PRfUN f ' e - PRuN
and wf = (1 + C d ) PRuN (45)
Values of Cd are usually between 0.2 and 1.0 and values of Cd' are usually zero, so that
the change in uninstalled thrust specific fuel consumption is:
ATSFCuN PR e - PRU N
- Cd (46)
T SFC UN PRUN
If the inlet pressure recovery is greater than the standard value, the specific fuel
consumption is reduced and the thrust is increased, the effect on the thrust being several
times greater than that on the specific fuel consumption. The thrust is increased both
by increased airflow and by increased efficiency. The installed thrust is computed by
subtracting the external spillage drag, the throat bleed drag, and the bypass bleed drag
from the uninstalled thrust corrected for pressure recovery by equation (44).
FIN = FUN - DEX T - DBL - DBy (47)
The installed thrust specific fuel consumption is computed from
wf UN
TSFCIN - FIN
(48)
where wfu N is evaluated from equation (45).
Several reports (e. g., refs. 1, 71 and 72) which present studies of the effects of
inlet operating conditions on propulsion system performance have been published. For
the purposes of this report, the inlet and engine sizes are constant and only inlet geo-
metry (e.g. Ath), bypass area and engine throttle position are variable. The results of
a representative study of the effects of control tolerances on performance with fixed
power lever position are presented in ref. 1. For some applications it is desirable to
keep a fixed flight altitude. Consequently, the installed thrust must not be altered by
changes in inlet geometry. Changes in the three drag terms in equation (47) must be
offset by a corresponding change in the uninstalled thrust caused by a change in throttle
position. Figure 32 presents uninstalled performance data for a typical turbojet at fixed
altitude, flight Mach number, and pressure recovery. A change in the engine net thrust
is accompanied by a change in engine fuel flow and, at low thrusts, by a change in engine
corrected airflow. Assume that the performance has been corrected for installation
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effects at a particular operating condition. Then, for constant installed thrust, the
change in engine fuel flow is:
dwf AP R , AP R
Awf - dF n (Z_DExT + ADBL + ADBy-(I + Cd)Fn PR ")+wf (1+Cd ) PR
and the change is thrust specific fuel consumption is:
AT SF C AWl
T SFC wf
(49)
(5O)
In these two equations the changes are from the initial corrected performance and are
due to changes in inlet geometry and bypass area, for example.
An example will illustrate the concepts discussed above. The inlet performance
characteristics are shown in figure 31. The following assumptions are made:
F = 2370 lb
n
wf = 3560 lb/hr
C d = O.3
Y
C d = 0.0
Wce = constant
dwf/dF n = 2.3 Ib/hr/lb
D = 2410 C D
d /dWRB = 1.6CDBL L
dcoBy/ vRn 1. o
CDEXT = 0. 0055
lb
Then, using equations (44), (45), (47) and (48), the installed thrust specific fuel con-
sumption was calculated for several points on the minimum Ath inlet characteristic
with DBy = zero. The point for minimum TSFCIN is taken as the reference condition
from which the transient tolerances apply. Five cases are discussed.
For the first case the throat area is increased so that the inlet pressure recovery
curve is displaced downward, in a similar manner to that shown in figure 31. Because
the bypass is assumed to remain closed, the inlet relative airflow decreases and the
terminal normal shock moves upstream. Thus, for example, the operating point changes
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from the circle to the triangle in figure 31. The decreases in installed thrust FIN and
in pressure recovery PR andthe increase in TSFCIN are shownas a function of the
throat Mach number tolerance by solid lines in figure 33. Thus, increasing the throat
Mach number by 0. 103 to 1. 303 reduces 1_R by 0.27%, reduces FIN by 0.75% and in-
creases TSFCIN by 0.48%.
Unfortunately, for case 1 the shock position tolerance decreases as the throat Mach
number tolerance increases. For case 2, the bypass opens as the throat Mach number
increases in order to maintain a fixed inlet relative airflow. Thereby the shock position
tolerance remains nearly constant. Opening the bypass moves the operating point from
the triangle to near the diamond in figure 31. The changes in performance are shown
by short-dashed lines in figure 33. The performance losses for case 2 are significantly
larger than those for case 1.
Case 3 demonstrates the results of increasing the engine thrust by advancing the
engine power lever in order to maintain the reference installed thrust. For this case
there is no loss in FIN and the pressure recovery loss is the same as that for case 2.
However, because of the increased fuel flow required, the increase in TSFCIN is much
greater than that for case 2, as shown by the long-dashed line in figure 33.
Case 4 in fig. 34 shows the effects of increasing the bypass area in order to increase
the shock-position tolerance, i. e., to move the shock back from the throat. In figure 31,
for example, the operating condition is changed from the circle to the square. The
decreases in pressure recovery and in installed thrust and the increase in TSFCIN
a_e shown by the solid lines in figure 34 as a function of shock position tolerance, which
is expressed as a percent of corrected airflow.
The fifth case, like case 3, assumes that the engine power lever is advanced to
maintain a constant installed thrust. The loss in pressure is the same as for case 4
but the increase in TSFCIN is nearly double, as shown by the dashed line in figure 34.
The following table lists a representative set of parameters computed for each of
the five cases discussed above. For each case, several such sets were computed in
order to produce the curves in figures 33 and 34.
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Case Reference 1 2 3 4 5
Mth
PRe
WRi
DEXT, lb
DBL, lb
DBy , lb
FIN, lb
WfiN, lb/hr
TSFCIN, lb/hr/lb
Wci, %
1.200
0. 8765
0. 9200
13.2
3.8
0.0
2449.0
3671.0
1.499
100.O0
1.303
0. 8741
0. 9175
13.2
13.5
0.0
2430.7
3661.0
1. 506
100.00
1.300
0. 8646
0. 9200
13.2
3.8
30.0
2376.1
3621.3
1. 524
101.37
1. 300
0. 8646
0. 9200
13.2
3.8
30.0
2449.0
3789.0
1.547
101.37
1.200
0. 8600
0. 9210
13.2
0.0
44.2
2348.9
3601°9
1.533
102.03
1. 200
0. 8600
0. 9210
13.2
0.0
44.2
2449.0
3832.1
1.565
102.03
The values of the performance losses computedfrom equations (44) to (50)depend
on the throat Machnumber and shock position tolerances used. In addition, the losses
dependon the inlet and engine performance characteristics used. For this reason, the
losses shownin figure 4 of ref. 1 differ from the losses shownin figures 33 and 34 of
this report. However, given the inlet andengine performance characteristics, such as
shownin figures 31 and 32, the performance losses can be calculated from the equations
in this section. The performance losses dependon the ground rules assumed, for ex-
ample onwhether the inlet size or the power lever position may be varied or are fixed.
Theseground rules are likely to changeas the aircraft design progresses from the pre-
liminary design phaseto the flight operational phase.
FREQUENCYOF INLET UNSTARTS
Previous sections present data on the atmospheric turbulence environment and on a
linearized model of a supersonic inlet. This section develops a procedure for estimat-
ing the frequency of inlet unstarts. This is doneby deriving an equation for the fre-
quency of a given change in throat Machnumber or shock position. These given changes,
the transient control tolerances, are assumedto be just enoughto cause an inlet un-
start dueto choking the throat or the shock moving upstream of the throat, respectively.
Transient disturbances in the other direction are presumed to cause no harm. Plots of
flight miles betweenunstarts against the transient control tolerances, which are related
to performance penalties, are the final result. Similar plots are shown in ref. 1.
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Power Spectrumof OutputDisturbances
The inlet model shownin figure 18 is simplified to produce the schematic in figure
35. Only longitudinal gusts are considered at this point. Here the C's are constants
and the H's are functions of frequency _ which, with the exception of HI, are unity at
zero frequency. Values for the six constants and equations for the seven frequency-
response functions H are determined by the inlet model, suchas that developedin a
preceding section, and the characteristics of the throat Mach control and shockposition
control. The equations in figure 35 relating the changesin throat Machnumber and
shockposition to the changein flight Machnumber are functions of frequency because
of the "H" terms. Both AMth and AXs are linear functions of the upstream disturbances.
The power spectrum 550 of AM 0 is selected. The Von Karman spectrum (see Table
II) is recommended. It can be shown (e. g., see refs. 31 and 42) that the power spectra
of AMth and AX s are given by the equation
_(co) = IH (o))1 2 _b0 (co) (51)
where the appropriate subscript "th" or "s" is appended to 55(w) on the left and H (co)
is the appropriate linear frequency-response function. For example, H (co) is a coef-
ficient of AM 0 on the right of one of the equations in figure 35. Usually, the frequency-
response functions are available as functions of the Laplace variable S rather than fre-
quency co . Therefore, it is necessary to convert an equation for H(S) to an equation
for IH(co)l 2 This may be done by using the following equation.
! !
IH(co)l 2 = H(ico) H(-ico) = H(S)H(-S) (52)
That is, H(S) is multiplied by H(-S) and then S is replaced by iw to obtain the desired
equation, which must have only real terms. For example, ifH(S) = 1 + T S,
IH( )I2 =(1+ Ts)(1- =1- 2s2
2(ico 2 2=I-T )2=1+T co
While the algebraic processes performed above are straightforward, the actual execu-
tion for more complicated functions H(S) can be very difficult because several hundred
terms may occur. Consequently, a digital program was written to read an equation for
the frequency-response function H(S) and to derive and print the equation for the ampli-
tude of the square of the frequency-response function [ H(w) [ 2. This program is de-
scribed in Appendix E. The complete frequency-response function may be considered
to be the product of a number of functions in the numerator and in the denominator,
each of which may be considered separately and the final equations combined.
4O
Thus from figure 35,
C1 H2
AMth = -fth C2 + H2 AM0
and from equation (51) with H(w ) replace by the factor of AM above:
C12 IH2 (w)l 2
OMth (w) = l_fth C2 +H2 (¢o)I 2 q)M0 (w) (53)
That is, the terms C1, H 2, and -fth C2 + H 2 are converted separately to equations for
the square of the frequency response and then combined in equation (53)° Several simple
functions of S appear frequently in H(S). Some of these are shown in Table VI alongside
the corresponding equation for IH(w) I 2. Table VI and the program described in
Appendix E may be used to develop an equation for the square of the frequency-response
function in equation (51).
Several representative examples for the square of the frequency-response function
have been worked out. The results are shown in figures 36, 37 and 38. Figure 36 is
drawn for a simple throat Mach control consisting of an ideal integrator. Curves are
drawn for loop velocity constants (-fth C2) of 0 (no control), 5, 10, 20, and 40/sec. At
low frequencies ¢0, the throat Mach number power spectral density is significantly re-
duced by the control. In practice, H2 should be a more complicated function of S in
order to account for the dynamics of pneumatic transmission lines, a sensor, and a
servo valve. Figure 37 is drawn for a representative function H 2 (S). Compared to
figure 36, a resonance peak is introduced near 25 rad/sec. Three curves are drawn for
a loop velocity constant of 20/sec. The dashed curve, when compared to the solid curve,
shows the result of changed dynamic characteristics caused by lowering the pressure
level (increasing altitude). The resonant peak is accentuated and moves to a lower fre-
quency. The dash-dot curve shows that adding a lead term reduces the resonant peak
and moves it to a higher frequency. Figure 38 is drawn for the power spectrum of the
shock position. The ratio is nearly constant at about 300 if neither the throat Mach
number nor the shock position controls operate. If just the throat Mach control oper-
ates, Cs is increased by about a factor of 3 at low frequencies and dips sharply near 45
rad/sec. With the shock-position control also operating, C s is reduced at low frequen-
cies and peaks about 15 rad/sec. The parameters in the block diagram in figure 35 are:
C1 --1°85 H 1 =0.34S
fth =-2o23 C 2 =8.9686
C3 =-40°842 C 4 =9°3062
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H 2 = (i + 0.015S + 0.0001S 2) (1 + 0.002S) (i + 0.01S)S
H 3 = 1 + 0.0009367S
H 4 = 1 - 0.0045075S + 0.000013281S 2
H5 = i + 0.01899S + 0.000105S 2 + 0.00000027S 3
The dash and dash-dot lines show the effects of adding one and two lead terms, respec-
tively, to the shock-position control simulation in order to minimize the resonant peak.
Two parameters A and N are used in the following subsection to compute exceedance
statistics. They may be computed by integrating the power spectrum of the change in
throat Mach number or shock position. The first parameter is the ratio of the rms
amplitude of the output disturbance to the rms amplitude of the free-stream disturbance:
dw 0 0 dw
A = = = cr (54)
r=oo °o
VJo
where the appropriate subscript, "th" or "s", should be appended to A and to (p and (r
in the numerator. The digital program described in Appendix F was written to compute
(7)as a function of frequency and to perform the integration in equation (54). Actually,
the upper limit of the integration in this program is a variable rather than infinity. How-
ever, as discussed in connection with equation (2), the contribution to the integral above
some cutoff frequency coc is small and may be neglected.
The second parameter is the number of times the disturbance crosses zero with
positive slope per unit time. This parameter, called Nth for throat Mach number, is
computed from the equation
_f0 _° 20thc0 dw
Nth =
2_ Oth dw
= VGth (55)
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Likewise, Ns for the shockposition is:
w 2 g)s deo
N = = VG s (56)
S
2 0 s
This parameter is also computed by the program described in Appendix F as a function
of the upper limit of the integration. For most spectra this parameter becomes infinite
if the upper limit is infinite. This effect is discussed in connection with equation (3). A
solution to this problem which results in a finite value is described there and is recom-
mended. As noted in refs. 42 and 73, the validity of equations (55) and (56) depends on
the assumption that the probability distribution of a is locally Gaussian. That is, that
p(o') = _]/_Tr
where
f0 p( a)da = 1
1 e - (r2//2b2 (57)
b
Available data (e. g., see ref. 73) indicate that this assumption is not satisfied. However,
since no better assumption is known, since the resulting error in equations (55) and (56)
is not known but should be small, and since these equations are universally used in loads
calculations, equations (55) and (56) will be considered valid.
Values for Ath, A s, Nth, and N s depend only on the shape of the power spectra Cth
and Cs and on the cutoff frequency Wc. To illustrate representative results, the pro-
gram described in Appendix F was used for the inlet models of figures 37 and 38. AVon
Karman longitudinal spectra with L = 2500 ft and V = 2613.82 fps was used for _M L.
The results are presented in the following two tabulations for a cutoff frequency of 102.4
rad/sec.
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Case, figure 37 -fth C2 Ath Nth,/hr Gth,/mile
low pressure
with lead
0
10
20
20
20
30
1. 85000
0°85277
0. 82379
1. 12642
0°69159
0. 91657
6 982
16 444
19 153
14 185
22 681
20 446
4.508
10.618
12.368
9. 160
14.645
13.202
Case, figure 38
one lead
two leads
C5
5
10
10
10
15
As, ft
17o 18305
15. 54177
13. 66904
11.23797
16.14338
Ns,/hr
8 135
9 954
10 664
12 004
11 130
G s , /mile
5. 253
6. 427
6. 886
7° 751
7. 187
It is apparent that changes in the shape of the power spectral density curve change the
values of A, N and G. Generally an increase in A is associated with a decrease in N
and G. As will be shown in the following subsection, low values for both A and G are
desirable°
Exceedance Statistics
In this section there is derived an equation for the frequency of inlet unstarts. In
order to simplify the discussion, only unstarts due to a decrease in throat Mach number
will be considered. However, the discussion is also valid for an unstart due to an up-
stream shock displacement. The problem, then, is to determine the frequency (per
flight mile or hour) that a level of AMth is exceeded. This level is the throat Mach
number transient tolerance; that is, the amount that the throat Mach number is in-
creased above the minimum value for started operation in order to reduce the fre-
quency of inlet unstarts due to transient disturbances such as atmospheric gusts. The
procedure used is the same as that for calculating aircraft load exceedance curves
(e.g., see refs. 31, 32, 35 and 42). Several assumptions are made;
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1. The transfer function betweena free-steam disturbance and AMth is linear.
2. The shape of the power spectrum ¢ th is fixed, although the level depends on
Oth.
3. Values of Ath and Nth are computed by equations (54) and (55).
4. A statistical description of atmospheric turbulence is available in terms of 1_
and b.
5. The probability density distribution of the rms amplitude of the atmospheric
turbulence in the many patches encountered is p (a0).
The frequency of crossings of a level AMth with positive slope is (e. g., see refs.
31, 42, and 73):
AMth
N = PNth _0 P(°0)e 2Ath°0 d°0 (58)
Usually, P(a0) is assumed to be Gaussian with a variance of b 2, so that
p( Oo ) = ._f_ 1
--g-eV "
- o 2/2b2
(59)
For this probability density distribution, the integration in equation (58) can be perform-
ed analytically with the simple result
- AMth/Athb
N = PNth e (60)
This equation, case "a" of ref. 42, results in a straight line on a semilog plot like
figure 14. Experience, however, shows that the line should be curved. Usually this
curvature is introduced by summing two or three terms to produce the following equa-
tion
AM th AMth AMth
N = Nth (Ple Athbl + P2e Athb2 + P3 e Athb3) (61)
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Values of Pl, P2 and P3 may be found in Table III and figures 10and 11.
Values of b1, b2 andb3 may be found in Table III and figures 12and 13.
Generally, Pl > P2> P3 and b1 < b2 < b3. Equations (60) and (61)determine the fre-
quency (e.g., times per hour) that the throat Machnumber decreases (or increases) by
at least AMth units or, in other words, the frequency that a tolerance AMth is exceeded.
In equation (60) the frequency is proportional to PNth and, for a given frequency, AMth
is proportional to Athb. Therefore, it is desirable that Nth andAth be small. Dr.
Houbolt (see ref. 42) investigated several probability density functions in place of that
in equation (59), and obtainedequations (5) to (9) in place of equation (60). The curva-
ture of the exceedancecurve provided by these equationsdependson one parameter, _.
The curvature required to fit some particular data is provided either by using two or
three terms in equation (61); or by using equations (5-7), (8), or (9)with an appropriate
value of cx. At high exceedanceprobabilities (large N, low AMth), all exceedance
curves from these equations can coincide. Only at small exceedanceprobabilities
(large AMth) do they differ, as shownin figure 14. However, it is in this area that the
available data onwhich the exceedancecurves are based are most limited. Thus, to
estimate the inlet transient tolerance which is exceededonce in 10 million miles is
risky, because, as earlier discussion andTable I show, available experience barely
extends to 1 million miles. An extrapolation to large distances betweenunstarts is
•very questionable.
STEPWISEPROCEDUREFORCALCULATING FREQUENCYOF INLET UNSTARTS
The procedure for computing an exceedancecurve of N, frequency of crossings,
versus AMth may be outlined in the following steps:
lo Select an analytical model of the inlet which expresses changes in AMth as
a linear function of the upstream disturbances u, v and w. These functions
may be in terms of the Laplace variable S which must be converted into
functions of w. Suggested models are described in the section ANALYTICAL
INLET MODEL.
. Compute the PSD ratios ¢ th/¢u , _bth/¢ v and ¢ th/¢ w as functions of fre-
quency ¢o from the functions in step 1. Preferably, these three ratios are
analytical functions obtained by using Table VI and the digital program de-
scribed in Appendix E.
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o
.
Select an atmospheric turbulence model and corresponding power spectral
density family from Table III. A model associated with the Von Karman
family is preferable. Select the appropriate scale length L from Table III.
The atmospheric turbulence model from refs. 35 and 41 is recommended.
Determine coefficients in equations for ¢ u (co)/au 2 and Cw (c°)/Crw2
(see Table II) which depend on L and flight velocity V.
Compute Cth / au2 , Athu, and Gthu with the digital program described in
Appendix F. The function PSD required by the digital program uses the
equations for Cth/¢u from step 2 and for Cu(w )/au 2 from step 4. Ath u
is the bottom number in the ninth column (headed "SIGMA UNITS") of the
program output. The value of the Gth u is read from column 10 on the line in
which the number in the ninth column is 95 percent of Ath u. Interpolation
between lines may be employed.
Compute Cth / a v 2, Ath v, and Gth v
2.
as in step 5 using ¢ th/¢ v and
Compute ¢th/a w 2, Ath w, and Gth w as in step 5 using Cth/¢w and
¢w( W )/aw 2.
So Compute Ath from the equation
_Athu 2 2Ath = + Athw 2 + Ath v
For Gth, an average seems reasonable
(62)
o
10.
Gth = (Gth u + Gth w + Gthv)/3 (63)
For the atmospheric turbulence model selected in step 3, determine the
parameters P and b for the given altitude from Table III or figures 10 to 13.
Compute the exceedance curve for AMth by using the digital program de-
scribed in Appendix G. Use exceedance model based on equation (4). If the
atmospheric turbulence model is from ref. 42 use the exceedance model
based on equations (5), (6) and (7) with _ = 8 to 9. Input parameters include
Ath and Gth from step 8 and Pl, P2, bl and b 2 from step 9. The amplitude
X = AMth may be plotted against either the number of nautical miles between
exceedances (unstarts) or the number of hours between unstarts.
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In addition, the performance penalties resulting from the transient tolerances
in throat Mach number (AMth) may be obtained by using the procedure already
described in the Analytical Model of Propulsion System Performance section.
A similar analysis to that outlined above may be performed for the change in shock
position AX s. The results of the two analyses are expressed in two curves of miles (or
hours) between unstarts against performance penalties, such as range. The two results,
one for unstarts due to choking the throat and one for unstarts due to the shock moving
upstream past the throat, may be combined if the throat Mach number and shock position
transient tolerances are selected to give equal frequency of unstarts due to the two causes.
For a given number of miles between inlet unstarts, the performance penalty associated
with throat Mach number and the performance penalty associated with shock position are
read from the two curves. The sum of these two penalties, or the total performance
penalty, may be plotted against the given number of miles between inlet unstarts. This
plot shows the relation between frequency of inlet unstarts at a given flight speed and
altitude to the performance penalty required. With this relation available, it will be
possible to select the required transient control tolerances based upon a particular mis-
sion profile and a preselected interval between inlet unstarts. The interval may be se-
lected based upon a qualitative and quantitative assessment of the consequences of an
inlet unstart to aircraft safety and passenger comfort.
The procedure presented above calculates the frequency of inlet unstarts for a se-
lected altitude and flight speed. Actually, each flight will include a range of altitudes
and flight speeds at which inlet unstarts are undesirable. Therefore, calculations should
be performed for several sets of altitudes and flight speeds and the results combined by
using weighting factors proportional to the flight time at each set of conditions. The
result could be a plot of the number of trips between unstarts against some performance
penalty, such as dollars per trip. It must be emphasized that this plot, like figures 42
to 46 of this report, is based on statistical theory. Thus, although the theory might pre-
dict one unstart in 1000 flights, several unstarts could occur in one flight through a
large patch of severe turbulence.
If the performance penalties are too severe, several possible solutions may be in-
vestigated :
1. Change geometry of airplane and inlet to reduce sensitivity of throat Mach
number and shock position to atmospheric turbulence.
2. Change inlet geometry to reduce performance penalties resulting from inlet
transient tolerances.
3. Increase speed of response of inlet controls.
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1 Use two levels of transient tolerances: one for normal operation, and a
larger level when turbulence is expected. At present, a practical means for
detecting turbulence far enough ahead of the aircraft to avoid it or to reset
the transient tolerances is not available (see ref. 10).
APPLICATION OF PROCEDURE TO REPRESENTATIVE INLET
The procedure for relating the interval between unstarts to performance penalties
will be illustrated by applying it to a representative inlet. The characteristics of this
inlet were supplied by the Boeing Company and are shown in figure 39. The inlet repre-
sentation is the result of independent studies by Boeing and does not reflect the model
developed in this report. This block diagram contains some significant differences from
that in figure 35 which complicate the analysis. First, on the left, terms involving the
absolute value of a disturbance (IA(_land IA/_) rather than the signed value of the distur-
bance are used. Second, in a block associated with shock position, K 1 = 45 and K 2 = 0
so that the gain depends on the sign of AX s. Because of the limited time available for
this part of the contract the following approach was used to resolve these two problems.
The inlet and control shown schematically in figure 39, with K 1 -- 45 and K 2 = 0, was
simulated by a MIMIC digital program. Sinusoidal changes in M 0 were input at frequen-
cies of 1, 10, and 100 rad/sec. In addition, the frequency response was calculated by
a frequency-response program with several values of K 1 = K 2. The amplitude of AMth,
which is independent of K 1 and K2, agreed exactly with the amplitude computed by the
frequency-response program. Satisfactory agreement for the amplitude of AX s was
obtained with K 1 = K 2 = 22.5. Therefore, the gain calculations for AX s with K 1 = K 2 =
22.5 are used. A sinusoidal change in c_ was input to the MIMIC program at a frequency
of 10 rad/sec. Reasonable agreement for the gains of AMth and AX s computed by the MIMIC
program was obtained from the frequency-response program with the IA_I input term
omitted. Therefore, only the Aaand not the I Ao_linput is used for the frequency-response
function. A sh_usoidal change in B was input to the MIMIC program at a frequency of
10 rad/sec. Reasonable agreement for the gains of AMth and AX s was obtained from the
frequency-response program for half the input amplitude and twice the frequency. There-
fore, the frequency-response functions for AB were obtained by halving the gain evaluated
at twice the frequency.
The normalized longitudinal Von Karman spectrum with L = 2500 ft is shown in figure
40. The normalized spectrum of the throat Mach number change due to longitudinal gusts
also is plotted in figure 40. Because the throat Mach number control cannot reduce throat
Mach number disturbances at frequencies over roughly 20 rad/sec, the two spectra are
parallel at high frequencies and have a ratio of 4. 9972. Figure 41 shows the correspond-
ing spectrum for shock position. The shock-position spectrum has maxima at 4 and 90
rad/sec and a minimum near 38 rad/sec. It is apparent by comparing this spectrtm_
with that of free-stream longitudinal turbulence in figure 40 that the shock-position trans-
fer function has maxima near 10 and over 100 rad/sec and a minimum near 38 rad/sec.
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The exceedancecurves for anunstart due to choking the throat becauseof a longi-
tudinal gust are shownin figure 42. This figure is for the representative inlet at a flight
Machnumber of 2.7 andan altitude of 60000 ft. The parameters used to compute these
curves are presented in the following tabulation:
Ref.
33
34
35&41
36
37
39
42,a
42,k
42, j
42,m
_C,
Ath rad/sec
2.87 62.
2.87 62.
2.36 82.
2.14 62.
2.36 82.
2.87 62.
2.36 82.
2.36 82.
2.36 82.
2.36 82.
7.1
7.1
9. 352
6.7
9. 352
7.1
9.352
9. 352
9. 352
9.352
P1
O.019
O.0021
O.0012
O.008
O.008
O.008
O.002946
O.002945
O.002946
O.002946
P2
0.000075
0.000135
0.000062
0.000027
0.000027
0.0000015
bI
0. 00276
0. 0037
0. OO382
0.00243
0.0031
0.00243
0.00561
0.00560
0.00561
0.00561
b 2
0.0134
0.0O595
0.00594
0.00806
0.00806
0.01400
6.74
0.0005
8.0
0. 003
The value of Gth was evaluated at a frequencyW c at which the truncated value of a thl
was 95 percent of the largest _ th computed (atWc = 655 rad/sec). The value of Ath
corresponds tow c = 655 rad/sec. The exceedance curve for ref. 33 shows that a large
tolerance is required because a relatively large value for b 2 is involved. The remain-
ing exceedance curves fall in a group with considerable scatter. Figure 43 presents
curves for an unstart due to displacement of the shock upstream. The curves shown repre-
sent approximately the same extent of scatter illustrated in figure 42.
Figures 42 and 43 are for longitudinal gust disturbances only. Two exceedance
models, those in ref. 35 and 42 (case "j", ct = 8) were selected for an analysis which
includes all three components of a gust; namely: longitudinal, vertical (resulting in a
change in angle of attack), and lateral (resulting in a change in angle of sideslip). The
Von Karman family with L=2500 ft is used for the free-stream turbulence spectra. Cal-
culations of the output power spectral densities Cth andes are based on the assumptions
described previously and the stepwise procedure presented in the preceding section.
Some intermediate numerical results are presented in the following table:
Disturbance
Longitudina 1
Vertical
Late ra 1
Combined
Ath
2.36
1.44
0.71
2. 854
Gth
9.35
11.0
6.5
8.95
A
S
3.31
1.97
0.75
3. 924
G
3.18
3.20
1.50
2.63
5O
The combined values for A and G are computedfrom equations (62)and (63} respectively.
The exceedancecurves for combined gusts are presented in figures 44 and 45. Because
vertical and lateral gusts are included, the curves in figures 44 and 45 lie to the right
of the corresponding curves in figures 42 and 43, respectively. In other words, inclu-
sion of three gust componentsrather than just the longitudinal gust component increases
the transient tolerance required for a given number of nautical miles betweenunstarts.
Linear relations between range penalty and transient tolerances in throat Machnum-
ber and in shock position, provided by the Boeing Company, were usedto plot the hori-
zontal scales of range penalty at the bottom of figures 42 through 45. It shouldbe
pointed out that these relations neednot be linear. The range penalties are used to
combine the throat Mach number and shockposition tolerances. The final combined re-
sult is presented in figure 46. A comparison of figures 44 and 45 shows that the range
penalty due to the shock position tolerance is roughly one-quarter of that due to the
throat Machnumber tolerance. Boundary layer bleed near the inlet throat canenhance
the stability of the normal shock and thereby reduce its displacement due to atmospheric
turbulence. However, little can bedone to diminish the changein throat Machnumber.
Therefore, the throat Machnumber transient tolerances required to reduce the frequency
of inlet unstarts are the major contributors to the overall range penalty shownin figure
46.
Reference 53 specifies certain discrete gusts as disturbances. Two disturbances
are defined by the equations:
AM0 = -0. 04275 (1-cos 16.45t}
A(_ = 0.908 (1-cos 16.45t)
By analogy, the following equation for a disturbance in angle of sideslip is used:
A_ = 0. 908 (1-COS 16.45t)
• P
These three disturbances were used separately as inputs to the MIMIC simulation
described previously and the maximum decrease in Mth and upstream displacement of
the shock were determined. These amplitudes are shown by the vertical lines in figures
44 and 45. The combined range penalty is shown in figure 46. The angle of sideslip
disturbance is the least severe and the flight Mach number disturbance is the most
severe. The flight Mach number disturbance requires a range penalty about equal to
that for 100 million miles between unstarts according to the model of ref. 42, but ex-
ceeds that according to the model of refs. 35 and 41.
The analysis of the representative inlet presented above uses assumed values for the
cutoff frequency Wc and the scale of turbulence. The effects of these assumptions are
discussed briefly in the rest of this section. The discussion is limited to the effects of
longitudinal gusts on throat Mach number. First, the effect of varying cutoff frequency
Wc is discussed. A Von Karman spectrum with L = 2500 ft is used. The results are
expressed in the following tabulation:
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a)c rad/sec Ath Gth AMth
10.24
40.96
86.00
163.84
655.36
1.371
2. 097
2. 240
2. 292
2.358
2. 327
6.367
9. 600
13.842
32.770
0.0613
0.1051
0.1173
0.1248
0. 1398
As would be expected, both Ajt and G._ increase with increasing 5) . However, A.. is
n m I mapproaching a finitelimit white G is mcreasing without a imit. _he right-hand column
liststhe throat Mach number toletrhancefor l0 million miles between inletunstarts,
based on the atmospheric turbulence model in ref. 35. The exceedance curves presented
in figures 42 to 46 are calculated from the largest value of A (2.358 in tabulation above)
and from a value of G corresponding to an A equal to 95 percent of the maximum A(G =
9.6 in tabulation above). For this set of Ath and Gth , AMth is 0. 1235. Itis apparent
that G, and perhaps A, must be based on a-i¥uncatdd integ_htion to a frequency o) .
c
Selection of G based on a 95 percent factor for A is recommended, but A may be either
the fullor truncated (95 percent) value.
Secondly, the effect of varying the scale of turbulence, L, is considered. Both Ath
and Gth are based on a truncated _) . The results are presented in the following tabu-
lation: c
L, ft a)c, rad/sec Ath Gth AMth
1000
2000
2500
3500
5000
24O
95
86
83
92
3.06
2.40
2.24
2.01
1.79
17.9
I0.2
9.6
9.4
9.8
0. 262
0. 191
0. 177
0. 158
0. 142
The right-hand column is the throat Mach number tolerance for 10 million miles be-
tween inlet unstarts, based on the case "j" exceedance model in ref. 42 with b = 0. 005597.
Increasing the scale of turbulence, for a fixed value of b, decreases the transient toler-
ance. However, Dr. Houbolt (ref. 42) recommends that b vary as the cube root of L.
The results in the following tabulation are obtained with this variation of b.
L, ft b AMth
1000
2000
2500
3500
5000
0.004124
0.005196
0.005597
0.006262
0.007052
0.193
0.178
0.177
0.178
0.179
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Use of a value of b which depends on L reduces the variation of AMth considerably.
Thirdly, the effect of changing from the Von Karman spectrum to the Dryden spec-
trum is shown in the following tabulation:
L, ft _c' rad/sec Ath Gth b AMth
1000 52 2.72 6.6 0. 004124 0.151
2000 42 2.03 5.7 0.005196 0.140
Compared to the quantities listed in the two preceding tabulations, ._c' A., Gth, and
AMth are all reduced significantly by using the Dryden spectrum. A conct_usion from
these studies is that the proper power spectral density family and scale of turbulence,
•as shown in Table III, must be used in connection with the atmospheric turbulence model
selected. The proper family and scale are those used to derive the model from measured
loads data.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A method is developed for relating transient tolerances in inlet throat Mach number
and shock position to the frequency of unstarts of a supersonic inlet due to atmospheric
turbulence. This method is an adaptation of standard statistical methods used to predict
aircraft structural fatigue loads with a power spectral density analysis. The investiga-
tion included the collection and evaluation of data on high-altitude atmospheric turbulence;
development of a general linearized analytical inlet model for changes in throat Mach
number and shock position due to changes in flight conditions, inlet geometry, and exit
corrected airflow; development of a method for relating propulsion system performance
to inlet transient tolerances; and writing of three digital computer programs to facilitate
required algebraic and numerical procedures. One large computer program reads an
equation for a frequency-response function in terms of the Laplace variable and derives
and prints the corresponding equation for the amplitude of the square of the frequency-
response function in terms of the frequency (rad/sec). A stepwise procedure for rela-
ting frequency of inlet unstarts to transient tolerances is described and applied to an
inlet configuration representative of that on an SST.
The investigation has led to the following conclusions:
. The aircraft loads experience data collected at high altitudes (about 60 000 ft)
is not adequate yet to provide a reliable statistical model of turbulence at
these altitudes. At present, there is no firm program to collect more flight
data.
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1 Atmospheric turbulence models based on continuous turbulence provide a
better description of atmospheric turbulence for studies of the frequency of
inlet unstarts than models based on discrete gusts.
e Each atmospheric turbulence model is derived from loads data by assuming
a specific power spectral density family and scale of turbulence. Therefore,
the family and scale used to develop the model selected should be used to
compute frequency of inlet unstarts.
4. The atmospheric turbulence model in refs. 35 and 41 is the most suitable for
computing frequency of inlet unstarts.
5. Changes in atmospheric temperature which occur over short distances are as
significant in causing an inlet unstart as atmospheric turbulence.
. The four linear analytical models of shock position developed agree with each
other at low disturbance frequencies, but differ at high frequencies. The pre-
dicted amplitude and phase shift based on these models, especially the model
based on ref° 54,show good agreement with method-of-characteristics solutions
and with test data.
. Performance penalties depend on the assumptions made. The predicted penalty
in thrust specific fuel consumption due to inlet transient tolerances increases
if it is assumed that the installed thrust is maintained constant by moving the
engine throttle.
. Combining longitudinal, vertical, and lateral components of atmospheric tur-
bulence appreciably increases the predicted frequency of inlet unstarts com-
pared to a prediction based on only the longitudinal component.
9. For the representative inlet studied, significant penalties in range are required
to keep the frequency of inlet unstarts to small values.
The work described in this report leads to the recommendation that further investi-
gations be undertaken in the following areas:
. Study effects of atmospheric turbulence combined with rapid ambient temper-
ature changes on supersonic inlets. The problem is largely that of establish-
ing a statistical model of ambient temperature changes and of combining this
model with one for longitudinal turbulence. A comprehensive analysis of flight
data, such as that obtained during the HICAT program, is required to estab-
lish correlations between ambient temperature changes and gusts.
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.
Investigate methods and effects of introducing inlet and control nonlinearities
into the linear frequency-response function required by a power spectral den-
sity analysis.
Compare the theoretical predictions of the generalized inlet model developed
in this report with experimental data obtained recently at the Ames and Lewis
Research Centers. In addition, the analytical inlet model recently developed
at the Lewis Research Center should be evaluated.
It has been assumed that the diffuser-exit Mach number, or corrected airflow,
is constant for the calculations with the four upstream disturbances presented
in figures 26 to 29. This assumption is valid for tests with a choked throttle
downstream of the inlet. However, the corrected airflow of a turbojet engine
will vary due to rapid changes in engine-face total temperature. These tem-
perature changes will occur due to changes in upstream total temperature,
shock motion, and compression of the air in the diffuser volume and are pre-
dicted by the shock-position models. Therefore, the change in engine cor-
rected airflow due to these temperature changes should be evaluated and the
effects of this change introduced into the calculations leading to figures 26 to
29.
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APPENDIX A
FIRST ANALYTICAL MODEL OF SHOCKPOSITION
The first analytical model of shockposition uses the concept of a first-order lag
relation suggestedin ref. 70. As discussed on page28of this report, for a disturbance
in downstream corrected airflow or Machnumber the first-order lag relation involves
a gain and shock time constant computedfrom
2
7M1 + 5 AdX 1
r = (A1)
s 7M 1 v/1+ 0.2 M12 dA at
The parameter M 1 is the Mach number at a fixed stationimmediately upstream of the
shock (see figure 23). It is noted in ref. 70 that this time constant is larger than the
time constant for a downstream staticpressure disturbance which can be derived from
the firstequation of Table IV (i= 1) as:
12M + 0.2 M 1 AdX 1 (A2)
s- 2
1 + 7.4 M 1 dA a t
The steady-state gains are given by the equations in Table V. Thus, for a distur-
bance in Mach number downstream of the shock:
2 1.5
(7M 1 -i) AdX
= , (A3)
2
KM2 8.4M 1 v/5 +M 1 dA
for a disturbance in corrected airflow downstream of the shock:
2
7M 1 -1 AdX
Kwci = 2
7 (M 1 -i) dA
(A4)
for a disturbance in Mach number upstream of the shock:
KMI =
3O AdX
7M1 (M12 + 5) dA
(A5)
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and, for a disturbance in duct area at the shock:
2
7M 1 - 1 AdX
- -Kwci
KAI=- 7 (M12- 1) dA
(A6)
For a disturbance originating at the diffuser exit, a dead time 7"d is introduced to
account for the time required for a sound wave to move upstream against the flow from
the exit to the shock wave.
Kwci e
AXs=
The first-order lag relationship for normal shock position is given by the following
equation, in Laplace notation:
_ "rs AWci AAI
d Wci + KM 1 AM1 + KA 1 _ (A7)
1+
AW
c
-'rdS i
The first term, Kwcie , may be replaced by KM2AM 2 for a disturbance
Wc i
in Mach number just downstream of the shock. For given time-dependent disturbances
Awci , AM 1 and AA 1, singly or combined, equation (A7) gives the time-dependent shock
displacement AX s. The shock time constant _'s is computed from equation (A1).
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APPENDIX B
SECOND ANALYTICAL MODEL OF SHOCK POSITION
For inlets with a long diffuser, allowance should be made for changes in the mass
of air stored in the volume between the normal shock and the diffuser exit. The deri-
vation herein of an analytical model which allows for this volume follows the analysis in
ref. 69 except that the derivatives are replaced by functions of Mach number and the
duct area gradient at the shock. A linearized, lumped-constant analysis is used.
The flow conditions in the fixed volume between a fixed station downstream of the
shock (subscript "2", see figure 23) and the diffuser exit are represented by the flow
conditions at an intermediate station (subscript "d"). Note that for this model the
Heh_holtz volume shown in figure 23 is not included and therefore _ = 0. Although the
selection of the intermediate station is arbitrary, the following equation for the area is
used:
A d = V/L (B1)
The difference between the mass flow rate entering the volume and leaving the
volume is proportional to the rate of change of mass stored in the volume. The mass
stored is proportional to the air density at the intermediate station. Therefore, in
Laplace notation,
Aw 2 - Aw i= VSAP d (B2)
The change in the flow rate entering the volume is given by the fourth equation in
Table IV (i=4), which may be written in the form
Aw 2 APtl 1 ATtl AA 1 C46
- + C44 AM 1 SAX s (B3)
w2 Ptl 2 Ttl A 1 a t
The change in the flow rate leaving the volume at the exit is given by the equation
Aw AWci APti 1 ATi ti
- +
wi We i Pti 2 Tti
(B4)
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or, alternatively, by
2
Aw. 1-M. APti ATti1 1 1
- AM. + _ -
w. 2) 1 P 21 M. (1+0.2M. ti Tti
1 1
The change in the average density in the volume is
A Pd Md APtd ATtd
- 2 AMd + Ptd Ttd
Pd 1+0.2M d
The change in the Mach number M d is assumed to the determined by
1
AWcd = _ (AWc2 + AWci)
or AM d - 1WcdaMd ( Awc2 + AWci )
2 OWed We2 w .el
(B5)
(B6)
Furthermore,
2
Wc d aM d Md (1+0.2M d )
aWcd 1 - Md2
APti APtd APtl
Pti Ptd Ptl
dA
C24AM1 - C25 Ad----X"AXs
C26 SAX
a t s
(B7)
(B8)
ATti ATtd ATtl
Tti Ttd Ttl
Awc2 AA 1
Wc2 A 1
C36
- _ SAX
a t s
dA
C54AM1 + C55 AdX AXs
PdMdatAd
w2 = = Wd 21 + 0.2M d
+
C56
a
t
S AX
S
(B9)
(B10)
(Bll)
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An equation for the secondanalytical model of shock position is obtained by com-
bining equations (B1) through (Bll), and is
AXs =
- r dS hWc i
KWc i (I + _'Wci S) e + + TWci KMI(I MIS ) AM 1
AA1 + _. APt1 ATtl
+KA1 (1 + TAIS ) A-'K- PtS ('P-_ Ttl )
1 + -T1S + "r2S2
(B12)
where Kwci, KM1, and KA1 are given by equations (A4) to (A6).
_"Pt = _'V
2
AdX 7 M1 - 1
dA 7 (M12- 1)
-rwc i = _ "r V
Md 2
2 - 2 Md 2
(BI3)
(BI4)
2- 2 Md 2 6
(BI5)
"rAl = -7-Wc i
(B16)
AdX I MI + 6 2- Md 2
s"1 - + _'V
dA at 7 M 1 _/i+0.2M12 2- 2Md 2
(B17)
"r2 7"V AdX 1 ( 37-7M12 Md 2.... + _ (7M12+5))
at dA 14 M 1 _/1 + 0.2 M12 3 1-Md 2
(BI8)
V _ L v/1 + 0.2 Md 2 (BI9)
AdU d at Md
This is a quadratic relation in which the term "r2 may be thought of as the reciprocal
of the square of a natural frequency and the term "1-1 as twice the ratio of the damping
constant to the natural frequency. The steady-state shock displacement is obtained
by setting the Laplace operator S = 0 in equation (B12).
6O
Equation (B12) for the shockdisplacement represents the second analytical model.
The Awci, AM1 and AA1 terms each contain leadtime constants. The shock displace-
ment is proportional to the rate of changeof upstream total pressure andtemperature.
The effects of bleed near the shock may be introduced, if desired, by including a nega-
tive term -C45 AXs on the right of equation (B3), where C45 depends on the bleed
geometry. This change would alter the time constants T 1, T2 and TPtand the gains
Kwci, KM4 and KA1. However, nearly the same effect can be obtained by adjusting
the area g_adient dA/AdX.
The product Kwci /x Wci/Wci in equation (B12) may be replaced by either Kwci
AWc2/Wc2 or KMi AMi, where
1 - Mi 2
KM i = Kwc i (B20)
M i (1 +0.2Mi 2)
as desired.
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APPENDIX C
THIRD ANALYTICAL MODEL OF SHOCK POSITION
Several analyses of supersonic inlets have considered the pressure differential re-
quired to change the average velocity of the mass of air behind the shock. This inertia
effect is introduced into the model developed in Appendix B to obtain the third analytical
model. The mass contained in a Helmholtz volume of length _ (see figure 23) is con-
sidered to be the mass whose inertia is included. Equations (B1) to (B7) and (B9) to
(Bll) are used for this model.
From Newton's law,
m n P2A1 _
(aP2 - _Pz)A1 -- -F-s_u2 = s_g 2 (C1)
The pressure change providing the accelerative force is
AP 2 - AP Z
1
(1 +0.2M22)3" 5
(_Pt2 - _Ptz) (C2)
Also,
: Ptd: Pti
p Pt2
2 =
RTt2(I +0.2M22)2" 5
(C3)
(C4)
at ( M2 ATt2
AU2 = J1+0.2M22 2 Tt2 1 +0.2M22]
(C5)
APt2 APt1
Pt2 Ptl
C24 A M 1
dA
- C25 _ AX s
C26
at
SAX
S
(C6)
AM 2 = -C64AM 1 +
2
M 2
dA
C65 _ AX s
M12 +5
7M12 -1
+ C6---_6SAX
at s
(C7)
(C8)
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Equations (C1)to (C5) may be combinedto produce the equation
_a 2 1.41 saTt____ 2+
Ptd Pt2 a t \ 7M12 - 1 Tt2
7M12 - 1 SAM2 )
7.2 M12
(C9)
Equations (C6), (C7) and (C9) replace equation (BS) of the second model. The second
term on the right of equation (C9), which is proportional to the length _, accounts for
the Helmholtz mass.
/,
By combining the three equations above and the ten equations from Appendix B,
following equation for the third analytical model of shock position is obtained:
AX s =
- _"d S AWci
Kwci(1 + _wciS) e +KM1 (1 + TIS + v2S 2) AM1+Wci
AA1 + S APt1 + Tt S (1 + T3S )__ "r _ ATtlKA1 (1 + TAIS) A1 _Pt Ptl Ttl (clo)
1 + T4S + T5 $2 + T6 $3
where Kwci, KM1, KA1, _'M1, TA1, TWci, TP t, and TV are expressed by equations
(A4), (A5), (A6), (B15), (B16), (B14), (B13), and (B19), respectively, and
T 2
T 1 = T M1 + TV
1.68_M1 V/M12 + 5
T 2 = T V
4 .2 at (M12- 1)
(CII)
(C12)
T Tt = _ T Pt -
0.6 MI_/1 + 0.2 M12
at (M12- 1)
AdX
dA (C13)
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'[1x/1 + 0.2 M12
T3 = - _"V "_
at (M12- 1) rTt
AdX
dA (C14)
r4 = M1 + 6 AdX +
7 a t M lvfl +0.2 M12 dA
_V
Md 22- + ____L.2
2_2Md 2 v V
(c 15)
r 5 -
/- V 1
at 14 MI_/1 +0.2 M; 2 37-.7M12 + Md2 (7M12+5)_3 1-Md 2 /
T
AdX + r2 +-----6
dA 1"V
(C16)
7" 1.2_ _'V M12 + 1 AdX
at2 M12- 1 dA (c17)
If _ = 0, the transfer function represented by equation (C10) is identical to the
function represented by equation (B12).
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APPENDIX D
FOURTH ANALYTICAL MODEL OF SHOCKPOSITION
A propulsion system dynamic simulation, which includes both volume and Helmholtz
mass effects, is developed in ref. 54. The simulation is designedfor calculations in
timewise steps on a digital computer and includes five phasesof inlet operation.
Equations for the fourth analytical model of shock position are derived herein by linear-
izing the equations in ref. 54 for the started phase. Thus, as in the other three models,
small disturbances about an average condition are assumed. Internal bleeds and total
pressure losses considered in the simulation are neglected. The nomenclature, which
is illustrated in figure 23, closely follows that in ref. 54. In order to aid the reader
who wishes to compare this analysis with that in ref. 54, the initial set of equations used
(D1 to D12)are related to the figures in ref. 54 from which they are derived.
From figure 13 of ref. 54, the conditions behind the normal shock are given by
(seeTable IV).
A Pt2 A Ptl C26
- dA AX S AX sC24 AM1 - C25 Adx s at
Pt2 Ptl
(DI)
A Tt2 A Ttl C36
Tt 2 Tt I at
S AXs (D2)
Aw2 APtl 1 A Ttl A A 1 C46
- + C44AM1 S AX s
w2 Ptl 2 Ttl A 1 at (D3)
From figure 19, the change in the mass in the duct volume is
Wl S w 2 w i Uz
(D4)
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From figure 20, the change in the volume total temperature is:
ATtd ATti _(ATt2 Tz 1 _/mdWtd Tti \ _t2 + SAX s S += " Tt 3.5Uz
(D5)
where
From figure 21, the change in the volume total pressure is:
APtd A Pti A m d ATtd M d A z
- - + -- + .AM d + AX s
Ptd Pti md T td 1+0.2Md _ V
Md(I+0-2M 2)( Aw 2 1 ATtd APt2 )A M d 2 w 2 2 Ttd Pt2
1 - M d
(D6)
(D7)
Also, the change in the static pressure downstream of station "z" is:
2
Apzd 1+ 0.4M z APtd l'4Mz2(_ Aw2 1 ATtd-- + +
Pz l-Mz2 Ptd l-Mz 2 w2 2 T td
(D8)
In place of the relations shown in figure 23, the following equations for the change
in exit airflow are used:
Aw APti ATtiAwi ci 1
_- +
w i w ci Pti 2 Tti
0D9)
Aw i 1 - M. 2 APti 1 ATti
-- = i AM.+
w i M. (1+0.2Mi 2) i Pti 2 Tti
1
(D10)
From figure 24, the change in the static pressure upstream of station "z" is:
2 APt2 1.4M 2 ( Aw2 1 ATt2 AA )
APzH 1 + 0.4 M z z
= Z _ + _ _ _ +
P Pt2 1 - M \ w 2 Tt2 zz 1-M 2 2 2 A
Z Z
(DII)
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Finally, from figure 25, the Helmholtz volume acceleration is:
( PzHtS2AX -
s m H p pZ Z
0312)
The preceding twelve equations may be combined algebraically to produce the follow-
ing four equations which must be used if changes in flow conditions within the diffuser
are desired.
A_ APt1 1 ATtl AA1 C4 6
= + AM 1 - _ SAXw2 Ptl 2 Ttl A 1 - C44 at s
ATtd ATtl
(I+_v S) + K lsAX -
Ttd s Ttl
(D3)
(DI3)
%
(K 2 +K3S)SAX s + (I+K4S)
W2
+ (0.5 + K5S )
ATtd APtd
Tt d - (I+_v S) PSd
APtl Aw.el
-- + K6SAM 1 +K4S Ptl Wci
__ 14)
2 ATtd APtd ATtl APtl
(K 7+K8S+S ) AX +K 9 + - K 9 +S Ttd K10 Ptd Ttl K10 Ptl
+
KllAM 1 0315)
where Cij are positive functions of M 1 shown in Table IV, TV is given by equation (B19),
and
K 1 = --
at 3 + 0.2M12 3.5M z + 0.2M 2
Z
(D16)
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K 2
K 3
K 4
K 5
i 2
7 7Md M12-1
V l-Md 2 7MI 2-I
dA
AdX
2 2-1) Jl+ 0.2M1235 TvM d (M1
6a t (1-Md2) M 1 (7M12 -1)
2
M d
= T
V 2
1 - Md
2
2 - Md
= TV 2-2 Md 2
,/1+0.2M
Z
+
a t M z
(017)
(018)
(O19)
(020)
K 6 K 4 C24
K 7
K
8
K
9
KI0
2 2 2
a t (M 1 -1) 1+ 0.4 M z
0.2_ (7M12-I) (l-Mz 2) (1 + 0.2Mz2)
a t (M12-1) [
4.2 l MlV_ 1+0.2M12 ) (1-Mz 2) (1+0.2Mz2) \
2 2
a t M z
2_(1- M 2)(i+ 0.2M 2)
Z Z
2 2)
at (1 + 0.4 M z
1.4 _ (1+0.2M 2)(1- M 2)
Z Z
dA
AdX
2 2)35(1+ 0.2M 1 )(1+ 0.4M z
2 (7M12-1)
-0.7 Mz21
(021)
(022)
(023)
(024)
(025)
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: (D26)Kll -K10C24
The four equations (D3) and (D13) to (D15) may be combined into the following single
equation:
Kwc i (1+ 7"vS ) e- TdS AWci
Wci
+KM1 (1 + "/-IS + 7"2 $2) AM 1 +KA1 (1 + 7"3S +
AA 1 APtl ATtl
+ "r 8 (1+ _V S) + I"T S (1+ r5S )
r4S2) A1 Pt Ptl t Ttl
&Zxl = (D27)
S 2 S 3 S 4s 1+ _S+ T + T + r
6 7 8 9
where Kwci, KM1 , KA1 and 7"V are given by equations (A4) to (A6) and (B19), the K's are
given by equations (D16)- (D25), and
2-1 2
7M1 il + 7(MI 2-I)
rI = rV 6(l_Md2) (7M12_1) (M d -2)] (D28)
r = r 2(7M12-1) (Md2 - 7 (M12-1))2 (D29)
2 V 6(l_Md 2) (7 M 1 -1)
r V
r - (D30)3 2
i - M d
2 2
r v M d
r = 2 (D31)
4 i - M d
r = r K (D32)
P V w.
t ct
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TT t
T
5
2
0.7M
Z
- T V (0.5+ 2) Kw.
i + 0.4M c_
z
2 2
Md 1.4M z
I
rv 2 2
1 - Md 1 + 0.4M z
K C46 K1 + K8T = K - - 26 Wci 2 a t
2
l+0.4M
Z
2
1-M
Z
+ 2 rvK 7 - KIK9_
K10 /
C46r V
K + TvK2-K1K 5
r 7 = Kwci 3 - at(l_Md 2)
K C46K4= K YV - +
8 w. 3 a t
el
2
r V
T --
9 K 7
+
(D33)
(D34)
(D35)
rV (rvK 7 + 2K8+K1K9) +i (D36)
K10 /
TvK8+2 )
KI0
(D37)
(D38)
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APPENDIX E
DIGITAL PROGRAMTO DERIVE EQUATION FORSQUAREOF
FREQUENCY- RESPONSEFUNCTION
This appendixdescribes a digital algebraic program which derives the equationfor
the amplitude of the square of a frequency-response function, expressed in terms of the
frequency oz , from an equation for the frequency response function H(S). The program
was written by the United Aircraft Corporation Research Laboratories in the AED-0
(see ref. 74) language for the UAC UNIVAC 1108 computer. The derived equation re-
lates the power spectral density of an output parameter, such as throat Mach number,
to the power spectral density of an input parameter, such as a disturbance in flight
Mach number. The derived equation may be used in the subroutine required by the pro-
gram described in Appendix F.
The
1)
2)
3)
The
1)
2)
3)
Description of the Program
program does the following:
It accepts a symbolic expression called H(S), where S is a Laplace operator,
and prints it. H(S) is a frequency-response function.
It forms the expression H(i0J) • H(-io_), expands it algebraically, and prints it.
Here i = _-_, and 0¢ is in frequency of rad/sec. Note that the printer writes
"o_" as 'V¢". This is the expression for the amplitude of the square of the fre-
quency-response function.
It substitutes arbitrary numerical values for any of the variables (except o_) in
H(io_) • H(-io_) and prints the result as a function of the remaining variables and
0¢. By convention H(i0¢) • H(-i0_) will be referred to as H(00) • H(O_).
permissible expressions for H(S) are given by the following rules:
The following symbols are permissible: S; T1, T2, .... T10; C1, C2, .... C10;
Wl, W2, .... Wl0; Z1W, Z2W, .... Z9W, and any real constant k where
10 -38 < [k[ < 1038 .
H(S) is formed by combining the sumbols in 1) by the "+" and "'" operators.
The exponential term e -Q" S is permissible, where
However, in any one H(S), only one Q may be used.
bols in 1).
Q is a dead-time constant.
Q may be any of the sym-
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Some examples of H(S) are:
i) TI.S + i
2) S
3) ((((T1. S + ((C1))))))
4) (TI'S+I) (T2"S+3.5) • ((S)) + C1
-T2- S
5) TI'S+ l+Cl.e
6) S.(1 + S.(C1 + S'(C2 + (-4.0))))
-T5. S
7) (TI.S + (-i) .CI) + C2. e
Although subtraction is not a permissible operation, 6) and 7) show how it can be
achieved, albeit awkwardly. The maximum size of H(S) is limited only by core storage
in the UNIVAC 1108, and the amount of computer time the user wishes to expend.
The program is written in the AED-0 (Algol Extended for Design, or Automated En-
gineering Design) language. Because it permits easy manipulation of pointers and,
consequently, internal tree structures, AED-0 is especially convenient for this prob-
lem. The program is divided into ten decks, namely MAIN, RDCARD, PARSE, ALGEB,
COLECT, GPOL, PRNT, SUBST, DOUBML, and STAKS. Each of these will now be
discussed in detail.
MAIN - This deck controls the calling of the other subroutines. It also computes the
time in seconds taken by each of the subroutines, plus the total time for the problem.
RDCARD - In order to read input from cards, the card must be read one column at a
time. Since AED-0 has no FORTRAN-type implied do-loop for input statements, it is
necessary to write a lengthy input statement. RDCARD was written to avoid writing
the input statement out several times. What is more important, it also saves several
hundred locations of core storage. When RDCARD reads a card with a "$" ptmch in
col. 1, it terminates the run. RDCARD also looks for comment cards ("C" in column
1), and prints them.
PARSE - This routine takes the input expression H(S), checks it for obvious errors, and
then constructs the internal binary tree structure which represents H(S).
The meaning of the last third of the above sentence can be best explained by an
example. Let H(S) be the expression (TI'S+I) • (T2"S+C1) • (T3"S'S+S+I) +C2.
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Then the binary tree structure which represents H(S) is:
+
/\
Y# C2
N S
For a detailed discussion of how PARSE builds the tree structure from the card
input, the AED-0 source language listing of PARSE should be consulted, but the follow-
ing is a generalized description.
All items in H(S) are classified and put into a list type structure which contains a
pointer to the item, rather than the item itself. The list structure here is similar to a
FORTRAN array, the main difference being that each item in the list has associated
with it a pointer to the next item in the list. List structures are especially convenient
when deletions or insertions are made. The classification assigns a "1" to operators
(., +, and exponentiation), a '_2" to symbols belonging to Q and pointers and a "3" to
left and right parentheses. The termination symbol "$" is arbitrarily assigned a "1".
The list is scanned from left to right for occurrences of "(" and the pointers to this
symbol are placed on a push-down stack as they are encountered. The "(" symbol is
then removed from the list. Now the push-down stack is popped so the first pointer
from the stack gives the beginning of the innermost parenthesized expression. This
expression is scanned until the first '5" symbol for occurrences of pl op p2 where pl
and p2 are pointers and op is one of the operators (., +, and exp). Occurrences of pl
op p2 are replaced by a pointer to a structure which represents plop p2. The expres-
sion is scanned twice - first for op = ".", then for op = "+". These are both binary
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operators: since "exp" is a unary operator, it is handled in a special way. The '_" is
then removed from the list.
This whole process is repeated for all pointers on the push-downstack. Whenthe
stack is empty, we will have a pointer to the top of the internal binary tree structure
which represents H(S).
ALGEB - This routine first takes the internal tree structure for H(S) and constructs
another tree representing H(-S), by replacing each occurrence of "S" by "-S". It then
joins these two trees with a "." operator, giving the tree for H(S) • H(-S). Next,
occurrences of eQ" S are replaced by cos(Q, w) + i sin(Q • ¢0). The substitution of i. w for
occurrences of S outside the "exp" operator is postponed until the COLECT routine
where it is more conveniently handled.
ALGEB then takes the tree and expands it algebraically. An algebraic expansion may
be thought of as a process which transforms products of sums into sums of products.
For example, the algebraic expansion of (a+b) • (c+d) isa. c +a. d +b. c+b. d.
ALGEB does this by repeated applications of the distributive law of multiplication and
addition. The law is applied by having the program look for the following pattern and
transforming it as indicated.
B C
.+.
r
/
A B A C
The transformation is applied repeatedly until the expression represented by the tree is
completely expanded.
COLECT - When the binary tree has been expanded into sums of products, this routine
will go through the tree and collect like terms. Each symbol used in H(S) is assigned a
unique prime integer (see Operating Instructions, card input (3)). COLECT then scans
the expanded binary tree. When it encounters a term (defined here as a symbol, or a
set of symbols connected by • operators; e. g., S • T1 • S • T2 and S are each terms_
while T1 + 1 is not a term), COLECT does three things. First, each occurrence of "S"
is replaced by "i • w". Second, ff the term contains i to an odd power, COLECT
rejects the term and continues on because the answer must be real. Third, a Goedel
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number is computedfor the term. The Goedelnumber is computedby multiplying to-
gether the primes associated with each of the symbols in the term. A numerical coef-
ficient is also computed by multiplying together all real numerics in the term. For
example, let the set of symbols in H(S)be S, T1, and T2. The primes assigned to these
symbols would be 2, 7, and 11. Supposethe term being considered is S• 3 • T1• S •2 • T2 •
T1. The Goedelnumber for this term is 2 • 7 • 2 • 11 • 7 = 2156, while the numerical
coefficient is 3 • 2 = 6. By the unique factorization theorem, any other term which has
a Goedel number of 2156 is identical to the given term even though the order of the fac-
tors is different. Conversely, any term with a Goedel number different from 2156 is
different from the given term.
It now becomes a simple matter to collect like terms. For each term a Goedel
munber and numerical coefficient is computed. A table of previously encountered Goedel
numbers and coefficients is searched. If a match is found between Goedel numbers, the
two numerical coefficients are added. If no match is found, the Goedel number is
appended to the table. Since sin and cos always refer to the same angle, they are
treated as symbols, and always assigned the primes 3 and 5. The detection of the fol-
lowing situation then is quite easy:
2 2f • si _ +f. cos 0
If the quotients left by dividing each of the Goedel numbers first by 9 and 25, then by 25
and 9 are identical, the expression is reduced to '4".
The only difficulty with this method of collecting terms occurs when a Goedel number
exceeds 235 -1. When this happens, two or more storage locations must be used to
hold the Goedel number. To compare Goedel numbers which occupy more than one lo-
cation, we call subroutine GPOL.
GPOL - This subroutine writes the Goedel number as the coefficients of a polynomial in
powers of 235. Since the polynomial is unique, we can then compare all pairs of Goedel
numbers, no matter how large.
PRNT - After all like terms have been collected, this routine decomposes each Goedel
number in the table, in turn, and prints the string of symbols associated with the Goedel
number, preceded by the numerical coefficient. This is the final answer, H(_) • H(_).
SUBST - This routine reads one or more sets of cards, each set consisting of a list of
numerical values of any or all of the variables in H(S). The substitution of the numeri-
cal value for the variable in H(w) • H(_) is done in the following way.
The prime associated with the variable is trial-divided into each of the Goedel num-
bers in the table computed by COLECT. If the division leaves a remainder, no change is
made. If the division leaves no remainder, the Goedel number is replaced by the quo-
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tient, and the numerical coefficient of the Goedelnumber is multiplied by the indicated
numerical value of the variable. Whenall substitutions have beenmade, an attempt is
made to collect like terms on the new Goedelnumber table, and then PRNT is called.
STAKS- This is a routine which permits the use of push-down stacks in the PARSE,
ALGEB, and COLECT subroutines.
DOUBML - This routine is written in UNIVAC 1108 machine language. It is called from
GPOL and is used to perform a double-precision i70 bit} integer multiplication.
Figure 47 is a listing of the source program for a UNIVAC 1108.
Operating Instructions
The card input to the program consists of the following:
(1) Comment Cards
Use as many comment cards as desired (including none). Each must have a "C"
punch in column 1. All information punched in columns 2-72 will print out before
any other information from the problem.
(2) The Expression H(S)
With one minor exception, this is punched in standard FORTRAN format. As
with all card input to the program, columns 1-72 are used, with columns 73-80
reserved for user identification information. As in FORTRAN, blanks are ig-
nored. The exponential, e -T .S, should be punched as Ei-TI*S). Up to four
cards can be used for HIS), which must be terminated by a "$" punch. If H(S)
uses more than one card, do no__t_tuse the FORTRAN continuation card punch in
column 6; just continue to the next card as shown in figure48. Use decimal
points where needed; they are optional for integers. However, the appearance
of the answer will probably be enhanced if decimal points are omitted from inte-
gers. An integer (0 to 9) must precede any decimal point. Redundant parenthe-
ses cause no problem; e.g., (((T1) + (il)))) is as good as T1 + 1. "S" must
appear at least once in HIS). A minus sign must be preceded by a left parenthe-
ses and followed by a number, not by a variable or parenthesis.
(3) A List of the Variables Used in H(S)
These are strung out on the card with any number of blanks separating each
variable. The list should be in the order of frequency of appearance in H(S)
with the most frequently used symbol occurring first, so that "S" will probably
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be the first variable on the card. This is not an essential requirement, but the
program may operate more efficiently if the requirement is met. Up to four
cards may be used to list the variables. A "$" punch terminates the list. The
list is limited to 35 variables.
(4) The Number of Independent Sets of Numerical Substitutions
This will be an integer punched in columns 1-3 of the card, right-justified. If
there are no numerical substitutions, punch a "0" in column 3 (or use a blank
card). Then skip to the next H(S) or to the termination card. The remainder of
the card may be used for comments.
(5) The Number of Variables Which Receive Numerical Values
This card is needed for each independent set of numerical substitutions. It has
the same format as card (4).
(6) The Numerical Values of the Variables
These are punched one to a card in columns 1-72. They are of the form '_1 =
0. 6187", "ZlW = - 1.983", etc. Blanks are ignored, so the substitutions may
appear anywhere on the card between columns 1 and 72. As with card (2), deci-
mal points are used where needed, and must be preceded by an integer (0 to 9).
The absolute numerical value must lie between 10 -38 and 10 +38 . Do not use
floating point notation. No "$" punch is necessary to end the statement.
(7) Termination Card
This is the last card of the input deck and will terminate the run. It appears
after the last set of input cards. It will have a "$" punch in column 1, plus any
other information desired by the user.
Sample Cases
A listing of the input cards for four sample cases is presented in figure 48. The output
:for these sample cases is presented in figure 49. The output from the program is self-
explanatory. The expression H(S) is printed, followed by the formula for H(w)*H(w).
If there are any numerical substitutions to be made, the variables which are to be
assigned numerical values are printed together with their assigned values. The nu_er-
ica_values are printed to five decimal places ff their absolute value lies between 10 and
10- ; otherwise they are printed in floating point format to five significant figures. The
expression for H (¢o)* (¢0) after the substitution is then printed.
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After H(S)and all numerical substitutions have been processed, the time taken by
each of the subroutines andthe total time is printed (maximum error about one second).
The four sample cases serve to illustrate the time required by a UNIVAC 1108. If less
than two sets of substitutions are made, it may require less machine time to run two
cases with the substitutions made in the original equations, as in the last example.
Another version of the first case, with two more variables andwithout simplification of
the equation, required nearly twice as much machine time.
Diagnostics
The program will print diagnostics if it runs into difficulty during execution. The
diagnostics are as follows:
PARSEroutine:
a) If the left and right parentheses in H(S)do not balance, an error message
to this effect will print.
b) Certain meaningless adjacent combinations of symbols in H(S) such as
" ) ( ", " + * ", etc., will give an error message.
c) An illegal character in H(S) ; i. e., one that does not belong to the set of
permissible symbols (see Description of the Program), will give an error
message.
d) An error in free storage will give an error message. This is a serious
error and is probably caused by machine error, or by an H(S) too big
for machine storage.
CO LE CT routine:
a) An illegal character in the list of variables used in H(S) will give an error
message.
b) If there is a variable in H(S) which is not contained in the list of variables
(see card input (2)), the message "Symbol missing from admissible symbol
set" will print.
c) Depending on the complexity of H(S), the program will handle an H(w). H(w)
of about 700 terms, after simplification. If the error message "Goedel
number table overflows" prints, then H(w) • H(a;) has exceeded capacity. A
remedy which may work is to recompile the following decks with the dimen-
sion of GOEDEL (integer array) and REALL (real array) both increased to
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a number higher than the present value of 1500. The decks are: PARSE,
ALGEB, COLECT, PRNT, and SUBST.
SUBSTroutine:
a) If a variable of substitution does not appear in H(S), an error message
will be printed.
b) If the numerical value of a variable of substitution contains an illegal
character; i. e., anything other than the digits 0 to 9, an error message
will be printed.
Machine-Dependent Instructions
The program will run on any UNIVAC 1108. Since AED compilers do exist for the
IBM 7090 and 7094, the IBM 360 (most models) as well as the UNIVAC 1108, it should
be possible to run the program on these computers without too many headaches*. The
program was written to run successfully on the UAC UNIVAC 1108. Therefore, there
are some instructions which depend on the internal representation of alphabetic charac-
ters in the 1108 or on the l108's 36-bit word length. A list of these instructions and
the subroutines in which they occur follows:
MAIN: DOITF is an instruction peculiar to UNIVAC 1108 AED. Its only function
here is to permit calls to the FORTRAN time routine, so it is not needed
for the success of the program.
PAR SE:
(i) In the code between the comment "anything else must be S, T1, T2, .... "
and the label D10, the symbol is assembled from the individual alpha-
numeric characters in the array IN. The program assembles the symbol
by masking and shifting.
(2) About halfway between labels D6 and D7, the program places OP(Q) in its
position in the word by shifting.
ALGEB: About ten lines after label A1, HOL(P) is compared with the internal UNI-
VAC representation for "S". This is, of course, machine dependent.
*The Computer Aided Design Group at United Aircraft Research Laboratories should
be consulted first.
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COLECT:
(z) In the code between labels C12 and CO, the program assembles a symbol
by masking and shifting the individual alphanumeric characters in the array
J.
(2) Just after label C15, HOL(P) is compared with the internal UNWAC repre-
sentation for "S".
(3) Starting at label C8, the O's in the SYM array are changed to blanks, and
the "S" symbol is changed to '_" in UNIVAC internal representation.
PRNT: Just after the comment 'rFirst replace S in angle by W and replace 0 by
blank in other symbols", the program does just that in UNWAC internal
representation.
SUBST: In the code between labels E0 and El, the program assembles a symbol by
masking and shifting the individual alphanumeric characters in the array J.
DOUBML: This As an assembly-language program which takes two 35 bat integers _tnd
outputs the 70 bit product.
In addition to the above, the program assumes that the computer has a word length
of 36 bits. Since the IBM 360 series has a word length of 32 bits, packed components
will almost certainly have to be redefined. There will also be some changes to the
free storage cells, if the number of words used in a bead must be changed.
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APPENDIX F
DIGITAL PROGRAMTO EVALUATE POWERSPECTRAL DENSITY PARAMETERS
A digital program which evaluates several power spectral density parameters was
written in FORTRAN IV languageand is described in this appendix• In order to run, it
requires that a function PSD(W,J) which evaluates the power spectral density as a func-
tion of frequency W (rad/sec) be available to the program. The integer J is 1 for the
first case run, 2 for the secondcase, 3 for the third case, etc.
A listing of the program written for an IBM 1130computer is presented in figure
50. It shouldbe noted that the values of the integer constants IR and IP can be changed
to fit the installation.
Program Input
The first card read for each case executedmay have any legal Hollerith punchesin
its 80 columns• If the card is blank the subroutine START completes execution of the
job by returning control to the system monitor. If the card is not blank it is printed with
a 1 eject to the top of the page. The user may needto supply a START subroutine ap-
propriate to his owninstallation• The secondcard contains the following input data in a
(4F10.5, I10) format:
1. VF - the flight velocity in ft/sec• If this is zero it is computedfrom VK.
• VK - the flight velocity in knots. This is computed from VF unless VF is
zero. Thus, either VF or VK may be input and if VF is not zero the value of
VK loaded is replaced by one computed from VF.
3. DW - the initial frequency w, rad/sec.
t WM - the program will proceed, doubling the frequency w at each step, until
w >_WM.
o I - An integer which is the number of cards read next• At least one card will
be read. The contents of each card are printed. Normally, the first column
is not printed and should be blank•
Program Output
The initial card is printed at the top of a page by the START subroutine.
line contains the flight velocity• The next I lines reproduce the I cards read.
The next
These
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cards may contain comments, the equation for the power spectral density, or any other
material the user desires to print. Column headingsare printed next. The contents of
each column of numbers printed next are, starting at the left:
Column No.
1. Wavelength X in feet
2. WavelengthX in meters
3. Spatial frequency _ in rad/ft
4. Power spectral density, (p (_)
5. Frequency f in Hz
6. Frequency w in rad/sec
7. Power spectral density, 0 ( ¢0 ), evaluated by PSD{W,J)
8.
vff09.
10. Number of zero crossings in positive direction per nautical mile G evaluated
by integrating _b from 0 to frequency co.
11. Number of zero crossings in positive direction per hour N O evaluated by
integrating _b from 0 to frequency ¢o.
A five-point Gauss integration procedure is used to compute the last three columns.
The integration used to obtain the truncated rms amplitude in column 9 may be
extended from the last frequency a)c printed to infinity analytically if ¢ ( w ) varies as
w-n at high frequencies. Typically n = 5/3 or 2. Let _ (co) = Cw -n
where C may be evaluated from the last printed line using columns 6 and 7° Then,
_/C/ (n-l) wen-1 = V/Wc (l) ( w c)/(n-1) should be added to the last value in column 9.
However, if the value of WM selected is large enough this correction is small and may
be neglected.
Column 9 provides a value of "A" and column 10 of "G" for use in the program
described in Appendix G.
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SampleCases
A listing of the function PSD, the input cards, andthe output of two sample cases
run on an IBM 1130are presented in figures 51 and 52.
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APPENDIX G
DIGITAL PROGRAMTO EVALUATE EXCEEDANCEPARAMETERS
A digital program which evaluates exceedanceparameters was written in FORTRAN
IV languageand is described in this appendix. A listing of the program written for an
IBM 1130computer is presented in figure 53. It shouldbe noted that the values of the
integer constants IR and IP can be changedto fit the installation.
Program Input
Three cards are read for each case executed. The first card may have any legal
Hollerith punchesin its 80 columns. If the card is blank the subroutine START completes
execution of the job by returning control to the system monitor. If the card is not blank
it is printed with a 1 eject to the top of a page. The user may needto supply a START
subroutine appropriate to his own installation. The secondcard contains the following
input data in a (I 10, 7F10.5) format:
. L - an integer which controls equation used for calculating exceedances,
if L = 0 equation (4) is used, if L < 0 equation ( 8 ) is used and if L > 0 equa-
tions (5, 6 & 7) are used. These equations appear in the body of this report.
. QG - number of zero crossings of output in positive direction per nautical
mile, Gth or G oS
3. A - rms amplitude of output/rms amplitude of input.
4. VF - the flight velocity in ft/sec. If this is zero it is computed from VK.
e VK - the flight velocity in knots. This is computed from VF unless VF is
zero. Thus, either VF or VK may be input and if VF is not zero the value of
VK loaded is replaced by one computed from VF.
6. DI - maximum initial output disturbance.
7. DX - interval in output disturbance amplitude.
. DM - program continues, increasing output disturbance by DX each cycle,
until output disturbance exceeds DM.
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The third card contains the following input data in a (8F10.5) format:
9. QNI - maximum initial nautical miles/exceedance.
10. QNM - program continuesuntil computedmiles/exceedance is greater than
QNM.
11. P1 - fraction of flight distance in primary turbulence, see figure 10.
12. P2 - fraction of flight distance in secondary turbulence, see figure 11. Not
required if L_0.
13. P3 - fraction of flight distance in tertiary turbulence, see figure 11. Not
required if L_0.
14. B1 - rms amplitude of input primary turbulence, see figure 120
15. B2 - rms amplitude of input secondary turbulence, see figure 13, if L=0.
Parameter c_if L _ 0.
16. B3 - rms amplitude of input tertiary turbulence, see figure 13, if L=0.
Not required if L_0.
Program Output
For each case the initial card is printed at the top of a pageby the START subroutine.
The next three or four lines print the equationfor Gused and pertinent input data. If
L=0 up to three case "a" of ref. 42 are summed, using equation (4). By appropriate
choice of input parameters case "k" (equation (9)) may be solved. If L>0 case "j" of ref.
42 is solved, using equations (5), (6) and (7). If L<0 case "m" of ref. 42 is solved,
using equation (8). Column headingsare printed next. The columns contain, in groups
of three, numerical values of:
1. Amplitude X of output disturbance, may be AMth or AXs.
2. Number of flight nautical miles betweenexceedancesof X, 1/G.
3. Flight hours betweenexceedancesof X.
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SampleCases
Listings of the input cards and the output of four sample cases run on an IBM 1130
are presented in figures 54and 55 respectively. The sample cases represent, in order,
cases "a", "k", "j", and "m" of ref° 42. In the secondsample case a value of VK is
loaded which does not match the value of VF loaded (see figure 54)but the program re-
places the wrong value with one matching VF(see figure 55).
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TABLE V
EQUATIONS FOR STEADY-STATE NORMAL SHOCK DISPLACEMENT
Cons. iant
Parameters
M 1 , Ptl
M 1 , A 1
M 1 , A 1
A 1 , Wc2
M 1 , Wc2
w 1 , Wc2
Steady-State Shock
Displacement, AX s , =
2
6 (TM 1 -1) AdX AP2
7 (1 + 7.4M12) dA P2
(7M12 _1)1.5 AdX
8.4 M12 _/'M12"+ ; - dA
AM2
7M12 -i
7(M12 -1)
AdX AWe2
Wc2
3O
7M 1 (MI2 + 5)
AdX
dA
AM 1
7M12 -1
7(M12 -1)
AdX
AdX AA 1
dA A 1
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TABLE VI - EQUATIONS FOR SQUARE OF TRANSFER FUNCTION
l'v:mslvr Functmn, II (h_
('I
(,le -rdS
C I + C2e -TdS
S"
rlS+C 1
O'iS + I) (r2S + I)S + C l
(rlS + c D {r2s + 1) {ras + ljs + c 2 (r4s + c3)
(_iS + CI} + C2e -rdS
-rdS
{TIS + CI)S + C2e
(T1S + 1) (T2S + 1) (r3S + I)S + Cle -rdS
(rlS + C1) (r2s + 1) (r3s + 1) (C2S 2 + C3S + 1) + C 4
(1.1 S + 1} {r2S + 1) {_382 + v4S + l)S + Cle -1.dS
1"4$4 + 1.3 $3 + r2 $2 + 1.18 + C 1
11.1 (r2S + 1) {r3S + I)S 2 + C 1 (rlS + C2) + C 31
S Cr4s + 1) (rSS + 1)
(TIS + Cl} + (r2S + 1) (v3S + 1) (r4S * C2)S
TIS {c I + (_S 2 + ras + l) (r4s + 1) (rSs + 1) s) +
C z [ca(r_s2 + ras + 1) _r4s + 1} (gs + 1_ S (r6S z +
r7s + 1) - C4C 5 (rss + 1)]
(1.1 $ + I) (1"28 + I) (C{S 2 + C28 + I) (1"5sa + 1"4s2 + 1.3S + 1
s + c a (1" 6s + l)e -r7s
S,/uart, ,_i'['ransll'r I'lmcti,m, II(it_)ll{ i_'_ j.(_ale
ca
_,_
" ca {clra ÷ rl) + ('1 (rl - Car:O]
(r_lOa2 + c 2) + C 2 + 2c 2 {C 1 cos (rdoa) - rlOa sin (1"da_)}
(_1 J + C_) O.a + C2- 2C 2 {VlO) 2 .... (Td_0 } ÷ CI_ sin (*dt¢)}
(_t_ a + i)(g oaa + l) (g_24 t) J + c a + =C 1 [{rlrar a J" -rl-rz-ral aae .... (rd_)
+ {(rlr a _ rar a ÷ rlra) _ - 1} uasin (rdUa ]
1.4_4 + (V22 - 2_1C1)_2 + C2
" {rlr 2 + (ra% " ' *_) (r a + Ca) _ c_c a (r 1 + 1.a) + % _r2c a _ cz2){_ + C_]
(_lJ + 1) (g_2 + 1) t_r_oa 4 + ('r_- 2g)J + 11 J' ('_- 2CI[I-(TI1.2T 4 + (T 1 + 1"2) g) 2 + gl + 1"2 * q{ _ C09 (Td_ :
. 2 4 2 2 1 } o_ sin {rd_ ]{ rlr2r3w - (rl1" 2 + r4 (r 1 + *2 ) * ra)oa
1"_8 + {_3- 21"2r4) t06 + (1"22+ 2v4Cl - 21"1v3 )Oa4 + (_1- 2vgCI)J + C2
(%c2 +c a) + _ I{_ + g) c_- z(r a + r3)c 1 + l lJufi + 1(_* {) (CIC 2 + ca)a- 21"1(cic2 + c3) + _c_ } oa4
+ (ctc z _ c3)2_ 2
+ 2{rlC 2 - r4C t - (r 2 + ra) CIC2)_ 2
See figure 49.
See figure 49.
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Figure 41. Normalized Shock-Position Power Spectrum Due to Longitudinal Turbulence
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ip AED MAIN
BEGIN
COMMENT
THIS PROGRAM wAS WRITTEN BY UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR
HAMILTON STANDARDQ uNDER CONTRACT NAs2-a515 TASK at IN THE AEO-O
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE.
S,
COMMENT
THE MAIN PROGRAM CALLS THE VARIOus SuBROuTINES. AND ESTIMATES THE FREE
STORAGE uSED BY THE FINAL ANSWER. IT ALSO PRINTS THE TIME TAKEN BY
THE PROBLEM.
$o
sYNONYMS INTEGER = POINTER $,
POINTER PZ $,
INTEGER M S$
REAL xl,x2,x3,xa,xs,x6i XT $,
PROCEDURE EXIT, DOITF, PARSE, ALGEB, PRNT, COLECTt SUBST S,
REAL PROCEDURE TMINs S,
M = M St
FNEWBD (2?"t?"IC,50000C, M2) S,
PRINT F10 St
MIS PRINT FII S,
OOITF(TMINS,XI ) $,
PARSE (PZ ) S,
OOITF (TM INS,,X2 ) S.
ALGEB (PZ) S,
DOITF(TMINS.X3) St
COLECT (Pz } $.
DOITF(TMINS.X4) $,,
PRNT ( ) S,
DOITF(TMINstXS) S,
SUBST( ) S.
DOITF (TM INS,,X6 ) $.
PRINT F2 St
PRINT F9 $,
XT = (X2--X|) * 60,0 $,
PRINT F3, XT S,
XT = (X3-X2) * 60e0 S,
PRINT Fat XT St
XT = (X4-X3) * 60eO S,
PRINT F5, XT $,
XT = (XS-X4) * 60,0 $,
PRINT F6. XT $,
XT = (X6-XS) * 60,0 $,
PRINT F?, XT $,
XT = (X6-Xl) * 60.0 $.
PRINT FS. xT $.
PRINT F2 $.
GOTO M I $,
M25 PRINT FI2 $,
EXIT ( ) $,
F25 FORMAT (///////) $,
F35 FORMAT ('0 PARSE t i F6ol,o sECONDSt) $,
F4$ FORMA T ('0 ALGEE_, i F6,I, J sECONDs ' ) $,
F55 FORMAT ( '0 COLECT' o F6_,I . t sECONDs e } S.
F6$ FORMAT ( DO PlaNT I $ F6el . o sECONDS' ) S.
F75 FORMAT ( tO SUBST' $ F6.i.I sECONDS I ) $,,
F_$ FORMAT (//'0 TOTALO i F6. I. ' SECONDS I ) $,,
FC:)$ FORMAT (eO THE TIMEs TAKEN BY ThE vARIOuS SuBROuTINES AI_'E, $//) S,,
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
Frequency Response Function (1 of 26)
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FIO$ FORMAT (IHI/////////IHO*THIS PROGRAM wAS WRITTEN BY UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEAR
CH LABORATORIEs FOR HAMILTON STANDARD, uNDER CONTRACT NAs2--_515 TO PERFORM */
IHO36X oCERTAIN ALGEBRAIC MANIPULATIONS OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS i ) $_
FI I$ FORMAT (IHI) $,
F12$ FORMAT (IOTROuBLE IN FREE STORAGE, CALLED FROM FNEWBD, i) $,
END FINI
0p AED RDCARD
_GIN
COMMENT
THIs PROGRAM wAs wRITTEN By UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIEs FOR
HA_I{LTON STANDARD, uNDER CONTRACT NAs2-4515 TASK 4, IN THE AED-o
P_CSR&_ING LANGUAGE.
COMMENT
THIS ROUTINE READs 72 HOLLERITH CHARACTERS. IT wAS MADE A PROCEDURE
sOLELY TO sAvE STORAGE sPACE, AND TO AVOID HAVING TO WRITE IT OUT
sEvERAL TIMEs, THE ROUTINE ALSO SENSES COMMENT CARDS (,Ci IN COLUMN I)
AND P_INTS THEM OUT,
$,
DEFINE P_OCEDuRE RDCARD TOBE
BEGIN
INTEGER ARRAy J(72) $,
CCM_ION J $,
INTEGER I $,
BOOLEAN K $,
PROCEDURE EXIT ,SETASM, CA_ET, AsMBCD $,
K = FALSE $I
RO$ READ FI, J(l I, J(2), J(3I, J(4), J(5)i J(6}, J(7), J(8)t J(9},
J(lO), J 11), J(12) J(13) J(14) d(15), J(16), J 17), J(18),
J(19}, J 20), J(21) J(22) J(23) J(24), J(25), J
J(28)t J 29), J(30} J(31) J(32) J(33), J(34), J
J(37)1 J 38), J(39) J(40) J(41) J(42), J(43). J
J(46), J 47), J(48) J(49) J(50) JIB1 ), J(52), J
J(55), J 56), J(57) J(58) J(59) J(60), J(6I), J
J(64), J 65), J(66) J(67) J(68) J(69), J(70), J
IF J(l ) EQL ,BCD, /$/ THEN EXIT() $,
IF J(l ) EQL ,BCD, /C/ THEN
BEGIN IF NOT K THEN BEGIN PRINT F2 $,
SETASM (3,1 I0,--0,-0,-0,-0) $,
K = TRuE $,
END $,
FO_ I=2 STEP I UNTIL 72 DO AsMBCD (l,J(I) } $,
CA_ET () $,
GOTO RO $,
END $,
GOTO RETURN $,
FI$ FORMAT (72A1) $,
_Z$ FORMAT (IHI) $,
END $,
END FINI
26), J(27),
35), J(36),
44), J(45),
53), J(54),
62), J(63),
71), J(72) $,
'P AED PARSE
BEGIN
CC[4MEi41
THIS PROGRAM wAs WRITTEN 8y UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR
HAMILTON STANDARD, uNOER CONTRACT NAs2--4515 TASK 4, IN THE AED-o
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE,
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
Frequency Response Function (2 of 26)
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SQ
COMMENT
THE PARSING ROUTINE TAKES THE EXPRESSION FOR H(S) AND SETS UP THE
INTERNAL BINARy TREE STRUCTURE. IT LXAMINES H(S) FOR OBVIOUS ERRORS
suCH AS PARENTHESES IMBALANCE,AND PRINTS ERROR MESSAGES,
$,
DEFINE PROCEDURE PA_sE(PTOP) _HERE POINTER PTOP TOBE
BEGIN
SYNONYMS _NTEGER = POINTER $4
POI_4TER PUSH $,
POINTER COMPONENT Rv,Lv $,
INTEGER COMPONENT OP, HOL $,
_OINTEQ P,TOP,Q,Z,ZB,Z4,Pl,P2,QI,ANGLE $,
BOOLEAN COMPONENT ATOM,NuM,BSIGN $,
BOOLEAN DFLAG,ERRO_, XIINFLAG $,
REAL COMPONENT CON S $,
REAL NUMBER , DCT $,
INTEGE_ K,I,IST,M,MSK,L,PARCT, sYMST $,
POINTER COMPONENT RVAR,LVAR $,
INTEGER COMPONENT TyPE,ALPHA $,
BOOLEAN COMPONENT AFLAG,NB $,
REAL COMPONENT DEC $,
PROCEDURE EXIT,MSEA , RDCA_D , STKSx $,
P_OCEDuRE SETASM,NEwPOS, ASM,C,, AsMBCD, CARET $,
INTEGER PROCEDURE SETF_I,FREEI,FRET $,
POINTER PROCEDURE STINIT, UNSTAK $,
INTEGER PROCEDURE FKILL $,
PACK 777777C0,0, SPECIAL COMPONENTS RV $,
PACK 777777C18, 18, sPECIAL COMPONENTS LV $,
PACK 77C24,2_,sPECIAL COMPONENTS OP $,
PACK CO,O, sPECIAL COMPONENTS ATOM $,
PACK 77C30,30, SPECIAL COMPONENTS BSIGN $,
PACK 777777C12,12,SPECIAL COMPONENTS HOL $4
PACK ICI,I,SPECIAL COMPONENTS NUN $,
PACK ICO,O,SPECIAL COMPONENTS ATOM $,
RVAR $=$ 05,
LVAR $=$ 1 $,
TYPE $=$ 2 $,
ALPHA $=$ 0 $,
AFLAG $=$ I $,
NB $=$ 2 $,
DEC $=$ 3 $°
OP $=$ ATOM $=$ BSIGN $=$ 0 $o
LV $=$ _V $=$ | $,
HOL $=$ NU M $=$ ATOM $=$ BSIGN $=$ 0 $o
CONs $=$ l $,
REAL ARRAy REALL(1500), NM(IO) $,
INTEGER ARRAy J(72), DIG(IO), IN(300), GOEDEL(1500) $,
INTEGER ARRAy SYM(3_)° PQIME(35) $,
COMMON J°E#ROR,ANGLE, GCEOEL, REALL, Z, SYM* P_IME, SYMST4 DIG,
NM $_
MSEA(
DIG(O
DIG(1
DIG(B
DIG(3
DIG(4
DIG{5
DIG(6
DIG(7
St
= ,BCD, I01 $,
: .BCDo /II $,
= ,BCD° /2/ $,
= °BCD° /3/ $,
= °BCO, /4/ $,
= *BCD, /5/ $,
= °BCD, /6/ $,
= ,BCD° /7/ $°
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
Frequency Response Function (3 of 26)
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DIG(8) = ,BCD, /8/ $,
DIG(9) = ,BCD, /9/ $,
NM(0 = 0,0 $,
NM(1 = 1,0 $,
NMI2 = 2,0 $,
NM(3 = 3.0 $,
NM(4 = 4,0 $,
NM(5 = 5,0 $,
NM(6) = 6,0 $,
NM(7) = ?,0 $,
NM(8) = 8,0 $,
NM(9I = 9-0 $,
ANGLE = 0 $,
ERROR = FALSE S,
PARCT = 0 $,
IST = I $,
MSK : 770000000000C $,
DIS FOR I:O STEP I UNTIL 4 DO
BEGIN RDCARD (I $,
FOR K=! STEP I UNTIL 72 DO
BEGIN IF J(K) EQL ,BCD, /$/ THEN BEGIN IN(O) = ,BCD, /(/ $,
IN(IST) = ,BCD, /)/ $,
IN(IST=IST+I I =
• BCD, /$/ $,
GOTO D2 $,
END
ELSE
IF J(K) NEO .BCD, / / THEN
BEGIN IF (IN(IST) = J(K}) EOL .BCD, /(/ THEN
PARCT = PARCT+! ELSE IF IN(IST) EQL
• BCD, /)/ THEN PARCT = PARCT-! $,
IST = IST+I $,
END $,
END $,
END $,
COMMENT
HIS) READ IN COMPLETED, NOw PRINT IT OUT,
$,
D25 SETASM (5,110,-0,-0,-0,-0I $,
CARET (I $,
CARET (I $,
CARET () $,
CARET () $,
ASM,C. (,C, /HIS) = /) $,
NEWPOS(12) $,
FOR I=l sTEP I UNTIL IST-2 DO ASMBCD (0, IN(1) I
CARET () $,
CARET () $,
CARET () $,
CARET (I $,
COMMENT
$,
$,
IF PARENTHEsEs DO NOT BALANCE, INDICATE AND SET ERROR FLAG,
IF PARCT NEQ 0 THEN BEGIN ERROR = TRuE $,
PRINT FO $,
END $,
IF Z NEQ 0 THEN FKILL(Z ) $,
IF Z3 NEO 0 THEN FKILL(Z3) $,
IF Z4 NEQ 0 THEN FKILL(Z4i $,
Z = SETFPl (5000,100,0,2,0) $,
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
Frequency Response Function (4 of 26)
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Z3 = SETFRI (I00,25,0,3,0) $*
Z4 = SETFRI (I00,25,0,4,0] S,
P : (TOP : FREEI(Z3)) $,
FOR I=O STEP 1 UNTIL IST OO
BEGIN IF IN(I) EQL .BCD. /-/ THEN
BEGIN FOR K=O STEP I UNTIL 9 DO IF IN(I+I) EQL DIGIK) AND
IN(I--I) EQL ,BCD* /(/ THEN GOTO O10 S,
ERROR = TRUE $,
PRINT F4, IN( I-I ),IN(I ), IN( I+I ), IN(I+2), IN( I+3)*IN( I+4],
IN(I+5) S,
END $,
LVAR(P) = FREEI(Z4) S,
RVAR(P) = F_EEI (Z3} $,
IF IN(1) EQL ,BCD, /+/ OR IN(1) EQL ,BCD, /$/ OR
IN(1) EQL .BCD. /*/ OR IN(1) EQL ,BCD, /E/ THEN
BEGIN TYPE(P) = I $*
ALPHA(LvAR(P)) = IN(1) $,
AFLAG(LvAR(P)) = FALSE $.
NB(LvAR(P)) = FALSE $,
P = RVAR(P) $,
GOTO DIO $,
END
ELSE IF IN(1) EQL ,BCD. /(/ OR IN(1) EQL ,BCD. /I/ THEN
BEGIN TYPE(P) = 3 $,
ALPHA(LvAR(P)) = IN(1) $,
AFLAG(LvAR(P)) = FALSE $,
NB(LVAR(P)) = FALSE $,
P = RVAR(P) $*
GOTO O10 $,
END
ELSE
FOR K=O sTEP 1 UNTIL 9 O0
BEGIN IF IN(1) EQL DIG(K) THEN
BEGIN NUMBER = 0 $,
DCT = 0*0 S,
DFLAG = FALSE $,
MINFLAG = IF IN(I-l) EQL ,BCD. /-/ THEN
TRuE ELSE FALSE $,
D45 NUMBER = IO*NuMBER + NM(K) $,
IF DFLAG THEN OCT = DCT+I*O $,
IF IN(I+l) EQL *BCO, /./ THEN
BEGIN DFLAG = TRuE $,
I = I+1 $,
END $,
FOR K=O STEP I UNTIL 9 DO
IF IN(I+I) EQL DIG(K) THEN BEGIN I=I+I $,
GOTO DO $,
END $,
COMMENT
ADD O.0 TO NORMALIZE NUMBER.
$_
NUMBER = IO*O**(-DCT)*NuMBER + O,0 S,
TYPE(P) = 2 $,
AFLAG(LvAR(P) } = TRuE $,
NB(LvAR(P)) = TRuE $,
DEC(LvAR(P)) = IF MINFLAG THEN -NUMBER ELsE NUMBER $,
P = RVA#(P) $,
GOTO DIO $,
END
END $,
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
Frequency Response Function (5 of 26)
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C _ [,,, ,[.- N .
S4
ANYTHING ELSE MUST BE S,TI,T2,o,e,CI,C2,e,o,Wl,W2,,oo,ZIW,
Z2W,,,,, ETC,
IF IN(1) EQL .BCD, /T/ OR IN(1) EQL ,BCD, /C/ OR IN(1) EQL
• BCD, /W/ OR IN(1) EQL ,BCD, /Z/ OR IN(1) EQL ,BCD, /S/
THEN
BEGIN TYPE(P) : 2 $,
AFLAG(LVAR(P) ) = TRuE $,
NB(LvAR(P)) = FALSE S,
IF IN(1) EQL ,BCD, /S/ THEN ALPHA(LvAR(P))
: IN(1) ,A, MSK ELSE
IF IN(1) EQL .BCD, /Z/ THEN
BEGIN ALPHAILvA_(P)) = (IN( I),A, MSK)
+ (IN(I+I),A, MSK) .RS, 6
+ (IN(I+2),A, MSK) .RS- 12 $,
I = I+2 $,
END ELSE
IF IN(I+I ) EQL DIGI 1) AND IN(I+2) EQL
DIG(0) THEN BEGIN ALPHA(LvAR(P)) =
BEGIN
D105 END $,
COMMENT
(IN(1),A, MSK) +
(DIG(1) .A, MSK)
• RS, 6 + (DIG(O)
,A, MSK) ,RS, 12 $,
I = I+2 $,
END ELSE
ALPHA(LvAR(P)) : (IN(1),A,
MSK)+ (IN( I+I),A, MSK) ,_S"
6 $,
I = I+l $,
END $,
P = RVAR(P) $,
END
ELSE BEGIN PRINT F2, IN(1) $,
ERROR = TRuE $,
END $,
CHARACTERS CLAssIFIED,OPERATORS (ExPONENTIATION, MULTIPLICATION, AND
ADDITION) ARE TYPE I, AS IS $ (END OF EXPRESSION), LEFT AND RIGHT
PARENTHESES ARE TYPE 3, ATOMIC SYMBOLs AND CONSTANTS ARE TYPE 2,
CHECK FOR OBvIOus ERRORs BEFORE ATTEMPTING SIMPLIFICATION. THESE
E_RORS ARE, usING EXAMPLES, THE FOLLOWING IMPOSSIBLE ADJACENT
CHARACTERS,
I- * + OR + + •
2- S TI OR TI ZIw OR 6 7,3 ,
3, ( ) OR ) ( •
4, +.) 0P * ) OR E )
P = TOP $,
DI t$ IF TyPE(P) EQL ! AND TyPE(RvAR(P) ) EQL I AND ALPHA(LvAR(RvA_(P)))
NE() ,BCD. /E/ OR TYPE (P) EQL 2 AND
TVcE(#VAR(P)) EOL 2 OR TYPE(P) EOL 3 AND TyPE(RVAR(P)) EQL 3
AND ALPHA(LVAR(P)) NEQ ALPHA(LvAR(RVAR(P))) OR TYPE(P) EQL I AND
ALPHAILVAR(RvAR(P))) EQL ,BCD, /)/ THEN
BEGIN PRINT FI, ALPHA(LvAR(P) ), ALPHA(LVAR(RvARIP)) ) $,
ERROR = TRUE $,
END $,
IF ALPHAILVAR(RvAR(P))) NEO .BCD, /$/ THEN BEGIN P=RvAR(P) $,
GOTO DII $,
/" :
j'
l_ig,n"e 4Y. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
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END $,
IF ERROR THEN GOTO RETURN $,
PUSH = STINIT () $,
COMMENT
STACK ALL POINTERS wHICH POINT TO '(' •
$,
P = TOP $,
O35 IF ALPHA(LvAR(P)) EQL ,BCD, /$/ THEN GOTO D14 $,
IF ALPHA(LVAR(P)) EQL ,BCD, /(/ THEN
BEGIN STKSX(PUSH,P) $,
COMMENT
REMOVE , (, FROM STRING
$,
TYPE(P) = TYPEIRvAR(P)) $,
LVAR(P) = LVAR(RVAR(P)) $*
RVAR(P) = RvAR(RVAR(P)) $,
END
ELSE P = RVAR(P) $,
GOTO 03 $,
COMMENT
CHANGE ATOMS TO PACKED FORMAT,
$,
D145 P = TOP $,
D135 IF TyPE(P) EQL 2 OR ALPHA(LvAR(P)) EQL ,BCD, /$/ THEN
BEGIN O! = FREEI (Z) $,
IF NB(LvAR(P)) THEN CONs(Q1) = DEC(LvAR(P)) ELSE HOL(QI)
= ALPHAILvAR(P)) ,RSI 18 $,
BSIGN(Q1) = TRuE $,
ATOMIQ1) = TRuE $4
NUM(Q]) = NB(LVAR(P)) $,
IF ALPHA(LvAR(P)) EOL .BCD, /$/ THEN
BEGIN LvAR(P) = QI $,
GOTO D5 $,
END
ELSE
BEGIN LvAR(P) = Q1 $,
P = RvARIP) $,
GOTO D13 $.
END $,
END ELSE
BEGIN P = RVAR(P) $,
GOTO DI3 $,
END $,
COMMENT
STACKING OF , (, DONE. NOw START sIMPLIFICATION. DO E,*,+ IN ORDER.
O55 Pl = uNsTAKIPusH.D8) $.
P = Pl $4
FOR K = .BCD. /E/, .BCD. /*/ 4 .BCD. /+/ DO
O6$ BEGIN IF TYPE( RvAR(P)) EQL 3 THEN BEGIN P2 = P $,
P = P! $,
GOTO D? $,
END $,
IF TYPE(P) EQL 1 AND TYPE(RvAR(P)) EQL 2 AND
ALPHA(LvAR(P)) EQL ,BCD, /E/ THEN
BEGIN Q = FREEI(z) $,
OP(O) = .BCD. / E/ $4
BSIGN(Q) = TRUE $,
ATOM(Q) = FALSE So
ANGLE = LVAR(RVAR(P)) $_
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
Frequency Response Function (7 of 26)
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BSIGN(ANGLE) = FALSE $°
LIVAR(P) = Q St
RVAR(P) = RvAR(RvAR(P)) $,
TYPE(P) = 2 $t
END
ELSE
IF TYPE(P) EQL 2 AND TyPE(#vAR(P}} EQL l AND
ALPHA(LVA#(RVAR(P))) EQL K THEN
BEGIN O = FREEI (Z) $,
OP(Q) = K .RS. 30 $,
Lv(Q) = LVAR(P) $,
Rv(Q) = LVARIRvAR(RVAR(P))) $,
BSIGN(Q) = TRUE $,
ATOM(Q) = FALSE $,
LVAR(P) = Q $,
RVAR(P) = RVAR(RvAR(RVA#(P))) $,
TYPE(P) = 2 $,
END ELSE P = RvAR(P) $,
GOTO D6 $*
D75 END $,
COMMENT
REMOVE , )_ FROM END OF suBExPRESSION
$,
RVARIP2) = RVAR(RVARIP2)) $,
GOTO D5 $,
[)8_ PTOP = LvA_ITOP) $,
GOrO RETURN $,
FO$ FORMAT (,OPARENTHESES IN H( S ) DO NOT BALANCE. H(S) wILL NOT BE PROCEssED t_
UT ERROR sCAN WILL CONTINuE.' t $,
FI$ FORMAT ('OTHE ADJACENT CHARACTERS i AG.' AND l AG,i ARE ILLEGAL IN THIS
COP,!1EXT. HIS) wILL NOT BE PROCESSED BUT ERRO_ SCAN WILL CONTINUE.I) $,
F25 FORMAT ('0 THE CHARACTER lAG, 'Is ILLEGAL. HIS) wILL NOT BE PROCESSED BUT
ERROR SCAN WILL CONTINUE., ) $,
FD$ FORMAT (IHI) $,
F4$ FORMAT(iOTHE SEQUENCE i 7A1, ' .... IS NOT PERMITTED. REMEMBER THAT A MINU
S sIGN MUST BE'/IOPRECEDEO By A ,,('' AND FOLLOWED By A NUMERIC. H(S) wILL NOT B
P_OCEssED BUT ERROR SCAN WILL CONTINUE. ') $,
END $,
END FINI
'P AED ALGEB
BEGIN
COMMENT
"IHIS PROGRAM wAS WRITTEN By UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR
HAMILTON STANDARD, uNDER CONTRACT NAs2--4515 TASK 4, IN THE AED-O
FI_:'G_AMMING LANGUAGE.
COMMENT
THE ALGEBRAIC ROUTINE CONSTRUCTS H(-S) FROM H(S). IT THEN SETS uP THE
-REE STRuCTuRE FOR H(S)*H(-S). NEXT IT LOOKS FOR EXPRESSIONS OF THE
FC)P_ ExP_ T*S ) AND SUBSTITUTES I*w FOR S ( I=SQRT(-I I) GIVING THE
FORM COS( T*W ) + I'SIN( T*W ). 1HE SUBSTITUTION OF I*W FOR S IN THE
PEST OF H(S)*H(-S) IS DEFERRED UNTIL THE PRINT POUTINE WHERE IT IS
MORE EASILY PERFORMED. NEXT H(S)_H(-S) IS SIMPLIFIED FROM PRODUCTS OF
_uMS TO SuMS OF PRODUCTS, By REPEATED APPLICATIONS OF THE DISTRIBUTIVE
LAW OF MUI_TIPLICATION AND ADDITION, I,E, A*(B+C} = A*B+A*C,
DEFINE PROCEDURE ALGEB(TOP) wHERE POINTER TOP TOBE
BEGIN
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
Erequency Response Function (8 of 26)
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SYNONYMS INTEGER : POINTER $,
POINTER COMPONENT RV, LV, HOL $,
POINTER P, Y,TMP,QI,O2,Q3,Z, Q,PTOPiQTOP, ANGLE $,
BOOLEAN ERROR $,
INTEGER SYMST , I $,
INTEGER COMPONENT OP $,
BOOLEAN COMPONENT ATOM4NuM,BSIGN $,
BOOLEAN COMPONENT SEALER $,
POINTER TMI, TM2, TM3, TM4, TMS, TM6, TM?, TMB, TMg, TMI0 $,
REAL COMPONENT CONS $,
POINTER PROCEDURE STINIT. UNSTAK $,
PROCEDURE STKSX $,
PROCEDURE EXIT , MsEA $,
INTEGER PROCEDURE sETFRI, FREEI, CRSTK, POP, STACK, FRETI $,
COMMON J,ERROR,ANGLE, GOEOEL, REALL, Z4 SYM, PRIME, SYMST, DIG,
NM , I $,
INTEGER ARRAy GOEDEL(1500), DIG(IO),J(?2),SyM(35).,PRIME(35) $,
REAL ARRAY REALL(IS00), NM(10) S,
DLF INL BOOLEAN PROCEDURE EQUIV(BLI,BL2) wHERE BOOLEAN BLI,BL_
TOBE EQUIV = IF (BLI AND BL2) OR (NOT BLI AND NOT BL2)
THEN TRuE ELSE FALSE $,
PACK 777777C0,0, SPECIAL COMPONENTS RV $,
PACK ??7???CI8.18.SPECIAL COMPONENTS LV $,
PACK 77C24,24, SPECIAL COMPONENTS OP $,
PACK ICO,O. sPECIAL COMPONENTS ATOM $,
PACK 77C30430, SPECIAL COMPONENTS BSIGN $,
PACK 777777C12,12, sPECIAL COMPONENTS HOL $,
PACK ICI*I* SPLCIAL COMPONENTS NUM $*
PACK IC0.0, sPECIAL COMPONENTS ATOM $,
PACK IC2,2, sPECIAL COMPONENTS SEALER $,
OP $=$ ATOM $=$ BSIGN $=$ SEALER $=$ 0 $,
LV S=$ RV $=$ I $,
HOL $=$ MuM $=$ ATOM $=$ BsIGN $=$ sEALER $=$ 0 $,
CONS $=$ I $*
POINTER PUS H , QUS H $,
IF ERROR THEN GOTO RETURN $,
PTOP = TOP $,
PusH = STINIT () $,
QUS H = STINIT () $,
QTOP = FREE1 (Z) $,
P = PTOP$,
Q = QTOP $4
AIS IF ATOM(P) THEN
BEGIN ATOM(Q) = TRuE $*
NUM(Q) = NUM(P) $4
IF MUM(P) THEN
BEGIN CONS(Q) = CONS(P) $,
BsIG_(O) = BsIGN(P) $,
END
ELSE BEGIN
HOL(Q) = HOL(P) $,
Bs|GN(Q) = EQuIv(NOT(HOL(P) EQL
0 300000C )* BSIGN(P) ) $,
END $,
COMMENT
THE sEALER BOOLEAN COMPONENT IS usED TO SEAL OFF BRANCHEs OF THE TREE
wHICH HAvE BEEN SIMPLIFIED* SINCE THE ALGEBRAIC SIMPLIFICATION
ROUTINE BUILDS A TREE wHICH SHARES STORAGE, THIs PREVENTS REDUNDANT
TRIPs THROUGH THE TREE,
$i
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END
BEGIN
sEALER(P) = TRuE $,
sEALER(O) = TRuE $,
P = UNSTAK (PuSH,A2) $,
O : UNSTAK(OUSH,A2) $,
GOTO AI $,
ELSE
Lv(Q) = FREEI(Z) $,
RV(Q) = FREEI(Z) $,
ATOM(O) = FALSE $,
OP(O) : OP(P) $,
BSIGN(Q) = BSIGNIP) $,
IF OPIPI NEQ OP(,C. / E /) THEN
BEGIN STKSX(QUSH,RV(Q)) $,
STKSX(PUSH,RV(P)) $,
END ELSE
BEGIN OR(Q) = .BCD. / M/ $.
P : uNSTAK(PuSH.A2) $.
O = UNSTAK(QuSH.A2) $.
GOTO A! $.
END $.
sEALERIP) : FALSE $.
sEALERIQ) = FALSE $,
O = LV(O) $,
P = Lv(P) $,
GOTO AI $,
END $,
COMMENT
NOw JOIN H(S} AND H(--S) WITH * OPERATOR
$,
A25 TOP : FREEIIZ) $,
LV( TOP) = PTOP $,
RV( TOP) = OTOP $,
OR( TOP) = OP(,C. / * /) $',
ATOM( TOP) = FALSE $,
BSIGN( TOP) = TRuE $,
sEALER(TOP} = FALSE $,
A65 P = TOP $,
COMMENT
sUBSTITUTE I*W FOR S WHERE I = SQRT(-I) . EXP**Iw BECOMES
COs(W)+I*SIN(w) • LEAVE OTHER TERMS INvOLvING S TO OUTPUT ROUTINE,
$,
PUS H = STINIT () $,
BI$ IF NOT ATOM(P) AND lOP(P) EQL OP(,C. / E /) OR OP(P) EQL
OP(,C, / M /)) THEN
3EGIN Ol = FREEI (Z) $,
Lv(QI ) = FREEI(Z) $,
RV(QI ) = FREEI (Z) $,
TMI = LV(QI) $,
ATOM(TMI ) = FALSE $,
OP(TMI) = .BCD. / C/ $,
BSIGN(TM1 ) = BSIGN(P) $,
SEALER(TMI) = TRuE $.
TM5 : RV(QI) $,
ATOM(TM5) : FALSE $.
OP(TMS) = .BCD. / */ $,
LV(TMS) : FREE1 (Z) $,
RV(TMS) = FREEI (Z) $,
BsIGN(TMS) = EQUIv(EOuIv(BsIGN(P),BSIGN(Lv(P))),
EOUIV(BSIGN(Lv(Lv(P)) ),BsIGN(RV(LV(P)))) ) $,
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
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SEALER(TM5) = TRUE $,
TM6 = LV(TM5) $,
ATOM(TM6) = TRuE $,
BSIGN(TM6) = IF OP(P) EQL OP(,Ce / E
FALSE ELSE TRuE $,
NUM(TM6) = FALSE $,
HOL(TM6) = ,BCDe / I/ $,
TM? = RV(TMB) $,
ATOM(TM?} = FALSE $,
BSIGN(TM?) = TRUE $,
OP(TM?) = .BCD, / S/ $,
OP(P) = ,BCD, / +/ $,
LV(P) = LV(QI } $,
RV(P) = RV(QI) $,
BSIGN(P} = TRuE $,
ATOM(P) = FALSE $,
SEALER(P) = FALSE $,
FRETI (01.Z) $,
P = UNSTAK(RUSHIA8) $t
GOTO BI $o
END ELSE IF ATOM(P) OR OP(P) EOL 0P(eCe / C
OR OP(P) EQL OP(6Ce / S
) ELSE
BEGIN
END $o
STKSX(PUSH,Rv(P)) $o
P = LV(P) $,
/) THEN
/)
/) THEN P=UNSTAK(PUSH,A8
GOTO B) $,
A85 P = TOP $o
Push = STINIT () $o
A35 IF NOT ATOM(P) AND OP(P) EQL OP(eCo / _ /) AND sEALER(Lv(P))
AND SEALER (RV(P)) THEN BEGIN sEALER(P) = TRuE $,
GOTO A? $,
END $,
IF NOT ATOM(P) AND OP(P) EQL OP(oC, /
AND OP(Rv(P)) EQL OP(.C. / + /) THEN
A55 BEGIN O1 = FREEI (Z) $o
/) AND NOT ATOM(Rv(P))
02 : FREEI (Z) $,
03 : FREE1 (Z) $o
TM2 = RV(P) $o
LV(OI } = 02 $,
Rv(QI ) = Q3 $o
Lv(Q2) = LV(R) $,
RV(Q2) = LV(TM2) So
OP(Q2) = .BCD, / w/ $o
ATOM(Q2) = FALSE $o
BsIGN(Q2) = EQuIv(BsIGN(P)o BsIGN(TM2)) $o
sEALER(Q2) = SEALER(Lv(P)) AND sEALER(Lv(TM2)) $o
LV(Q3) = LV(P) $_
RV(Q3) = RV(TM2) $o
OP(Q3) = ,BCDo / _/ So
ATOM(Q3) = FALSE SQ
BSIGN(O3) : BSIGN(Q2) $,
sEALER(Q3) = SEALER(LV(P; ) AND sEALER(RV(TM2) ) $, •
BSIGN(P) = TRuE $*
Lv(P) = Lv(QI) $o
RV(P) = RV(OI) $o
OP(P) =.BCDe / +/ $o
SEALER(P) = FALSE $,
FRET] (01iZ) $,
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p = UNsTAK(PusH,A8) $,
GOTO A3 $,
'ZND $,
IF NOT ATOM(P) AND OP(P) EQL OP(,C, / *
AND OP(Lv(P)) EQL OP(,C, / + /) THEN
BEGIN
TMP = Lv(P) $,
Lv(P) = RV(P) $,
Rv(P) = TMP $,
GOT0 A5 $,
END $,
IF ATOM(P) OR OP(P) EQL 0P(,C, / S /) OR OP(P) EOL
0P_,C* / C /) OR 0PIP) EQL 0P(,C, / E /1 THEN
A75 BFGIN P = RVIUNSTAKIPUSH,RETURN)) $,
GOTO A3 $,
END ELSE
BEGIN STKSXIPUSH,P) $,
P = LV(P) $,
GOTO A3 $,
END $,
END $,
END FINI
/) AND NOT ATOM(Lv(P))
*P AED COLECT
_EGIN
COMMENr
THIS _ROGRAM WAS WRITTEN By UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIEs FOR
HAMILTON STANDARD, uNDER CONTRACT NAs2-4515 TASK 4, IN THE AED-O
PnOGR_;A_IING LANGUAGE,
COMMENT
THIs ROUTINE COLLECTS LIKE TERMS IN THE SIMPLIFIED EXPRESSION, FIRST,
EACH SYMBOL usED IN HIS) IS ASSIGNEO A uNIQuE PRIME, THEN FOR EACH
":ERM A GOEDEL NUMBER IS COMPUTED wHICH IS THE PRODUCT OF ALL THE
PRIMEs CORRESPONDING TO THE sYMBOLs IN THE TERM, NOw BY THE UNIQUE
FACTORIZATION THEOREM, ANY TERMs wITH THE SAME GOEDEL NUMBER CONTAIN
THE SAME SYMBOLS AND AssOCIATED EXPONENTS_ AND TERMS wITH DIFFERENT
GOEDEL NuMBERs ARE DIFFERENT, COLLECTING LIKE TERMS THEN IS SIMPLy A
MATTER OF sELECTING THE TERMs wITH LIKE GOEDEL NuMBERs AND ADDING
THEIR NUMERICAL COEFFICIENTS, SIN AND COs ARE ARBITRARILY ASSIGNED
THE PRIMEs 3 AND 5, REsPECTIvELY, SIMPLIFICATION INVOLVING THE
IDENTITy SIN(A)**2 + COsIA)**2 = 1 ARE THEN EASILY HANDLED By TESTING
THE GOEDEL NUMBER FOR DIVISIBILITY By 9 AND 25,
I_ A TERM HAS A GOEDEL NUMBER GREATER THAN I2"_35)-I, TWO OR MORE
LOCATIONS ARE USED, IN THIS CASE, A NEGATIVE GOEDEL NUMBER INDICATES
THAT THE NEXT GOEDEL NUMBER IN THE TABLE IS THE NEXT FACTOR, THE
GOEDEL NUMBER HERE wILL BE TRANSFORMED INT0 A0+AI_2_{35 + A2"2_'70
+ ,,. WHEN COLLECTING TERMS, 1N ORDE_ TO KEEP THE GOEDEL NUMBER IN
ONE LOCATION, IT IS BEST TO LIST THE sYMBOLs usED IN 0RDE_ OF THEIR
FREQuENCy OF usE, sINCE THE PRIMEs ARE AssIGNED SMALLEST FIRST,
AS AN EXAMPLE, CONSIDER THE ExPREssION,
S*TI*TI*S*S + 2"T2"S*S ÷ 3,0*TIIS*SISITI
THE P_IMES AssIGNED TO TH_ SYMBOLS ARE S=2, Tl=7, T2=ll, THE GOEDEL
NUMBERS FOR THE TERMS ARE THEN 2*7*7*2*2, II*2*2, AND 7*2*2*2*7 OR
392, @_, AND 392, THUS THE IST AND 3RD TERMS ARE THE SAME DESPITE THE
D;;=_ ERENCE IN THE ORDER OF THE SYMBOLS, AND CAN BE COMBINED By ADDING
THEIR NUMERICAL COEFFICIENTS,
%,
JEFINE PROCEDURE COLECT (TOP) wHERE POINTE_ TOP TOBE
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BEGIN
sYNONyMS INTEGER = POINTER $,
POINTER PUSH $,
DEFINE PROCEDURE GMuL(FAC) wHERE INTEGER FAC TOBE
BEGIN IF (GT(KLIIFACI/FAC NEQ GT(KL) THEN
BEGIN GTIKL) = -GT(KL)$,
GT(KL=KL+I) : FAC $,
END
ELS E GT(KL) : GT(KL)*FAC $.
END $,
DEFINE PROCEDURE sIG TOBE IF NOT 8SIGN(P) THEN RL = -;4L $.
POINTER COMPONENT Rv.Lv $,
INTEGER COMPONENT OP, HOL , RHALF $,
BOOLEAN COMPONENT ATOM,NuM,BsIGN $,
REAL COMPONENT CONs $,
PROCEDURE EXIT,MSEA , PDuMPN $,
PROCEDURE RDCARO, ASH,C,, AsMDEC, ASMBCD, CARET $,
PROCF[)uRE ASMFLO, SETASM, NEwPOs, STKSX $,
POINFLR PROCEDURE STINIT, ,)NSTAK $,
INTEGER PROCEDURE GPOL $,
REAL RL $,
INTEGER PROCEDURE sETFRI,FRELI,FRET $,
PACK 777777C0,LJ, SPFCIAL COMPONENTS RV $,
PACK ICo,o, GPECIA( COMPONENTS ATOM $,
PACK 777777C18,14_, '>_tCIAL COMPONENTS LV $,
PACK 77C24,?4,sPECIAL COMPONENTS OP $,
PACK 77C3_;,3(;, SPLCIAL COMPONhNTS BSIGN $,
PACK 77771"7CI2,12,SPLCIAL COMPONENIS HOL $,
PACK ICI,I,sPECIAL COMPONENTS NUN $,
PACK ICo,o,sPECIAL COMPONENTS ATOM $,
3P $=$ AT()M $=$ BSIGN $:$ 0 $,
_V $=_ RV $=$ I $,
HOL : ': NuN $=$ ATOM $=$ BSIGN $=$ 0 $,
CONS $:_ l $,
COMMON J,LRROR,ANGLE, GOEDEL, REALL, Z, :., PRIME, SYMST, DiG,
NM , I $,
INTEGLR ARRAy GOEDEL(1500), PRIMEI35),SYM(35),JITP;.G--110) $,
INTEGER ARRAy DIG(IO) $,
REAL ARRAy REALL(|500), NM(IO) $,
INTEGER ARRAy TI(IO), T2{IO) $,
BOOLEAN BI,B2,Y, FLIP, SW, SWl, IsIG, EIY. uP _,
INTEGER I,T,K,L,M,Ex,R,SYMST , MSK , N,SINDFx %,
INTEGER KK,KL,II, KN,GD ,GDT , JJ, KM $,
INTEGER JI, J2, J3, Ja $,
POINTER P, ANGLE , LL , Z $,
MsEA() $,
MSK = 770000000000C $,
FL
FO_
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PRIME
P_IME
PRIME
PRIME(
P = FALSE $.
N=O STEP 1 UNTIL 1499 DO GOEDEL(N) = (REALL(N) : 0-0) $,
ME (0) = 2 $,
ME (1) = ? $,
ME (2) = II $,
ME (3} = 13 $,
ME 4) = 17 $,
ME 5) = 19 $,
ME 6) = 23 $,
7) : 29 $,
8) = 31 $,
9) = 37 $,
O) = 41 $,
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P_lhimllZ_ = 47 $,
P_IME(13) = 53 $.
OR ME(16) = 67 $,
P_ ME(17) = 71 $,
P_ ME(IB) = 73 $,
P_ ME(19) = Tg _,
P_ ME(2I) = 89 $,
P_ ME(221 = 97 _.
P_ ME(23) : I01 $,
P_ ME(2_) = 103 $,
P_ ME(25) = 10T $,
P_ ME(26) = 109 $,
#_ ME(R7) = I13 $.
¢'H ME(28) = 127 $,
P_ MF(29) = 131 $.
P_ ME.(30) = 137 $,
P_ ME(31) = 139 $.
P_ MEf32) = I49 $,
P_ ME(33) = 151 $,
PR ME(34} = 157 $,
L = -1 $,
CI_$ F0_ M=0 STEP ! UNTIL 4 DO
BEGIN RDCARD () $,
FO_ K=l sTEP t UNTIL 72 D0
IF J(K) EQL ,BCD, /$/ THEN GOT0 CO
ELSE IF J(K) NEQ .BCD. / / THEN IF J(KI NEO .BCD. /T/ AND
J(K) NEQ .BCD. /C/ AND J(K) NEO .BCD. /W/ AND J(K) NEQ
• bCD, /Z/ AND J(K) NEQ ,BCD, /S/ THEN BEGIN
ERRO# = TRuE $,
PRINT F0 $,
END ELsE
IF J(K) EQL .BCD. /S/ THEN
BEGIN SYM(L=L+I) = (J(K) .A. MSK) $.
SINDEX : L $.
END
ELsE IF J(KI EQL .BCD. /Z/ THEN
BEGIN SYM(L=L+I) = (J(K) .A. MSK)
+(J(K+I) .A. MSK) .RS- 6
+ (J(K+2) ,A, MSK) .PS, 12 $,
K = K+2 $.
END
ELSE IF J(K+I) EQL .8CD, /l/ AND J(K+2) EQL ,BCD. /0/
THEN BEGIN SYM(L=L+I) = (J(K) .A, MSK)
+I (._CD. /l/) .A, MSK) .#S. 6
+( (,BCD. /0/) .A. MSK) -RS. 12 $,
K = K+2 $,
END
ELSE BEGIN SYM(L=L+I ) = (J(K) .A, MSK)
+ (J(K+I) ,A, MSK) ,RS,
6 $,
K = K+I $.
END $,
END $,
COS #: = TOP $,
!= ERQO# THEN GOTO #ETuRN $,
SYMST = L $,
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
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PUSH = STINIT() $,
I=05,
C35 RL = I,O $,
ISIG = FALSE $,
GTIKL=O) = I $,
CI$ IF ATOMIP) THEN GOTO C2 ELSE
IF OP(P) EOL OP(.C. / +
OP(.C. / * /) THEN
BEGIN STKSX(PuSH,P) $,
SIG () $.
P = LV(P) $.
GOTO CI $.
END
ELSE
COMMENT
CHECK FOR SIN OR COS OPERATOR
IF OP(P) EOL OP(.C. / S
BEGIN GMUL(3) $,
SIG ()$.
GOTO C4 $.
END
ELSE
IF OP(P) EOL OP(.C. / C
BEGIN GMUL(5) $,
sIG () $.
GOTO Ca $.
END
ELSE
COMMENT
P IS AN ATOM
C25 IF NuM(P) THEN
BEGIN SIG (} $.
RL = RL*CONS(P} $.
GOTO C4 $.
END
ELSE
COMMENT
CHECK FOR SQRT(-I)
$.
/) THEN
/) THEN
C155
/) OR OP(P) EQL
IF HOL(P) EQL HOL(.C. / I /) THEN
BEGIN sIG () $.
IF NOT (IsIG=NOT ISIG) THEN RL = -RL $.
GOTO C4 $.
END
ELSE
IF HOL(P) EOL 000000300000C THEN
BEGIN GMUL(PRIME(sINDEx)) $.
GOTO C15 $,
END ELSE
FOR K=O STEP I UNTIL SYMST DO
IF HOL(P) EOL (SYM(K) ,RS, 18) THEN
BEGIN GMUL(PRIME(K) } $,
SIG (} $.
GOTO C4 $,
END $,
P_INT F3 $.
ERROR = TRuE $.
GOTO RETURN $.
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C45 P : UNSTAK(PuSHoC13) $.
COMMENT
IF TERM IS IMAGINARy DO NOT CONSIDER IT.
$,
IF OPIP) EOL OP(.C. / + /) THEN
BEGIN IF IsIG THEN BEGIN P = Rv(P} $.
GOTO C3 $,
END ELsE IF I EQL 0 THEN GOTO C5 ELSE
GOTO IF KL EQL 0 THEN C6 ELSE CIO $.
END
ELSE
BEGIN sIG () $,
P = RV(P) $,
GOTO Cl $.
END $.
COMMENT
LAST TERM IN ExPREsSION NEEDs SPECIAL HANDLING
$.
C135 FLIP = TRuE $.
IF IsIG THEN GOTO C85,
IF KL EOL 0 THEN GOTO C6 ELsE GOTO ClO $.
COMMENT
TRY COLLECTING TERMS. FIRST TEST FOR sIN**2 + COS*'2 REDUCTION. THEN
FOR COMBINING OF LIKE TERMS.
C65 GO = GT(O) $,
BI = (GD/9} * 9 EQL GO $,
E2 = (GD/2B) * 25 EOL GO $,
FOR K=O STEP I UNTIL I DO
IF (K EOL 0 AND GOEDEL(O) GRT 0 OR K NEO 0 AND GOEDEL
(K-l) GRT O) AND REALL(K) NED 0 THEN
BEGIN GDT = GOEDEL(K) $,
IF BI AND (GDT/25)*25 EQL GDT ANO GOT/25 EQL GO/9
OR 82 AND (GOT/9)*9 EOL GOT AND GOT/9 EOL GD/25
THEN BEGIN _EALL(K) = REALL(K}-RL $,
GO : GD/IF GDT/9 EOL GD/2B THEN 25
ELSE 9 $,
END $,
END $,
GT(O) = GD $,
COMMENT
NOw TRY TO COLLECT LIKE TERMs
$,
C105 GPOL(GTqTI,O,J1) $,
J2 = 0 $,
C95 GPOL(GOEDEL,T2.J2.J3) $,
FOR J4=O STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO
BEGIN IF T| (J4) LEO 0 AND T2(J4) LEO 0 AND T1 (J4+|) LEs 0 AND
T2(J_+I) LEs 0 THEN GOTO C? Sq
IF TI (J4) NEQ T2(J4) THEN IF J3 GEo I-! THEN GOTO C5 ELSE
BEGIN J2 = J3+l $,
GOTO C9 $,
END $,
END $,
COMMENT
TERMS CAN BE COMBINED.
$,
C?$ FOR KK=J2 STEP I uNTIL J3 DO REALL(KK) = REALL(KK) + RL $,
GOTO C14 $,
COMMENT
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CAN,T COMBINE LIKE TERMs, ADD GOEDEL NuMBERiS) TO LIST,
$0
C55 FOR KK=O STEP I UNTIL KL DO
BEGIN GOEDEL(1) = GT(KK) $,
REALL(I ) = RL $,
I = I+I $,
IF I GRT 1500 THEN BEGIN PRINT F! $,
PDuMPN (} $,
ERROR = TRuE $,
GOTO RETURN $,
END $,
END $,
C145 IF FLIP THEN GOTO C8 $,
P = RV(P) $,
GOTO C3 $,
COMMENT
REPLACE uO IN sYMBOL TABLE By BLANK. CHANGE S syMBOL TO Wo
$,
C95 FOR N=O STEP I UNTIL SYMST DO
IF SYM(N) .A, MSK EOL 370000000000C THEN sYM(N) --
SYM(N} + O000000B0505C "
ELsE IF SYM(N) .A, O0????O00000C EQL 006160000000C
THEN sYM(N) = SYM(N) + O000000B0505C
ELS E sYM(N} : SYM(N) + 000005050505C $,
SYM(SINDEx) = 340505050505C $,
I : I-I $,
GOTO RETURN $,
FO$ FORMAT ( 00 ILLEGAL CHARACTF-R IN ADMIssIBLE sYMBOL SETeO ) $,
Fl$ FORMAT (oO GOEDEL NUMBER TABLE OvERFLOwS, o ) $*
F35 FORMAT ( oo SYMBOL MIssING FROM ADMI'ssIBLE syMBOL SET,t) $,
END $,
END FINI
lp AED GPOL
BEGIN
COMMENT
THIs PROGRAM wAs WRITTEN By UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR
HAMILTON STANOARD, uNDER CONTRACT NAs2-4515 TASK 4, IN THE AED--O
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE.
$,
COMMENT
THIS ROUTINE TAKES ALL GOEOEL NuMBERs INCLUDING THOSE OCCuPyING MORE THAN ONE
LOCATION AND TRANSFORMS THE GOEDEL NUMBER INTO THE COEFFICIENTS OF A POLY-
NOMIAL IN POWERS OF 2**35, SINCE THE POLYNOMIAL IS UNIQUE, THIS LETS US TEST
ALL GOEOEL NuMERs FOR EQuALITy.
$0
DEFINE PROCEDURE GPOL(IN,T,ISTART,IEND} WHERE INTEGER ARRAY
IN(300), T(IO)" $, INTEGER ISTART, IEND TOBE
BEGIN INTEGER ARRAy TLO(IO}, TUP(IO) $.
BOOLEAN ARRAy OFLO(IO) $,
INTEGER KItK2,K3,K4 $,
FOR KI=o sTEP I uNTIL 9 DO T(K|) = TLO(K|) : TuP(K|) = --| $,
IF IN(ISTART) GRT 0 THEN
BEGIN T(O) = IN(ISTART) $,
IEND = ISTART $,
GOTO RETURN $,
END $,
DOuBML(ABS(IN(ISTART) ), ABs(IN(IsTART+])), T(1),T(O)) $,
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
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!;- IN( ISTART+I ) GRT 0 THEN
BEGIN IEND = ISTART+I $,
GOTO RETURN $,
END $,
FOR _2::Z STEP l UNTIL g DO
BEGIN FOR K3=0 STEP I UNTIL K2-1 DO DOUBMLIABSI INI ISTART+K2)),
TIK3I,TUPIK3+I),TLO(K3) ) $,
T(K2) = TuP(K2) $,
TIOI = TLOIO) $,
FOR K4:I STEP ! UNTIL K2-1 DO
BEGIN T(K4I = TLOIK4) + TuPIK4) $,
OFLOIK4I=TLOIK4I + TuP(K4I LEs 0 $,
END $,
FOR K4=I sTEP | UNTIL K2--1 DO IF OFLO(K4I THEN
BEGIN T(K4) = T(K4) ,A, 377777777777C $,
T(K4+I) : TIK4+I) + ! $,
END $_
IF [N(ISTART+K2) GRT 0 THEN BEGIN lEND = ISTART+K2 $,
GOTO RETURN $,
END $,
ENO $,
END $,
END FINI
op AED PRNT
BEGIN
COMMENT
THIs PROGRAM wAs WRITTEN By UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR
HAMILTON STANDARD, uNDER CONTRACT NAs2-4515 TASK 4, IN THE AED-O
PPOGRAMMING LANGUAGE,
St
COMMENT
THIS ROUTINE PRINTS THE EXPRESSION H(I*w)*HI--I*w) AFTER ALL LIKE TERMS
HAvE BEEN COLLECTED, EACH GOEOEL NUMBER IN TURN IS DECOMPOSED INTO
P_IMEs, AND THE sYMBOL CoRREsPONDING TO EACH PRIME IS PRINTED,
$,
DEFINE PROCEDURE PRNT TOBE
BEGIN
sYNONyMS INTEGER = POINTER $,
DEFINE PROCEDURE NuMPRTIQ) WHERE REAL O TOBE
BEGIN REAL U $,
U = O $,
U = U+0,0 $,
IF U EOL IK=U) THEN
BEGIN KSP = IF U LEs I0,0 THEN 2 ELSE (2,001+ALOGIOIUI I $,
C0f'_MENT
1F NUMERICAL COEFFICIL-NT IS AN INTEGER, use LOG BAsE 10 TO COMPUTE PROPER
SPACING, NORMALIZE NUMBER FIRST •
$,,
ASMOEC IKSP,K) $,
AsH,C, l-C, /,0/I $_
END ELSE ASMFLO 112,U) $,
END $,
POINTER COMPONENT RV,LV $,
INTEGER COMPONENT OP, HOL , RHALF $,
BOOLEAN COMPONENT ATOM,NUM,BSIGN $,
REAL COMPONENT CONS $,
PROCEDURE EXIT,MSEA , PDuMPN , RwT, RTD, WTD $,
PROCEDURE RDCARD, ASH,C,, AsMDEC, ASMBCD, CARET $,
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
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PROCEDURE ASMFLO, SETASM, NEWPOS $,
REAL PROCEDURE ALOGIO $,
REAL RL, V $,
PACK 777777C0,0, SPECIAL COMPONENTS RV $,
PACK ICO,O, SPECIAL COMPONENTS ATOM $, '
PACK 777777CIB,IB, sPECIAL COMPONENTS LV $,
PACK 77C24,24,sPECIAL COMPONENTS OP $,
PACK 77C30,30, sPECIAL COMPONENTS BSIGN $,
PACK 777777CI2,12,sPECIAL COMPONENTS HOL $,
PACK ICI,I,sPECIAL COMPONENTS NUM $,
PACK ICo,o,sPECIAL COMPONENTS ATOM $,
• PACK 777777C0,0, SPECIAL COMPONENTS RHALF $,
OP $=$ ATOM $=$ BSIGN $=$ 0 $,
LV $=$ RV $=$ I $,
HOL $=$ NU M $=$ ATOM $=$ BsIGN $=$ 0 $,
CONS $=$ 1 $,
RHALF $=$ O $,
INTEGER ARRAy GOEDELI1500),PRIME(35),sYM(35),J(T2I,GT(IO) $,
INTEGER ARRAy DIG(10) $,
INTEGER ARRAy sv,ARRAy(6) $,
COMMON J,ERROR,ANGLE, GOEDEL, REALL, Z, SYM, PRIME, sYMST, DIG,
NM , I _,
REAL ARRAy REALL(1500), NM(IO) $,
BOOLEAN BI,B2,Y, FLIP, SW, Swl, IsIG, ERROR $,
INTEGER I,T,K,L,M,Ex,R,SYMST , MSK , N,SINDEx $,
INTEGER KK,KL_II, KN,GD ,GOT , JJ, KM $,
INTEGER KsP , LK, LJ, LI , JZ $,
POINTER P, ANGLE , LL, Z $,
MSEA() $,
IF ERROR THEN GOTO RETURN $,
T = ,BCD, / / $,
PRINT F2 $,
SWl = FALSE $,
SETASM (5,-0,-0,-0,-0,-0 ) $,
AsM.C, (.C, /H(w)*H(w) = /) $,
NEwPOs(19) $,
COMMENT
FIRST REPLACE S IN ANGLE By W AND REPLACE 0 By BLANK IN OTHER syMBOLs,
$,
IF ANGLE NEQ 0 THEN
FOR LL = LV(ANGLE), Rv(ANGLE) DO
IF HOL(LL) EOL 300000C THEN HOL(LL) = HOL(,C. / W /}
ELSE IF HOL(LL) ,A. 77C EQL 0C THEN HOL(LL) = HOL(LL) + 5C $,
COMMENT
SAVE GOEDEL NuMBERs AND COEFFICIENTS ON TAPE
$,
JZ = 8 $,
RWT(JZ) $,
FOR N=O STEP I UNTIL I DO wTO(JZ,F3,GOEDEL(N},REALL(N}) $,
FOR M=0 STEP I UNTIL I DO
BEGIN IF REALL(M) EQL 0,0"THEN GOT0 CI I $,
COMMENT
BEFORE PRINTING CHECK ANGLE FOR sIGN, THEN APPLy SIN(-X) = -SINIx) AND
COs(-x) = COS(×), LOOP TWICE IN CAsE OF SIN**2 OR COS*'2,
$,
IF ANGLE EQL 0 THEN GOT0 C5 $,
FOR LI=LV(ANGLE), Rv(ANGLE) DO
BEGIN IF NOT NUMILI) THEN GOT0 C9 $,
FOR LJ=0 STEP I UNTIL I DO
BEGIN FOR LK=0 STEP I UNTIL I DO
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C95 END $,
C55
C105
¢175
C165
COMMENT
C205
C185
BEGIN IF (GOEDEL(M+LJ)/3)*3 EOL GoEDEL(M+LJ) THEN
BEGIN IF CONS(LI) LEs 0,0 THEN
BEGIN REALL(M) = -REALL(M) $,
CONS(LI ) = -CONS(LI } $,
END $,
END $,
IF (GOEDEL(M+LJ)/5)*5 EQL GOEDEL(M+LJ) THEN IF
CONS(LI) LEs 0 THEN CONS(LI) = -CONS(LI} $4
END $.
IF GOEDEL(M+LJ} GRT 0 THEN GOTO C5 Sq
EN0 $,
IF REALLIM) LEs 0,0 THEN ASM,C. l-C- / - /) ELSE
IF SWl THEN ASM,C, (,C, / + /) $,
Swl = TRUE $,
IF Y = (V=ABS(REALL(M))) NEQ 1,0 0R GOEDEL(M) EQL I
THEN NUMPRT(V) $,
SW = FALSE $,
FOR L=0 STEP I uNTIL SYMST DO
BEGIN EX = 0 $,
FOR KN=0 STEP I UNTIL I DO
BEGIN IF (R=GOEDEL(M+KN}/PRIME(LI I'PRIME(L)
EQL GOEDEL(M+KN) THEN
BEGIN EX = EX+I $,
GOEDEL(M+KN) = R $.
GOT0 CI0 $.
END $.
IF GOEDEL(M+KN) GRT 0 THEN GOT0 CI? $,
END $,
IF EX EQL 0 THEN GOTO C16 ELSE
BEGIN IF y OR SW THEN ASM*C. (,C, /i/I $,
ASMBCD (0,SYM(L)) $,
SW = TRuE $,
IF EX GRT I THEN
BEGIN AsM,C, (,C, /**/) $,
IF EX GRT 9 THEN ASMDEC(3,Ex)
ELSE ASMDEC(2,Ex) $,
ASM,C, I.C. / /) $,
END $,
END $,
END $,
Sw
CHECK FOR PRESENCE OF SIN AND COs TERMS,
IF ANGLE EQL 0 THEN GOTO C19 $.
$.
FOB JJ=3 STEP 2 UNTIL 5 DO
BEGIN EX = 0 $.
FOR KM=0 STEP 1 UNTIL I DO
BEGIN IF (R=GOEDEL(M+KM)/JJ)*JJ EQL GOEDEL(M+KM) THEN
BEGIN EX = EX+I $.
GOEDEL(M+KM) = R $.
GOTO C20 $.
END _,
IF GOEDEL(M+KMJ GRT O THEN GOTO C18 $Q
END $,
IF EX EQL O THEN GOTO Cl9 ELSE
BEGIN IF y OR SW THEN ASMeC. (.Co /*/) $.
IF jJ EQL 3 THEN AsMoC. (.C. /SIN(/) ELSE
ASM,C, (,C, /COS(/) $,
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FHE QUOTIENT IS TAKEN AS THE NEw GOEDEL NUMBER. AND THE NUMERICAL
NUMERICAL VALUE OF THE suBSTITuTED vARIABLE. AFTER ALL SuCH
_L'qSTITUI _ONS ARE MADE. ALL GOEDEL NuMBERs _I!ICH wERE LARGEP THEN
i2_,35)-I AND CONSEOUENTLY OCCUPY MORE THAN ONE LOCATION ARE TESTED
TO SEE WHETHER THEY ARE NOw LESS THAN (2_'35)-I, AN ATTEMPT IS THEN
MAUE TO COLLECT LIKE TERMS IN THE NEw EXPRESSION FOR H(IWw) _ H(-I*w),
DEFINE PROCEDURE SUBST TOBE
BEGIN
SYNONYMS INTEGER = POINTER $,
PROCEDURE MsEA, RDCARD, RwT,RTD,wTD, PRNT $,
INTEGER SYMST $,
INTEGER ARRAy GOEDEL(1500),PRIME(35),syM(35),P(35),sB(35) $,
INTEGER ARRAy TI(IO), T2(IO) So
POINTER ANGLE ,Z, LL $,
_E_L A_RAY REALL(1500),NMB(35) $,
PEAl_ ARRAY NM(IO) $,
REAL DCT, NUMBER $,
BOOLEAN OFLAG,MFLAG,ERROR, CFLAG $,
COMMON J,ERROR,ANGLE,GOEDEL,REALL,Z,SYM.PRIME,SYMST, DIG, NM .
I $.
IN1EGLR R, NA,MSK, IA,GTEST,L,JZ,IJ, IK,IL, IM,IN,IO, IP, I,JA,JB $,
INTEGER JC,JD,JE ,JF ,JG, IH $,
INTEGER SOT, VCT, MM, MN , N $,
INTEGER IQ $,
INTEGER ARRAy J(72), DIG(10) $,
POINTER COMPONENT Rv,Lv $,
INTEGER COMPONENT OP, HOL $,
BOOLEAN COMPONENT ATOM, NuM, BSIGN $,
REAL LOMPONENT CONS $,
PACK 777777C0,0, SPECIAL COMPONENTS RV $,
PACK ICO,O, sPECIAL COMPONENTS ATOM $,
PACK 777777C18,18, sPECIAL COMPONENTS LV $,
PACK 77C24,24,sPECIAL COMPONENTS OP $,
PACK 77C30,30, sPECIAL COMPONENTs BsIGN $,
PACK f}ITlTCI2,12,sPECIAL COMPONENTS HOL $,
PACK ICI,I,sPECIAL COMPONENTS NUM $,
PACK ICo,o,5PECIAL COMPONENTS ATOM $,
OP $=$ ATOM $=$ BSIGN $=_ 0 $,
LV _=$ RV $=$ 1 $,
rtOL $=$ NuM $=$ ATOM $=$ BSIGN $=$ 0 $,
CONS $=$ I $,
MSEA() $,
MSK = 770000000000C $,
Eo$ _EAD F2, SCT $,
IF SCT EQL 0 THEN GOTO RETURN $,
FOR MM=I STEP 1 UNTIL SCT DO
BEGIN READ F2, VCT $,
IA = -! $,
_OR MN=I STEP I UNTIL VCT DO
BEGIN RDCARD() $,
MFLAG = FALSE $,
IA = IA+I $,
FOR NA=I STEP I UNTIL 72 DO
BEGIN IF J(NA) EOL ,BCD, / / THEN GOTO E8 $,
IF J(NA} EQL ,BCD, /Z/ THEN
BEGIN SB(IA) = (J(NA} .A. MSK) + (J(NA+I)
,A, MSK) ,#S" 6 + (J(NA+2) .A. MSK)
• RS, 12 + 050505C $,
NA = NA+2 $,
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SW = TRUE $,
COMMENT
NOw PRINT ANGLE. CHECK FOR 2 CASES, NAMELy ONE NuMERIC,ONE sYMBOLIC
AND BOTH SYMBOLIC,
$,
IF NuM(Rv(ANGLE}) THEN
BEGIN NUMPRT(CONS(RV(ANGLEI) } $,
ASH,C- (,Co /_/} $,
RHALF(LOC T) = RHALF(LOC HOL(LV(ANGLE)) ) $,
ASMBCD (O,T) $,
END ELSE
IF NuM(Lv(ANGLE) ) THEN
BEGIN NUMPRT(CONS(LV(ANGLE)) ) $,
ASMoC, (,C, /*/) $,
RHALF(LOC T) = RHALF(LOC HOL(RV(ANGLE))) $,
ASMBCD (O,T) $,
END ELSE
BEGIN RHALF(LOC T} = RHALF(LOC HOL(LV(ANGLE))) $,
ASMBCD (O,T) $.
AsM.C. (.C. /*/) $.
RHALF(LOC T) = RHALF(LOC HOL(Rv(ANGLE})) $,
ASMBCD (O,T) $,
END $,
ASM,C. (,C, /)/) $,
IF EX GRT I THEN
BEGIN AsH.C. (.C. I**I) $,
IF EX GRT 9 THEN ASMDEC(3,Ex)
ELSE AsMDEC(2,Ex) $,
AsH,C, (,C, / /) $,
END $.
END $,
Clg$ END $,
IF sv,ARRAY(O) GRT 90 THEN CARET () $,
M = M+KN $,
CII$ END $.
CARET () $,
COMMENT
RESTORE GOEDEL NuMBERs AND COEFFICIENTS
$,
PWT(JZ) $,
FOR N=O sTEP I UNTIL I DO RTD(JZ,F3,GOEDEL(N),REALL(N) } $,
GOTO RETURN $,
F25 FORMAT (/////) $,
F35 FORMAT (012) $,
END $,
END FINI
,P AED SUBST
BEGIN
COMMENT
THIS PROGRAM wAs WRITTEN By UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR
HAMILTON STANDARD, uNDER CONTRACT NAs2-451B TASK 4, IN THE AED-O
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE,
$,
COMMENT
THIS ROUTINE SUBSTITUTES NUMERICAL VALUES FOR ANY OF THE vARIABLES IN
H(S), THE PRIME CORRESPONDING TO EACH suCH vARIABLE IS FOUND AND
DIVIDED INTO _ACH GOEDEL NuMbER, IF THE DIvIsION LEAvEs NO REMAINDER,
COLFFICIENT CORRESPONDING TO THE GOEDEL NUMBER IS MULTIPLIED By THE
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THEN PRINT FI, SB(IJ), NMB(IJ) ELSE PRINT F4,
sB(IJ), NMB{IJ) $,
FOR IK=O STEP I UNTIL SYMST DO
IF sB(IJ) EQL SYM(IK) THEN
BEGIN P(IJ) : PRIME(IK) S,
GOTO E3 $,
END S,
PRINT FO, SB(IJ) St
E3S END S,
COMMENT
NOw SUBSTITUTE THE GIVEN NUMERICAL VALUE OF EACH vARIABLE INTO THE
LIST OF GOEDEL NUMBERS,
S,
FOR IL=O STEP I UNTIL I DO
BEGIN IF REALL(IL) EQL 0,0 THEN GOTO E9 So
FOR IM=O STEP | UNTIL IA DO
E4$ IF (R=GOEDEL(IL)/P(IM))_P(IM) EQL GOEDEL(IL) THEN
BEGIN IH = IL $,
E6$ IF IH--1 GEO 0 AND GOEDEL(IH-1) LEs 0 THEN
BEGIN IH = IH--I $,
GOTO E6 $,
END $,
E55 REALL(1H) = REALL(IH) _ NMB(IM) $,
IF GOEDEL(IH) LEs 0 THEN BEGIN IH = IH+! $,
GOTO E5 S,
END $.
GOEDEL(IL) = R $.
GOTO E4 $,
END S,
E95 END $,
COMMENT
NOw ATTEMPT TO COLLECT TERMS IN THE MODIFIED GOEDEL TABLE,
FOR JA=0 STEP I UNTIL I--I DO
BEGIN IF REALL(JA) EQL 0,0 THEN GOTO El2 ELSE
BEGIN GPOL(GOEDELtT1,JA,JB) $,
IF JB GEQ I THEN GOTO El4 $,
FOR JC=JB+I STEP ! UNTIL 1 DO
BEGIN IF REALL(JC) NEQ 0,0 THEN
BEGIN GPOL(GOEDEL,T2.JC,JD) S,
FOR JE=O STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO
IF TI(JE) LEO 0 AND T2(JE) LEQ 0 AND
TI(JE+I) LEs 0 AND T2(JE+I) LEs 0 THEN GOTO
EIO ELSE IF TI(JE) NEo T2(JE} THEN IF JD
GEQ I THEN GOTO Ell ELSE BEGIN JC = JD S,
GOTO El3 S,
END $,
E135
END $t
END S,
END $,
GOTO Ell $,
FOR JF=JC STEP l UNTIL JD DO
REALL(JF) = REALL(JF) + REALL(JA) S,
EIOS
FOR JG:JA STEP ! UNTIL JB DO REALL(JG) = 0,0 S,
EllS JA = JB $,
EI2S END S,
COMMENT
CHECK IF ANGLE IS INvOLvED IN SUBSTITUTION.
E145 IF ANGLE NEO 0 THEN FOR 10=0 STEP ! uNTIL IA OO
FOR LL=LV(ANGLE), Rv(ANGLE) DO
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EI$
E2S
BEGIN
BEGIN
GOTO El $,
END ELSE IF J(NA+I ) EQL DIG(l) AND J(NA+2)
EQL DIG(0) THEN
BEGIN SB(IA) = (J(NA) ,A. MSK) +
(DIG(l) .A. MSK) ,RS* 6
+ (DIG(0) ,A, MSK) ,RS, 12
+ 050505C $,
NA = NA+2 $.
GOTO E1 $,
END ELSE
BEGIN SB(IA) = (J(NA) ,A. MSK) +
(J(NA+|) ,A, MSK) ,RS. 6
+ 05050505C $,
NA = NA+I $,
GOTO El S,
END $,
NA = NA+I S,
IF J(NA) EQL ,BCD, / / OR J(NA) EQL ,BCD, /+/
OR J(NA) EQL ,BCD, /=/ THEN GOTO El S,
IF J(NA) EQL .BCD, /-/ THEN BEGIN MFLAG =TRUE $,
GOTO El S,
END S,
FOR L=O sTEP I uNTIL 9 DO
IF J(NA) EOL DIG(L) THEN
NUMBER = 0,0 $,
DCT = 0o0 $,
DFLAG = FALSE $,
NUMBER = IOINUMBER + NMIL) S,
IF DFLAG THEN DCT = DCT+I,O $,
IF JINA+I) EQL ,BCD. /./ THEN
BEGIN DFLAG = TRuE $,
NA = NA+I $,
END S,
FOR L=O STEP I UNTIL 9 DO
IF JINA+I) EQL DIG(L) THEN BEGIN NA = NA+I S,
GOTO E2 $,
END S,
NMBIIA) = IO,O**(-DCT)*NuMBER *( IF MFLAG THEN
-I,0 ELSE 1,0) $,
GOTO E7 S,
END S,
END S,
PRINT FB, J(NA) $,
E8$ END S,
ETS END S,
COMMENT
AT THIs POINT, S B AND NMB ARE ARRAy S CONTAINING REsPECTIvELy, THE
NAMEs OF THE VARIABLEs TO BE suBSTITuTED FOR, AND THEIR NUMERICAL
vALuES, NOw sAvE GOEDEL NuMBERs AND COEFFICIENTs ON TAPE,
S,
IF ERROR THEN GOTO RETURN $.
PRINT F3 S,
JZ = g $,
RWT(JZ) $,
FOR N=O STEP 1 UNTIL I DO wTD(Jz,F6 ,GDEDEL(N),REALL(N)) So
COMMENT
NOw FIND THE PRIMEs ASSOCIATED wITH THE VARIABLES-
S,
FOR IJ=O STEP I UNTIL IA DO
BEGIN IF ABS(NMB(IJ)) GEQ I0000-0 OR ABSINMB(IJ)) LES 0,0001
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IF NOT NuM(LL) AND sB(IQ) ,RS. IB EOL HOL(LL) THEN
BEGIN NuM(LL) = TRuE $,
CONS{LL) = NMB(IO) $,
END $,
PRNT {) _,
COMMENT
"!OW RESTORE GOEDEL TABLE TO ORIGINAL CONDITIONe
RWT(JZ) $,
FOR N=O STEP 1 UNTIL I DO RTD(Jz,F6 ,GOEDEL(N),REALL(N)) $,
END $*
GOTO RETURN $,
FO$ FORMAT ('OTHE SYMBOL 'A6, ' DOES NOT APPEAR IN HIS), o) $0
FI$ FORMAT ('0 , A6, , = ' El5.5) $,
F25 FORMAT (I3) $,
F._ FORMAT (//////,0 THE FOLLOWING NUMERICAL SUBSTITUTIONS wILL NOw BE MADE,,
//) _,
F45 FORMAT (eO i A6, , = , F15,5) $,
F55 FORMAT('O THE ILLEGAL CHARACTER 'A6, ' APPEARED ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF
THE EQUAL sIGN DURING THE sUBSTITUTION, e ) $,
F65 FORMAT (012) $,
END $,
END FINI
'ILP ASM
DOUBML* J
CsBD
AA
BB
CC
DO
DOuBML/ASM,DOuBML
REGNAM
$+1
LMJ 13,SETUPS •
+ 4,CsBD •
L Ao,*AA •
MI AO,*BB •
LDSC AO,I
SSL AI,I
S AO,*CC o
S AI,*DD •
LMJ BII,*CSBD •
+ 0700000000 •
+ 0
+ 0 °
+ 0
+ 0
+ 0
+ 0
END
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,_ !/['_ STAKS
T_;I _, PI_OGRAM was WRITTEN By UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR
rt;, ,,tt. vC,*.l S'!ANOA_'D, uNDER CONTRACT NAS2-4515 TASK _, Ibl THE AED-o
DOINTKR PROCEDURE 5TINIT, UNSTAK $,
PROCEDURE STKSX $,
POINTER PROCEDURE F#EZ1 $,
oROCEDuRK FRETI $,
BEGIN POINTER TEMP, STAKZON $,
POINTER COMPONENT NEXT, sTACKED £,
SYNONYMS 777777C = ENDSTR $,
PACK 777777C,O,SPECIAL COMPONENTS NEXT $,
PACK 777777CIB,|B,sPECIAL COMPONENTS sTACKED $,
_IEXT $=$ sTACKED $=$ 0 $,
DEFIIqE POINTE# PDOCEDuDE STIN|T TOBE
BEGIN STAKZON = 5ETFRI(IOO,50,O,I,O,O) $,
NEXT(STINIT:FREZI (STAKZON)) = ENDSTR $,
END $,
DEFINE PROCEDURE STKSX(STAK,P) WHERE POINTER P,STAK TOBE
BEG!N NEXTITEMP=FREzI(STAKZON)) = NEXT(STAK) $,
NEXT(STAK) = TEMP $,
STACKED(TEMP] : P $,
END _,
DEFINE POIt,ZTER PROCEDURE UNSTAK(sTAK,EMPTY) wHERE POINTER STAK $,
POINTER PROCEDURE EMPTy TOBE
IF NEXT(STAK) EQL ENDSTR THEN uNSTAK : EMPTYISTAK)
ELSE BEGIN UNSTAK = sTACKED(TEMR=NExTISTAK)) $,
NEXTISTAK) = NEXT(TEMP) $,
FRETI(TEMP,STAKZON) $,
END $,
_JO _
END FIN!
Figure 47. Listing of Digital Program to Derive Equation for Square of
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C HI@(-FTH_CZ+H2) + C|_(C4IH2IH4 -- C2_03_H3) OF SHOCK POSITION TR. FCN°
C IN FORM HZ(HI+CI_C4@H_) + HII(-FTH)_CZ + CI_(IC_IlC3JH3
C HI :W3*S H2 =(I+ZIW*S+WI**2wSWW2)(I+TI*S)II+T2*S)S H3 :I+T4*S
C H4 =I+T5*S+T6*S**2 C6 :CI*C4 T3 :w3+CI*C4*T5 W2 :CI*04"T6
C C5 :-FTH*C2 C6 :C1*04 C7 :-C1"C2"C3
(I+S*ZIW+S*S*WI*WI)*(I+TI*SIW(I+T2*S)*S*(C6+T3*S+w2*S*SI + W3"C5"S +
C7"(I+T4"5) $
S ZlW Wl TI T2 C6 T3 W_ W3 C5 T4 C7
I
II
ZIW= 0,015
wl : 0.01
TI = 0,002
T2 : 0,01
C6 = 17,21647
T3 = 0,_6239676
W2 = 0*0002286519
W3 = 0°34
C5 = 20
T4 = 0,0009367
C7 = 677,646788
CTEST CAsE OF ALGEBRAIC PROGRAM FCR REPRESENTATIVE INLET
C HS*H7 + C5"H6 OF sHOCK POSITION TRANSFER FUNCTION
(TI*S+I)*(T2*S+I)*ICI*CI*S*S+C2*S+I )*(TS*S*S*S+T4*S*S+T3*S+I )*S +
C3*(T6*S+I)*E(-T7*S) $
S TI T2 Cl C2 T5 T4 T3 C3 T6 T7 $
5
10
C3 : 5.
TI = 0,02
T2 = O,OI
CI = 0.01
C2 = 0,015
T5 = 0,00000025830
T4 = 0,00010504
T3 = 0,018987
T6 = --0,0009367
T7 = 0,0073
I0
C3 = I0,
Tl = 0.02
T2 = 0,01
CI = 0.01
C2 = 0,015
T5 = 0,00000026830
T_ = 0,00010504
T3 = 0,018987
T6 = --0.0009367
T7 = 0.0073
IO
C3 : I0,
TI = 0.00_
T2 = 0,01
CI = 0.0I
C2 : 0,015
T5 : 0,00000026830
T4 = 0.00010504
T3 = 0.018987
T6 = -0,0009367
T7 = 0,0073
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I0
C3 : I0,
TI = 0,002
T2 = 0.01
CI = 0,01
C2 : 0,015
T5 : 0.00000026830
T4 = 0,00010504
T3 = 0.018987
T6 = 0,029
T7 = 0,0073
I0
C3 = 15.
TI = 0,02
T2 : O,O!
CI = 0.01
C2 = 0,015
T5 = 0,00000026830
14 = 0,00010504
T3 = 0.018987
T6 = --0,0009367
T7 = 0,0073
CTEST CAsE OF ALGEBRAIC PQOGRAM FOR REPREsENTATIvE INLET
C REPRESENTS (H2 -- FTH*C2) OF TRANSFEQ FUNCTION
C FIRST 2 SETS OF SUBSTITUTIONS sHOW EFFECT oF VARYING VELOCITY
C CONSTAN T OF THROAT MACH CONTROL , THIRD sET sHOwS EFFECT OF
C DECREASING PRESsuRE LEVEL , LAST OF ADDING LEAD
(S*S*Wl*WI + S*ZlW + 1) * (S*TI + I) * (S-T2 + I ) * S + C2 $
S WI ZIw TI T2 C2 $
4
5
WI =0,01
ZIW =0,015
TI =0,02
T2 =0,01
C2 = I0
5
Wl =0,01
ZIW =0,015
TI =0,02
T2 =0,01
C2 = 30
5
WI =0,01
ZIW =0,U45
TI =0,03
T2 =0,01
CZ = 20
%
WI =0.01
ZIW =0,015
T1 =0,002
T2 =0,01
C2 = 20
CTEST CASE OF ALGEBRAIC PROGRAM FOR REPRESENTATIVE INLET
C REPRESENTS (H2 - FTH*C2) OF TRANSFER FUNCTION
(S'S*0,0001 + 5*0,01% m I) * (S*0.02 + I ) * IS*0,01 + 1 ) * S + 20,
55
0
Figure 48. Listing of Input Cards for Four Sample Cases (Page 2 of 2)
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THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR HAMILTON STANDARDp UNDER CONTRACT NAS2-W515 TO PERFORM
CERTAIN ALGEBRAIC MANIPULATIONS OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
Figure 49. Output of Program to Derive Equation for Square of Frequency
Response Function for Four Sample Cases (Page 1 of 12)
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HI_(-FTH*CZ+H2) • CI*(C4*H2*H4 - C2"C3.H3) OF SHOCK POSITION TRo FCN,
_ FORM H2(HI+CI*C4*H4) • HI*(-FTH)*C2 • C1.(-C2)*C3*H3
HI ¢W3.S H2 =(I+ZIW*S+WI**2*S**2)(I÷TI*S)(I+T2*S)S H3 =I+Tq*S
)i4 =I+T5*S+T6*S**2 C6 =C1.C4 T3 =W3+CI*C4*T5 W2 =C1.C4.T6
C5 =-FTH*C2 C6 =C1"C4 C7 =-C1"C2.C5
H($) = (I+S*ZIW+S*S*WI*Wl)*(I+TI*S)*(I+T2*S)*S*(C6+TS*S+W2*S*S)•W3*C5*S+C7*(I+TW*S)
H(W)*H(W) = W** 2 *C6,* 2 • W** 4 *ZIW** 2 *C6,* 2 - 2.0*W** 4 *WI** 2 *C6,* 2 + W** 6 *WI** 4
*C6,* 2 • W** 4 *TI** 2 *C6,* 2 - 2.0*W** 6 *WI** 2 *TI** 2 *C6,* 2 + W** 6 *ZIW**
2 *TI** 2 *C6.* 2 + W** B *WI** 4 *TI** 2 *C6.* 2 + W** 4 *T2** 2 *C6.* 2 - 2.0*W
** 6 *WI** 2 *T2** 2 *C6,* 2 + W** 6 *ZIW** 2 *T2** 2 *C6.* 2 • W** 8 *wl** _ *T2** 2
*C6.* 2 • W** 6 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C6,* 2 - 2.0*W** 8 *W1** 2 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C6,* 2
+ W** 8 *ZIW** 2 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C6.* 2 • W** 10 *Wl** 4 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C6.* 2
• W** 4 *T3** 2 - 2.0*W** 6 *WI** 2 *T3** 2 • W** 6 *ZlW** 2 *T3** 2 • W** 8 *W]
*$ _ *T3** 2 • W** 6 *TI** 2 *T3** 2 - 2.0*W** 8 *Wl** 2 *TI** 2 *T3** 2 • W** C
ZIW** 2 *TI** 2 *T3** 2 + W** 10 *WI** 4 *TI** 2 *T3** 2 • W** 6 *T2** 2 *T3** 2 -
2.0*W** 8 *WI** 2 *T2** 2 *T3** 2 + W** 8 *ZlW** 2 *T2** 2 *TS** 2 * W** 10 *WI** 4 *
T2** 2 *T3** 2 + W** 8 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *T3** 2 - 2.0*W** 10 *WI** 2 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *
T3** 2 • W** 10 *ZlW** 2 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *T3** 2 + W** 12 *WI** 4 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *T5
** 2 - 2.0*W** 4 *C6,W2 • 4.0*W** 6 *Wl** 2 *C6'W2 - 2.0*W** 6 *ZIW** 2 *C6,W2 - 2
.O*W** 8 *wl** 4 *C6"w2 2.0*W** 6 *TI** 2 *C6,W2 • 4.0*W** 8 *Wl** 2 *TI** 2 *C6,W2
2.0*W** 8 *ZlW** 2 *TI** 2 *C6.W2 2.0*W** 10 *WI** 4 *TI** 2 *C6.W2 - 2.0*W** 6 *
T2** 2 *C6,W2 • 4.0*W** 8 *Wl** 2 *T2** 2 *C6,W2 - 2.0*W** 8 *ZIW** 2 *T2** 2 *C6,W2
2.0*W** 10 *WI** 4 *T2** 2 *C6.W2 2.0*W** 8 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C6,W2 + 4.0*W** 10 *
WI** 2 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C6,W2 2.0*W** 10 *ZlW** 2 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C6,W2 - 2.0*W** 12
*W1** _ *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C6,W2 • W** 6 *W2** 2 - 2.0*W** 8 *Wl** 2 *W2** 2 + W** 8 *
ZIW** 2 *W2** 2 + W** 10 *WI** 4 *W2** 2 * W** 8 *TI** 2 *W2** 2 - 2.0*W** 10 *WI**
2 *TI** 2 *W2** 2 + W** 10 *ZlW** 2 *TI** 2 *W2** 2 • W** 12 *WI** 4 *TI** 2 *W2** 2
+ W** 8 *T2** 2 *W2** 2 - 2.0*W** 10 *Wl** 2 *T2** 2 *w2** 2 + W** 10 *ZlW** 2 *T2
** 2 *W2** 2 • W** 12 *Wl** 4 *T2** 2 *W2** 2 + W** 10 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *W2** 2 - 2
.O,W** 12 *WI** 2 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *W2** 2 + W** 12 *ZlW** 2 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *W2** 2 +
W** 14 *WI** _ *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *W2** 2 + 2.0*W** 2 *C6.W3.C 5 I 2.0*W** 4 *WI** 2 *C6,W3
*C5 - 2.0*W** 4 *Z1w*TI*C6*W3*C5 - 2.0*W** 4 *ZIW*T2*C6*W3*C5 - 2.0*W** 4 *TI*T2*C6*W_
*C5 • 2.0*W** 6 *WI** 2 *TI*T2*C6*W3*C5 - 2.0*W** 4 *ZIW*T3*W3*C5 - 2.0*W** 4 *TI*T3*
W3,C5 • 2.0*W** 6 *wl** 2 *TI*T3*w3*C5 - 2.0*W** 4 *T2*T3*W3*C5 • 2.0*W** 6 *Wl** 2 *
T2*T3*W3*C5 + 2.0*W** 6 *ZIw*TI*T2*T3*W3*C5 2.0*W** 4 *W2*W3*C5 + 2.0*W** 6 *WI** 2
*W2*W3*C5 • 2.0*W** 6 *ZIW*TI*W2*W3*C5 • 2.0*W** 6 *ZIW*T2*w2*WS*C5 + 2.0*W** 6 *TI*T2
*W2*W_*CS 2.0*W** 8 *W1** 2 *TI*T2*w2*wS*c5 + 2.0*W** 2 *C6.T4"C7 - 2.0*W** 2 *ZIW$
C6.C7 - 2.0*W** _ *WI** 2 *C6,T4'C7 2.0*W** 2 *TI*C6,C7 - 2.0*W** 4 *ZIW*TI*C6*T4*C7
+ 2.0*W** 4 *W1** 2 *TI*C6,C7 - 2.0*W** 2 *T2,C6,C7 - 2.0*W** _ *ZIW*T2*C6*T4*C7 +
2.0*W** II *WI** 2 *T2,C6,C7 - 2.0*W** 4 *TI*T2*C6*T4*C7 • 2.0*W** 4 *ZIW*TI*T2*C6*C7
+ 2.0*W** 6 *Wl** 2 *TI*T2*C6*T4*C7 - 2.0*W** 2 *T3.C7 2.0*W** 4 *ZlW*T3*T4*C7 •
2.0*W** _ *W1** 2 *T5,C7 - 2.0*W** 4 *TI*T3*T4*C? + 2.0._** 4 *ZIW*TI*TS*C7 + 2.0*W**
6 *W1** 2 *TI*TS*T4*C7 2.0*W** @ *T2*T3*T4*C7 • 2.0*W** ¢ *ZIW*T2*TS*C7 + 2.0*W** 6
*WI** 2 *T2*T3*T4*C7 • 2.0*W** 4 *TI*T2*T3*C7 + 2.0*W** 6 *ZIW*TI*T2*TS*T_*C7 - 2.0*W
** 6 *W1** 2 *TI*T2*TS*C7 - 2.0*W** 4 *W2*T4*C7 • 2.0*W** 4 *ZIW*W2*C7 + 2.0*W** 6 *Wl
** 2 *W2*T4*C7 • 2.0*W** 4 *TI*W2*C7 • 2.0*W** 6 *ZIW*TI*W2*T4*C7 - 2.0*W** 6 *wl** 2
*TI*W2*C7 • 2.0*W** 4 *T2*W2*C7 • 2.0*W** 6 *ZIW*T2*W2*TW*C7 - 2.0*W** 6 *WI** 2 *T2*
W2,C7 • 2.0*W** 6 *TI*T2*W2*T_*C7 - 2.0*W** 6 *ZIW*TI*T2*W2*C7 2.0*W** 8 *W1** 2 *TI
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• T2*W2*T_,*C7 + w** 2 _W3_* 2 sC5,_* 2
• * 2 *C7.* 2
+ 2.O*w** 2 *W3¢C5*T_C? + C7.* 2 + WSt 2 _T;
THE FOLLOWING NUMERICAL 5UBSTITUTIONS WILL NOW BE MADE.
ZIW = ,01500
WI = ,01000
T1 = ,00200
T2 = ,01000
C6 = 17,216;7
T3 = ,262;0
W2 = °00023
W3 = .3_000
C5 = 20,00000
T; = .0009;
C7 = 677,6_678
H(W)*H(W) = 6.58931E-I;*W** 10 + 2.98811E-19*W=s 12 + 2.09126E-25*W*_ 1; + 6=37236E-O2_W**
+ 1.79803E-O5_w_* 6 + I*I0389E-Og_W*_ 8 + _.59205E 05 - 3.779_2E 02sW_ 2
THE TIMES TAKEN BY THE VARIOUS SUBROUTINES ARE:
PARSE: 1o0 SECONDS
ALGE8: 31,0 SECONDS
COLECT: 35,0 SECONDS
PRNT: 12.0 SECONDS
SUBST: 20.0 SECONDS
TOTAL: 99,D SECONDS
Figure 49. Output of Program to Derive Equation for Square of Frequency
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TEST CASL OF ALGEBRAIC PROGRAM FOR REPRESENTATIVE INLET
HS_H7 ÷ C5.H6 OF SHOCK POSITION TRANSFER FUNCTION
H(S} = _T1*S+1)*(T2*S+1_*(C1*_1*S*S+_2*S+1)*(T5*__S*S+T4*S*S+T3*S+1_*S÷_3*(T_*S_1)*E(_T__S)
W** 16 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C1"* W *TS** 2 + W** 1_ *T2** 2 *C1** W *T5** 2 + W** 14 *TI**
2 *CI** _ *T5** 2 + W** 12 *CI** _ *TS** 2 + We* IW *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C2"* 2 *T5** 2
+ W** 12 *T2** 2 *C2"* 2 *IS** 2 + W** 12 *TI** @ *C2"* 2 *TS** 2 + W** 10 *C2.* 2
*T5** 2 - 2,0*W** 14 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C1.* 2 *TS** 2 2.0*W** 12 *T2** 2 *C1"* 2 *T5
** 2 - 2,0*W** 12 *TI** 2 *CI** 2 *TS** 2 - 2,0*W** 10 *C1"* 2 *TS** 2 + W** 12 *T1
** 2 *T2** 2 *T5** 2 + W** 10 *T2** 2 *T5** 2 + W_* 10 *TI** 2 *T5** 2 + W** 8 *T5
** 2 + W** 1_ *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C1"* _ *T_** 2 2.0*W** 12 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C1"* 2 *T_
** 2 + W** 12 *T2** 2 *C1"* _ *T_** 2 2.0*W** 10 *T2** 2 *C1"* 2 *T_** 2 + W** 12
*TI** 2 *C1"* W *T;** 2 - 2,0*W** 10 *TI** 2 *C1"* 2 *Tq** 2 + W** 10 *C1.* _ *T_** 2
2.0*W** 8 *C1,* 2 *TW** 2 + W** 12 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C2,* 2 *T_** 2 + W** 10 *T2
** 2 *C2,* 2 *T_** 2 + W** I0 *TI** 2 *C2,* 2 *T_** 2 + W** 8 *C2-* 2 *T_** 2 + w**
I0 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *T_** 2 + w** 8 *T2** 2 *T_** 2 + _** 8 *TI** 2 *T_** 2 + W$* (.
*T_** 2 - 2.0*W** 14 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C1,* _ *T5*T3 + _.U*W** 12 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *CI**
2 *T5*T_ - 2.0*W** 12 *T2** 2 *CI** _ *TS*T3 + _.O*w** I0 *T2** 2 *Ci** 2 *TS*T3 2
.0,_** 12 *TI** 2 *CI** _ *TS*T3 + ;.O,W** I0 *TI** 2 *C1.* 2 *TS*T3 2oO*W** 10 *CI**
*TS*T3 + _.O*W** 8 *C1"* 2 *T5*T3 - 2.0*W** 12 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C2"* 2 *TS*T3 2.0
*W** 10 *T2** 2 *C2"* 2 *T5*T3 - 2oO*W** I0 *TI** 2 *C2"* Z *T5*T3 - 2.0*W** 8 *C2"* 2 *
TS*T3 - 2.0*W** 10 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *T5*T3 - 2.0*W** 8 *T2** 2 *TS*T3 - 2.0*W** 8 *TI**
2 *TS*T3 - 2.0*W** 6 *T5*T3 + W** 12 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *CI** _ *T3** 2 - 2.0*W** I0 *
TI** 2 *T2** 2 *CI** 2 *T3** 2 + W** 10 *T2** 2 *CI** _ *T3** 2 - 2.0*W** 8 *T2** 2
C1"* 2 *T3** 2 + W** I0 *TI** 2 *C1"* _ *T3** 2 - 2.0"_** 8 *TI** 2 *C1,* 2 *T3** 2
+ W** 8 *CI** _ *TS** 2 2.0*W** 6 *C1,* 2 *T3** 2 + W** 10 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C2,*
2 *T3** 2 + W** 8 *T2** 2 *C2"* 2 *T3** 2 * W** 8 *TI** 2 *C2"* 2 *T3** 2 + W** 6
*C2"* 2 *T3** 2 + W** 8 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *T3** 2 + W** b *T2** 2 *T3** 2 + W** & *TI
** 2 *T3** 2 + W** 4 *T3** 2 - 2oO*W** 12 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *CI** _ *T_ + W.O*W** I0 *
TI** 2 *T2** 2 *CI** 2 *TW - 2.0*W** 10 *T2** 2 *CI** W *T_ + ;.O,W** 8 *T2** 2 *CI** 2
*T4 - 2.0*W** 10 *TI** 2 *C1"* _ *T_ + _.O*W** 8 *TI** 2 *C1,* 2 *T_ 2oO*W** 8 *C1,*
*T_ + _*O*w** 6 *C1"* 2 *T_ - 2.0*W** 10 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C2,* 2 *T_ - 2.0*W** 8 *
T2** 2 *C2,* 2 *T_ - 2.0*W** 8 *TI** 2 *C2"* 2 *T_ 2.0*W** 6 *C2"* 2 *T_ 2.0*W** 8
*TI** 2 *T2** 2 *T_ - 2.0*W** 6 *T2** 2 *T_ - 2.0*W** 6 *TI** 2 *T_ 2.0*W** _ *T_
+ W** 10 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *el** _ _.O*w** 8 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C1"* 2 + W** 8 *T2**
2 *CI** _ 2_O*W** 6 *T2** 2 *CI** 2 + W** B *TI** 2 *CI** W - 2.0*W** 6 *TI** 2
*el** 2 + _** 6 *CI** _ - 2.0*W** _ *el** 2 + W** 8 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 *C2,* 2 + W
** 6 *T2** 2 *C2,* 2 + W** 6 *TI** 2 *C2"* 2 + W** _ *C2"* 2 + W** 6 *TI** 2 *T2**
2 + _** _ *T2** 2 + W** _ *TI*_ 2 + W** 2 + 2.0*W** 8 *TI*T2*CI** 2 *T5*C3*COS(
T7*W) + 2.0*W** 9 *TI*T2*CI** 2 *TS*C3*T6*SIN(T?*W) - 2.0,_** _ *T2*CI** 2 *T5*C3*T6*
COS(TT*W) + 2.0*W** 7 *T2"C1"* 2 *TS*C3*SIN(T7*W) 2.0*'** 8 *TI*CI** 2 *TS*C3*T6*COS(
T7*W) + 2.0*W** 7 _TI*Cl** 2 *TS*C3*SIN(T7*w) - 2.0*w** _ *CI** 2 *TS*C_*COS(T7*W) - 2
.O.W** 7 *CI** 2 *TS*C3*T6*SIN(TT*W) 2.0*W** 8 *TI*T2*C2_T_*CS*T6*COS(TT*w) + 2.0*W*_
7 *TI*T2*C2*T5*C3*SIN(TT*W) - 2,O'w** 6 *T2*C2*TS*C3*COS(TT*w) 2.0*W** 7 *T2*C2*TS*C3
*T6*SIN(TT*W) - 2,0*W** 6 *TI*C2*TS*C3*COS(T7*W) 2,0*W** 7 *TI*C2*TS*C3*T6*SIN(TT*W)
+ 2.0*W** & *C2*T5*C3*T6*COS(T7*W) 2,0*W** 5 *C2*TS*C3*SIN(T7*w) 2,0*W** 6 *TI*T2
*TS*C3*COS(TT*w) 2*O'W** ? *TI*T2*TS*C3*T6*SIN(TT*w) + 2,0*W** 6 *T2*TS*C3*T6*COS(TT*W
) - 2,O'w** 5 *T2*TS*C3*SIN(TT*'W) + 2,0*W** 6 *TI*TS*C3*T6*COS(T7*W) 2.0**** 5 *TI*
TS*C3*SIN(TT*W) + 2.0*W** _ *T5*C3*COS(TT*W) + 2.O'W** 5 *TS*CS*T6*SIH(T7*W) - 2.0*W**
Figure 49. Output of Program to Derive Equation for Square of Frequency
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8 *TI*T2*cI** 2 *T4*C3*TB*COS(T7*W) ÷ 2,0*W** T *TI*T2*Cl** 2 *T4*C3*SIN(TT*w) - 2.0*W
** 6 *T2,CI** 2 *T4*C3*COS(T7tW) - 2.0*W** 7 *T2*C1** 2 *T4*CB*T6*SIN(TT*W) 2oO*W** 6
*TI*CI** 2 *T4*C3*COS(TT*W) 2.0*W*_ 7 *TI*CI** 2 *T4*CB*T6*SIN(TT*W) + 2.0*W*_ 6 *CI**
2 *T_*C3*Tb*COS(TT*_) 2.0*W** 5 IC1** 2 *T4*CB*SIN(TT*W) - 2.0*W** 6 *TI*T2*C2*T_*C3*
COS(T7*W] 2.0"W** 7 ITI*T2*C2*T4*CB*T6*SIN(TT*W) + 2.O'W** 6 *T2*C2*T4*CB*T6*COS(TT*w)
- 2.0*W** 5 *T2*CE*T_*C3*SIN(T7*W) + 2.0*W** 6 *TI*C2*T4*CB*Tb*COS(T7_W) 2.0*W** 5
*TI*C2*T4*CB*SIN(TT*W) + 2.0*W_* _ *C2*T41C3*COS(T7*W) ÷ 2.0*W** 5 *C2*T_tCBITB*SIN(T?*w
) + 2.0*W** 6 *TI_T2*T4*CB*T6_COS(TT*W) - 2°O*W*_ 5 *TIIT2*T_*C3*SIN(T?*W) + 2.0*W*i
*T2*T_*CB*COS(T7*W) ÷ 2.0*W** 5 *T2*T4*C3*TB*SIN(TT*w) + 2.0*W** _ *TI*T4*CB*COS(T?*W)
+ 2.0*W** 5 *TI*T_*CB_TB*SIN(TT*W) 2.0*W** 4 *T4*C3*TB*COS(TT*w) + 2.0*W** 3 *T_*C3
*51N(T7*W) - 2°O'W** 6 iTI*T2*CI** 2 *T3*CB*COS(TT*W) - 2.0*W** 7 _TI*T2*CI** 2 _T3,C3,
T6*SIN(TT*w) + 2.0*W** 6 *T2"C1"* 2 *TB*C3*T6*COS(TT*w) 2.0_W** 5 *T2*Cls* 2 *T3"C3,
SIN(TT*W) + 2.0*W** 6 *TI*Cl** 2 *TB*CB*T6*COS(TT*W) - 2.0*w** 5 *TI*CI** 2 *T3*C3*SIN(
TT*W) + 2.0*W** _ *CI** 2 *TB*C3*COS(TT*W) + 2.0*W** 5 *C1"* 2 *T3*C3tT6iSIN(TT*W) * 2
.O,W** b *TI=T2*C2*TB*C3*TB*COS(T7*w) 2.0_W** 5 *TI=T2*C2*TB*C3_SIN(TT*W) + 2oO*W**
*T2*C2*T3*CB*COS(T7*W) ÷ 2.0*W** 5 *T2*C2*TB*CB*TB*SIN(T7*_) * 2oO*W** 4 *TI*C2*T3*C3*
COS(T7*w) + 2.0*W** 5 *TZ*C2*TB*CB*T6*SIN(T7*w) - 2.O'W** 4 *C2*T3*CB*TB*COS(TT*W) + 2
.O,w** 3 *C2*TB*CB*SIN(TT*W) + 2.0"W** W *TIiT2=TB*CBiCOS(TT*W) + 2.0*W** S *TI*T2*TB*C3
*T6*SIN(TT*_) - 2.0*W*_ _ *T2_TB*CB*T6*COS(TT*W) + 2.0*W** 3 *T2*T3*CB*SIN(T?*w) - 2.0
*_** W *TI*T3*C3*TB*COS(TT*W) + 2.0*W** 3 *TI*T3_CB*SIN(TT*w) - 2.0*W** 2 *TB*C3*COS(TT*
W) - 2.0*W** 3 *T3*C3*T6mSIN(T7*W) + 2.0*W** 6 *TI*T2*Cl** 2 *CB*TB*COS(TT*W) 2.0*W
** 5 *TI*T2*CI** 2 *C3*SIN(T7*W) + 2.0*W** _ _T2"CI** 2 *CB*COS(TT*w) ÷ 2oO*W** 5 *T2"Cl
_* 2 *CB_TB_SIN(T?*W) ÷ 2.O*W*_ 4 *TI*CI** 2 _CB_COS(T?*W) ÷ 2.0*W** 5 *TI*Cl*_ 2 *C3*TB
*SIN(T?*W) 2.0*W** 4 *Cl** 2 *CB*TB*COS(TT*W) + 2.0*W** 3 *C1,* 2 *CB*SIN(TT*W) + 2
.O,w** 4 *TI*T2*C2*C3*COS(T?*W) + 2.0*W** 5 *TI*T2*C2*CB*T_*SIN(TT*w) - 2.0*W** 4 *T2"C2
*CB*TB*COS(TT*W) ÷ 2,O'W** 3 *T2*C2*C3*SIN(TT*w) - 2,0"W*$ _ _TI*C2*C3*TB*COS(TT*w) +
2IOIW** 3 *TI*C2*CB*SIN(TT_) - 2,0*W_* 2 *C2*C3_COS(T7*W) 2lOlWl* 3 *C2*C3*T6*SIN(T7*
W) - 2.O.w** _ *TI*T2*CB*TB*COS(T7*w) + 2.0_W*_ 3 *TZ*T2*CB*SIN(T7*w) - 2,0*W** 2 *T2*
CB*COS(T7*w) - 2.0*W** 3 *T2*C3*T6*SIN(T?*W) - 2.0*W** 2 *TI*C3*COS(TT*W) - 2.0*W** 3
*TI*C3*TB*SIN(T7*_) + 2oO*W** 2 *C3iTB*COS(T7*W) - 2.0*W*C3*SIN(T7*w) + W** 2 *C3,* 2
*T6** 2 + C3.* 2
THE FOLLOWING NUMERICAL SUBSTITUTIONS WILL NOW BE MAOE,
C3 = 5,00000
T1 = ,02000
T2 = ,01000
C1 = .01000
C2 = ,01500
T5 = ,26830-06
T_ : .00011
T3 : ,01899
T6 = -,00094
T7 = ,00730
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H('W}*H(W) = 2.B7939E-_9*e** 16 ÷ 7.69900E-25*W** i_ ÷ &*97393E-_O*_** 12 + 1.39316[_!_'*_*
10 ÷ lo59172E-11*W** 8 ÷ 1._2318E-0?*W** 6 + 6.75_26E-0_*w** _ -
5.02633E-17*_** 9 *SIN( ?.29999E-O3*W) ÷ 8,BWI71E-1W*W** 8 *COS( 7.29999E-O3*w) +
W,BW513E-11*W** 7 *SIN( 7,2999gE-03*W) - 1._2175E-O8*w** 6 *COS( ?,29999E-O3*w) -
2,W8413&-06*W** 5 *SIN( 7,29999E-03._) + 2,68365E-O4*w** _ *COS( 7,2999gE-O3*w) .
1,76939E-O2*W** 3 *SIN( 7,29999E-O3*w) - 5,49236E-Ol*W** 2 *COS( 7,29999E-O3*w) - _
,O'W'SIN{ 7.29999E-O3*W) + 1.00002E 00.W** 2 * 25.0
T_E fOLLOWING NUMERICAL SUBSTITUTIONS WILL NOw BE MADE,
C5 : 10.00000
TI = .02000
T_ = .01000
CI = ,01000
C2 = .01500
T5 _ .26830-06
TW _ .00011
T3 = ,01899
T6 = -.00094
T7 = .00730
H_J*H(W) = 2,87939&-29*W** 16 + 7,69900E-25*W** 14 ÷ 6.97393E-20*W** 12 ÷ 1,3931&E-15*W**
10 + 1.59172E-11*W** B ÷ 1,_2318E-0?*W** 6 ÷ 6*75_26E-O_*W** _ -
1,O0526E-16*W** 9 *SIN( 7,29999E-O3*w) ÷ 1.7683_E-13*W** 8 *COS( 7.29999E-O3*w) +
9,69027Eoll*W** 7 *SIN( 7,29999E-O3*W) - 2.8W350E-OB*W** 6 *COS( 7.29999E-03*W)
W.96626E-O6*W** 5 *SIN( 7.29999E-O3*w) + 5.36731E-OW*W** _ *COS( 7.29999E-O3*w) +
3,53878E-O2*W** 3 *SIN( ?,29999E-O3*w) - 1.298_7E 00*W** 2 *COS( 7.29999E-O3*w) 2L
• O*_*SIN( 7.29999F-OB*W) + 1,0000BE 00*W** 2 ÷ 100,0
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THE FOLLOWINb NUMERICAL SUBSTITUTIONS WILL NOw BE MADE,
C3 = 10,00000
T1 = ,00200
T2 = .01000
C1 = .01000
C2 : ,01500
T5 : ,26830-06
T4 = ,00011
T3 = ,01899
T6 = -.0009_
T7 = ,00730
H(W)*H(W) : _,87939E-31*W** 16 ÷ 7._96WOE-26*W** IW + 2,q2W73E-21*W** 12 + Io82218E-16*W**
+10 + 3,18652E-12*W** 8 3.32_ggE-OB*W** 6 + 2,79W26E-O_*W**
I°O0526E-17*W** 9 *SIN( ?.29999E-O3*w) + 2,220TIE-In*W** 8 *COS( 7.29999E-O3*W) +
1,7_210E-11"_** 7 *SIN( ?,29999E-O3*W) 6,81755E-Og*W** 6 *COS( 7,29999E-O3*w)
1,57770E-O6*W** 5 *SIN( ?.29999E-O3*W) ÷ 2.23201E-OW*W** W *COS( 7.29999E-O3*w) +
1,92152E-O2*W** 3 *SIN( 7,29999E-O3*W) 9°38W73E-OI*W** 2 *COS( 7o29999E-O3*w) 20
•O*_*SIN( 7,29999E-O3*W) + 1°00008E O0*W** 2 ÷ 100,0
THE FOLLOWING NUMERICAL SUBSTITUTIONS WILL NOW BE MADE,
C3 = 10.00000
T1 : .00200
T2 = ,01000
CI : ,01000
C2 : ,01500
T5 : ,26830-06
T_ : ,00011
T3 : ,01899
Figure 49. Output of Program to Derive Equation for Square of Frequency
Response Function for Four Sample Cases (Page 7 of 12)
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'. _ ,02900
"" _ ,00730
H(W)*h(W) = 2,8793gE-31*W** 16 + 7,89640E-26*W** 14 + 2,42473E-21*W** 12 + 1,82218E-16*W**
10 + 3.18652E-12*W** 8 • 3,32499E-O8*W** 6 ÷ 2,79426E-OW*W** 4 +
3.11227E-16*W** 9 *SIN( 7.29999E-O3*W) - 3.44535E-13*W** 8 *COS( 7,29999E-03*W) -
1°47_43E-10*W** 7 *SIN( 7,29999E-D3*W) + 3,_6367E-08"_** 6 *COS( 7,29999E-03*W) +
4,S8954E-O6*W** 5 *SIN( 7,29999E-03*W) 3.26249E-04*W** 4 *COS( 7,29999E-03*W)
8,31867E-O3*W*$ 3 *SIN( 7,29999E-O3*W) 3,39739E-01*W** 2 *COS( 7,29999E-O3*w) 2b
• O'W'SIN( 7,29999E-O3*W) + 1,08_09E O0*W** 2 + 100,0
_': '; F,"!|O-T'G NUMERICAL SUDSTITUTIONS WILL NOW BE MADE,
C_ = 15,00000
!L = ,02000
T2 =. ,OIO00
Ct : ,OIO00
C2 = ,01500
T5 = ,26830-06
1_ : ,00011
T3 : ,01899
T_ : -.00094
T! = ,00730
2,8793gE-29*W** 16 + 7,69900E-25*W** 14 + 6,97393E-20*W** 12 + i,59316E-15*w**
10 + 1.59172E-11*W** 8 + 1,_2318E-07*W** 6 * 6,75426E-04_W** 4 -
1,50789E-16*W** g *SIN( 7,29999E-03*W) + 2,65251E-13*W** 8 *COS( 7.29999E-03*W) +
1°45354E'10*W** 7 *SIN( 7,29999E°O3*w) " 4,26525E-OB*W** 6 *COS(?,29999E-O3*W) -
7,45240E-O6*W** 5 *SIN( 7,29999E-O3*w) + 8,05097E-O4*W** W *COS( 7.29999E-O3*W) +
5,30817E'02*W** 3 *SIN( 7,29999E-03*W) - 1.94771E OO*W** 2 *COS( 7,29999E-O3*W) - 30
,O'w'SIN( 7.29999E-03*W) + I,O0019E O0*W** 2 + 225,0
{.:,r-3]MLb F_.,_EN uY IrIE VARIOUS SU_ROUIINLS AVE:
PARSE: 1,0 5LCON_S
!_¢'Lt(T: h_,U _LCONDS
_K_T: _U,U 5_CO_oS
.,Li_:;T_ Iol,O }ECONOS
_ol_a. J_},O bECO_q05
Figure 49. Output of Program to Derive Equation for Square of Frequency
Response Function for Four Sample Cases (Page 8 of 12)
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TEST CASE OF ALGEBRAIC PRObRA_ FOR REPRESENTATIVE INLET
REPRESENTS (H2 - FTH*C2) OF TRANSFER FUNCTION
FIRST 2 SETS OF SUBSTITUTIONS SHOW EFFECT OF VARYING VELOCITY
CONSTANT OF THROAT MACH CONTROL p THIRD SET SHOWS EFFECT oF
DECREASING PRESSURE LEVEL . LAST OF ADDING LEAD
H(S) = (S*S*WI*wl+S*Z1w+I)*(S*TI+I)*(S*T2÷I)*S+C2
H(W)*h(W) = W** 10 *wl** 4 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 + W** 8 *ZlW** 2 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 2,0*W** 8 *Wl** 2 *
TI** 2 *T2** 2 ÷ W*S 6 *TI** 2 *T2** 2 ÷ W** 8 *W_** _ *T2*e 2 - 2.0*W** 6 *WI_* 2
• T2** 2 + W** 6 *ZIW** 2 aT2** 2 + W** _ *T2** 2 + n'** 8 *Wl** W *Tl** 2 2,0*W
2. 6 *WI** 2 *TI** 2 + W** 6 *ZlW** 2 *TI** 2 + W** _ *TI** 2 + W** 6 *Wl** _ -
_,O*_*e 4 *W_** _ + W** _ *ZlW** 2 + W** 2 ÷ 2,0*W** _ $ZIW*TI*T2*C2 + 2,0*W** 4
• Wl** 2 *T2"C2 2.0*W** 2 *T2.C2 + 2.0*W** _ *Wl** 2 *TI*C2 - 2.0*W** 2 *T1,C2 - 2
.O,W** 2 *ZIW*C2 ÷ 02** 2
THE FOLLOWING _UMERICAL SUBSTITUTIONS WILL NOw BE MAOE.
wl = .01000
Zlw = .01500
TI = .02000
T_ : .0%000
C2 = I0.00000
H(W)*H(W) : 3.g9999E-16*W** I0 + 5.g9999E-12*W** 8 ÷ 6.2Wgg9E-OS*w** 6 ÷ 6.W4999E-O4*W** W
+ I.O0000E-OI*W** 2 + 100.0
Figure 49. Output of Program to Derive Equation for Square of Frequency
Response Function for Four Sample Cases (Page 9 of 12)
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I$-_.. FOLLOWING NUMERICAL SUBSTITUTIONS WILL NOW BE MADE.
_i = .01000
ZIW = .01500
Tl = .02000
"12 = .01000
_ c 30.00000
H(W)'HIW) : 5.99999E-IB*w** 10 + 5.99999E-12*W** 8 + 6.24999E-OStW** 6 + 8.84999E-OW*W**
1.09999E O0*W** 2 + 900.0
_:5 _c)LLOWING NUMERICAL SUBSTITUTIONS WILL NOw BE MADE.
wi = .01000
ZIW = .0_500
TI = .03000
T2 = .01000
CZ = 20.00000
H(W)*H(W) = 8.99999E-IB*W** 10 + 1.7_2_gE-10*W** 8 ÷ 1,92W99E-OBtW** 6 + 3,52_99E-O3*W** W
2.39999E 00,W** 2 ÷ 400.0
THE FOLLOWING NUMERICAL SUBSTITUTIONS WILL NOW BE MADE.
• I = ,01000
Figure 49. Output of Program to Derive Equation for Square of Frequency
Response Function for Four Sample Cases (Page 10 of 12)
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Zlw = o01500
T1 = .00200
T2 = °01000
C2 = 20,00000
H(W)*H(W) = 3,99999E-18*W** i0 + I.O_999E-12*W** 8 + 1,29999E-OS*W** 6 + 1.88999E-OW*W**
- 7.99999E-O2*W** 2 + 400°0
THE TIMES TAKEN BY THE VARIOUS SUBROUTINES ARE:
PARSE: 1,0 SECGNDS
ALGEB! 1,0 SECONDS
CoLECT: 2,0 SECONDS
PRNT: 2°0 SECONDS
SUdST: 10,0 SECONDS
TOTAL: 16,0 SECONDS
Figure 49. Output of Program to Derive Equation for Square of Frequency
Response Function for Four Sample Cases (Page 11 of 12)
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TLt.'t CA_31: OF ALC.EI:)RAIC PROOI_AM FOR REPRESENTATIVE INLET
F_F_SENI'S (_'12 - FTH*C2) OF TRA'.ISFER FUNCTION
14(S) = (S,S,0.0001+S,0.015+I)*(S*0.02+1}*(S*0.01+I)*S+20.
N(_)*H_W) : 3.99999E-16*W** 10 ÷ 5.gg999E-12*W** 8 ÷ 6.2wg99E-O8*W** 6 ÷ 7.6_gggE-OW*W** W
- 7,99999E-OI*W** 2 + WO0.O
THE TIMES TAKEN BY THE VARIOUS SUBROUTINES ARE:
PARSE: l.O SECONDS
_LSE_: 1.0 SECONDS
COLECT: 2.0 SECONDS
_NI'; .0 SECONDS
5uBST: ,0 SECONDS
)oIAL) _.0 SECONDS
Figure 49. Output of Program to Derive Equation for Square of Frequency
Response Function for Four Sample Cases (Page 12 of 12)
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C PROGRAM.wRITTEN By HAMILTON STANDARD _ A DIVISION OF uAC • uNDER CONTRACT
C NAS2-ASI5 TASK 4 , IN FORTAN V
C EVALUATES POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY PARAMETERs
C REQUIRES FUNCTION PsD TO COMPUTE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY AS FUNCTION OF
C WR (FREQUENCY IN RADIANS/SEC)
C DW INITIAL WR • PROGRAM DOUBLES WR EACH STEP , RADIANS/SEC
C I NUMBER OF CARDS LOADED AND PRINTED TO SHOW FORMULA FOR POWER
C SPECTRAL DENSITY usED IN SuBROuTINE PSDIwRoJ)
C J INDEX FOR CASE _ uSED IN SUBROUTINE PSD(WRoJ)
C PS SQUARE ROOT OF (PwOiWO) = (PwR*wR) , UNITS
C PwO POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY (wO) • UNITsii2/RAD/FT
C PwR POWER sPECTRAL DENSITY (wR) _ uNITsiI2/RAD/sEC
C QLF wAvELENGTH , FEET
C QLM wAvELENGTH • METER S
C QG NUMBER OF ZERO CROSSINGs PER NAUTICAL MILE
C ON NUMBER OF zERO CROSSINGs PER HOuR
C S INTEGRAL OF PSD FROM ZERO FREQuENCy i sIGMA , UNITS
C vF VELOCITy , FEET/SEC
C VK VELOCITY _ KNOTS
C VM vELOCITY • METERS/SEC
C wC FREQuENCy , CyCLEs/sEC • HZ
C WM MAXIMUM WR REQUIRED _ RADIANS/SEC
C wO REDUCED REQuENCy , RADIANS/FOOT
C WR FREQuENCy t RAOIANS/SEC
C FOLLOWING 2 CARDS MAy NEED TO bE CHANGED TO FIT INSTALLATION , THEy DEFINE
C UNITS usED IN READ AND WRITE STATEMENTS RESPECTIVELY
IR 2
IP : 3
WRITE(IP,I)
I FORMAT(|OBHIPROGRAM wRITTEN By HAMILTON STANDARD uNDER CONTRACT NA
lS2-4515 TO EvALuATE POWER sPECTRAL DENSITY pARAMETERS)
J =0
C READ COMMENT CARD , IF BLANK RETURN TO MONITOR , IF NOT BLANK PRINT wITH
C | EJECT AND RETURN TO PROGRAM
2 CALL START
J = J+l
C READ LITHER vF OR VK , VF uSED IF NOT ZERO
READ(IR,3)vFoVK,DW,WM,I
3 FOPMAT(AFIO,5,110)
IF (vF) 4t6•5
C ERROR IN INPUT , TERMINATE JOB
4 CALL EXIT
C usE INPUT vELOCITY IN FEET/SEC
5 VK : VF*.B92483B
GO TO B
6 IF IVK) 4•4,7
C usE INPUT VELOCITY IN KNOTS
7 VF = VK/e5924838
8 VM : vF*o3OAB
WRITE(IP•9)vF•VKtVM
9 FORMAT(IIH vELOCITy =FIOeZlgH FT/sEC =F|Oo2iBH KNOTS =F|oe2,32H ME
ITERs/sEC • w=RAD/sEC , WS=W*W)
C READ AND PRINT I CARDS SHOWING FORMULA FOR POWER sPECTRAL DENSITY •
C COLUMN I SHOULD BE BLANK AND IS NOT PRINTED
DO II K=I•I
READ(IRtlO)
I0 FORMATIBOH
!
II WRITE(IPtlO)
WRITE(IP,12)
Figure 50. Listing of Digital Program to Evaluate Power Spectral Density
Parameters (Page 1 of 2)
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12 FORMAT(120HO WAVELENGTH REDUCED FREQ PSD FR
IEQuENCy PsD SORT(PSDtW) SIGMA NO OF 0 CROSSINGS/
2119H FEET METERS RAD/FT UNITStt2/R/F CPSQ HZ RAD/
3sEC UNITStt2/R/S UNITS UNITS /NAUT MI /HOUR)
INTEGRATEs FOR S, QG AND ON BY 5-PT GAuss
S! = O,
$2 = O,
W_ = Oo
13 Xl = WR÷DW*,Oa691O077
X2 = WR÷DWtI230765345
X3 = WR+DWte5
X4 = WR÷DWte769234655
X5 = WR+DWt,g53089923
P| = PSD(XIIJ)
P2 = PsD(x21J)
P3 = PSD(X3,J}
P4 = PSD(XA,J)
P5 : PSD(XStJ)
51 = S!+Dw_(e|IB46344t(PI+P5I÷e23931434tIP2+PA)+e2844444A_P3
1 )
$2 = S2+DWt(llI84634At(pltXjtXI+pStXStXS)_e23931_34t(p2tX_t
| X2+PAtXA_X41+o2844444_P3NX3tX3)
S = SQRT(SI)
ON = 572,g578tSQ_T(S2/S|)
OG = QN/VK
iO = X3/vF
wC = X3/6.2831853
QLF = 6,2831853/W0
QLM = OLF*,3048
PRO = P3ivF"
14
PS = SORT(X3eP3)
WRITEIIP,IA)OLF,QLM,wO,PwO,wC,x3iP3iPs
FORMAT(IH 2FIO.I,2EI2,4,FII,3,FIo,3IEI2eA,EI3eA,FIO,5,FIo,3,F|o,o)
WR = wR+Dw
wO = WR/VF
wC = WR/6,2831853
eLF = 6,283!853/W0
QLM = QLF*,3048
PWR = P_D(wRqJ)
PRO = PWRtvF
PS = SQRT(WRtPWR)
WRITE(IP,14)OLF,QLM,wO,PwO,wC,wR,PwR,PS,S,QG,QN
DW = WR
IF (WR-WM) 13,2,2
END
Figure 50. Listing of Digital Program to Evaluate Power Spectral Density
Parameters (Page 2 of 2)
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FUNCTION PSD(W,J)
WS=W*_2
GO TO (I,2,3),J
SAMPLE CAsE !
! DSD=.6089/(I,+I o6401_WS)*_,8333333.
RETURN
SAMPLE CASE 2
2 PsD=.6089/(I.+I,640I_wS)*_.8333333w3e4225*(I,E-8*WS_WS+e25E-4*WS+
II,)_(,O004_WS+I,)W(,OOOI_WS+I,)*WS/(((((4,E-16_WS+6eE-12)*WS+
26,25E-8)_WS+?.65E-4)_WS-,8)_WS+400,)
RETURN
ERROR IF J=3
3 CALL EXIT
END
sAMPLE CAsE I vON KARMAN LONGITUDINAL sPECTRuM
2613.82 ,0 ,05 400,
PSD:o6089/(I o+1o6401_WS)_o8333333
SAMPLE CASE 2 WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL M=2o7
• 0 I548o64 e05 400o
PSD=o6089/(Io+l o6401_WS)_e833333] _ 1 o85_2
( I o+,O004_WS) _ (I o+-O001_WS) _ WS ) / (400- -
6.25E--8_WS_3 + 6.E-]2*WS_W4 + 4.E-16_WS_5)
L=2500 FT M=2,? LOAD VF
I
LOAD VK
3
((I,+o25E-4WWS+IeE-BWWS*_2)
.SWws + .000765wwS_2 +
Figure 51. Listing of Function PSD(W,J,) and Input Cards for Two Sample Cases
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PROGRAM WRrTTEN BY HAMILTON STANDARD UNDER CONTRACT NA$2-4515 TO EVALUATE POWtR $P_IMAL U_N_|IY HA_AM_IEHh
Figure 52. Output of Program to Evaluate Power Spectral Density Parameters
for Two Sample Cases (Page 1 of 3)
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SAMPLE CASE I VON KARMAN LONGITUDINAL SPECTRUM
VELOCITY = 2613,82 FT/SEC = 1548,64 KNOTS =
PSD=,60891(I.+I,G_OI_WSI_W,8333333
L=2800 FT M=2.T LOAD VF
796,69 METERS/$EC t W=RAD/SEC + wS-Wtw
WAVELENGTH REDUCED FRED PSD FREOUENCY PbD
FEET METERS RAD/FT UNITS++2/R/F CPSt HZ RAD/SEC UNITb_J2/KIb
656924°7 200230,6 0,9564E-05 0.1890E 04 0,003 0,025 0,60836 UU
328462,3 100115,3 0.1912E-04 0.1886E 04 0,007 0.050 U*bUb_ uu
218974.9 66743,5 0.2869E-04 0.1579E 04 O.Oll 0,078 g,bU42t uu
164231.I 50057.6 0.3825E-04 O.15?OE 04 0,018 0,I00 O.60U/t Ub
109487=4 38871,7 0,5738E-04 0.1544E 04 0,023 0,150 0,59U/t UU
82115,5 25028.8 0+7651E-04 0,1809E 04 0.031 0,200 U.5114t uu
54743,7 16685+8 0°I147E-03 0*1419E 04 0*047 0.300 0.5428t 0_
41057,7 12514,4 0,1530E-03 0,1310E 04 0.063 0,400 0.5014k UU
27371.8 8342.9 0*2295E-03 0,1081E 04 0.095 0.600 0,4136_ UU
20528.8 6257+2 0,3060E-03 O,@7fiIE 03 0+127 0,800 0+3348E O0
13685,9 4171,4 0.4590E-03 0,5794E 03 0.190 1.200 0.2216t 00
10264.4 3128,6 0,6121E-03 0,4029E 03 0.25_ 1.600 0+1541k 00
6842.9 2088,7 0,9181E-03 0,2282E 03 0,381 2.400 0,861tE-01
$132,2 1564.3 0o1224E-02 0,1445E 03 0*509 3.200 0,8528_-01
3421.4 I042.8 0.1836E-02 0.7549E 02 0.763 4*800 0,2888E-01
2566,1 782,1 0+2448E-02 0+4718E 02 I,018 6,400 0,1805E-01
1710,7 521+4 0,3672E-02 0,2_16E 02 1,527 9,600 0,9246_-02
1283,0 391.0 0,4897E-02 0,1499E 02 2,037 12,800 0,5738h'02
855.3 260.7 0,7345E-02 0,7644E 01 3,0_8 19,200 0,2924E-02
641.5 195,5 0.9794E-02 0,4735E O1 4,074 28.600 0,1811E-02
427,6 130.3 0.1469E-01 0.2410E Ol 6.111 38.400 0.9221E-03
320,7 97.7 0+1958E-01 0,1492E 01 8.148 51,200 0,5709E-03
213,8 65+1 0.2938E-01 0,7593E O0 12,223 76+800 0,2905E-03
160*3 48.8 0+3917E-01 0.4701E O0 16,297 102,400 0.1/_BE-U3
106*9 32*5 0,5876E-01 0*2392E O0 24,446 153.600 0,9151E-04
80.1 24,4 0,7838E-01 O,I_80E O0 32.fl94 204,800 0,5665_-04
53,4 16,2 0,1175E O0 0.7534E-01 48,892 307,200 0.2882E-04
40,0 12.2 0,1567E O0 0,466WE-01 65,189 409*600 0.1784E-04
aQKI(P_O_W) _A_MA NU UF 0 _KU_blN_b
UNAIb UNLIb /NAU| MI /HOUR
Uol_J_ UU
U+ll41_ uu u.lt_ UoU1U 16,
Uog_U_ UU Uo_ZU U.U_I _31
U+_UIt UU
0,bl/b_ UU O,6_fl_ 0*166 Z4_.
O,515t_ UU
U,4b4f_ UU
U*312_t UU
0o2_/V_ UU
O*2/1Ut UU _,V43_( 1+153 1(86,
0.236V_ UU
0°ZlS_ UU O,9645/ 1*818 2810,
0=1881E O0
0,1709E 90 0,9/783 2.857 4425.
0,14_3_ U_
U.138/_ VU U.VUbU_ 4.508 6982*
0,11_5_ 00
o,Zu/t_ UU U,_vlZb 1.126 11036.
0*854_t-U1 Q*VV4_U 11.2/V If468,
Figure 52. Output of Program to Evaluate Power Spectral Density Parameters
for Two Sample Cases (Page 2 of 3)
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SAMPLE EASE 2 WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL M=2.7
VELOCXTY = 2£13.81 FTISEC = 1548.64 KNOTS =
pSD-.6089/gI.÷l.6AOI*WS)**.8333333 • 1.85,*2 * ((I.+.25E-4*WS÷I.Eo8*W$**2}
(1._oOO04eWS! * (la+eOOO1*w51 * W5 J / (400. - .8*ws + .O00765*W$1e2 +
LOAD VK
796.68 METERS/SEC _ W=RAD/SEE D w$=WtW
6._E--_mW$**_ + 6,E-12*WS**_ + _.E-16*W$**5)
WAVELENGTH REDUCED FREQ PSD FREQUENCY PbD _URI(MbU•W) bibMA NU UF 0 CROb:ING_
tEE? HEIEKS RAD/FT UNITSi•2/R/F CPS_ HZ RAD/SEC UNITS**2/M/b UNIIb UNIT_ /NAU? MI /HOUR
6_922.1 2002_9.8 0.9564E-05 0.8503E-02 0.003 0.025 0.3253E-05 0.2851E-_3
_28_51.0 I0011e.9 0.1912E-0_ 0.3392E-01 0.007 0.050 0.1298E-0_ O.BO56E-O_ 0.000_6 0.01_ 22.
2189_0 66743.2 0.2869E-04 0*7601£-01 0,011 0,075 0,2908E-04 0,1475E-02
!_2_3_ 5_57,_ 0,3825E-04 0.1343E O0 0,015 0,i00 0®5139E-04 0,2267E-02 0e00131 0,028 _<
I094_7_0 5_37116 0+5/38E-0_ 0.297_E O0 0.023 0.150 0+I137E-03 Q._180E-02
82115.2 25028.7 0.7651£-0" 0.51SSE O0 0.031 0.200 0.1976E-03 0.6287E-02 0.00366 0.057 88.
587_.5 16685.8 O.11&TE-03 0.I092E 01 0.0_7 0*300 0.4181E-03 0.1120t-01
_I_%7*_ 12514*3 0.1530E-0_ 0.1794E Ol 0.06_ 0*400 0.6867E-08 O.16_Ik-Ol 0.00993 . 0.11_ 175.
27371.7 8342.9 0.2295E-03 0.3333E 01 0.095 0.600 0.1275E-02 0.2_66h-01
:0528,8 6257,I 0,3060E-03 O,_800E 01 0.127 0,800 0.1836E-02 0,3832E-01 0,02463 0,221 343,
I_685,8 4171,4 0,4590E-0_ 0,7165E 01 0,190 1,200 0,27_IE-02 0.5735E-01
I02_,_ _128.5 0,$121E-03 0,8883E Ol 0.254 1,600 0.3398E'02 0.7374E-01 0,05259 0.42_ 657.
684_,9 2085,7 0,9181E-03 0,1126E 02 0,381 2,400 0.4309E-02 0,1016E O0
51_2,2 |56_12 0,1224E-02 0,1299E 02 0,509 _,200 0._971E-02 0.1261E O0 0,09798 0,810 125_.
3421,_ 1042.8 0.1886E-02 0.1577E 02 0.768 4,800 0,6034E-02 O,110lt O0
2566,1 782,1 0,24_8E-02 O,18_E 02 1,018 6,400 0,7015_-02 0,211_C u_ 0,16990 1,574 2438,
_7|0,7 521,_ 0,3672E-02 0,2402E 02 1,527 9,600 0,9191h-02 O.29_Ut 00
128_,0 891,0 0.4897E-02 0,_157E 02 2.037 12,800 0,1202t-01 0.39)2h U0 0,29?41 _,188 _929.
85_,_ 260,7 0,7345E-02 0,9462E 02 3,095 19,200 0.208_-01 O,6334t UU
6_1._ 195,5 0,979_E-02 0,6537E 02 4,074 25.600 0,2501k-01 0,_001_ UU 0,b_9_b b,688 10357,
_27,6 130,3 0,I_69E-01 0,2106E 02 6,111 38,400 0,8058£-02 0,5562t go
)_0,7 97,7 0,1958E-01 0.7824E Ol 8,148 51.200 0,2993E-02 0,3914h UU _.I_9( 9, f91 15173.
215.8 65,1 0,2938E-01 0.2TO6E Ol 12.223 76,800 0.I035E-02 O.Z819h 00
I_0,3 _8,8 0,3917E-01 0,1562E O' 16,297 IO2.&O0 0,5976E-03 0,24?3h O0 0,82)f9 12,368 19153,
I06.9 ]2,5 0,5876E-01 0,8062E O0 24.446 15_.600 0,3084E-0_ 0.2176[ O0
_,I 24,4 O_7835E-01 0,5045E O0 32,594 204,800 0,19_0E-03 0,1988h OU 0,S_485 16,968 26_7_.
5),_ 16.2 0,I175E O0 0,2577E O0 _8.892 _07,200 0.9860E-04 O,if40_ UU
_[i.O 12,2 0,1567£ O0 0,1596E O0 65,189 409.600 0,6107E-04 0.15_Ib O0 0._5_2_ 2_.151 _8950.
Figure 52. Output of Program to Evaluate Power Spectral Density Parameters
for Two Sample Cases (Page 3 of 3)
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CC
C A
C B1
C B2
C 82
C B2
C B3
C DI
C DM
C DX
C H( )
C L
C L
C L
C L
C Pl
C P2
C P3
C QG
C QNI
C QNM
C QM(
C vF
C VK
C vM
C X( )
PROGRAM WRITTEN BY HAMILTON STANDARD
NASZ-4515 TASK 4 , IN FORTAN V
A DIVISION OF UAC • UNDER CONTRACT
RMS AMPLITUDE OUTPUT / RMS AMPLITUDE INPUT
RMS AMPLITUDE OF INPUT PRIMARy TURBULENCE
RMS AMPLITUDE OF INPUT SECONDARY TURBULENCE
ALPHA FOR CASE M IF L IS LESS THAN 0
ALPHA FOR CASE J IF L IS GREATER THAN 0
RMS AMPLITUDE OF INPUT TERTIARy TuRBuLENCE
INITIAL OUTPUT DISTURBANCE AMPLITUDE SUPPLIED
MAxIMuM OUTPUT DISTURBANCE AMPLITUDE REQUIRED
STEP CHANGE IN OUTPUT DISTURBANCE AMPLITUDE
HOURS PER ExCEEDANCE OF OUTPUT
DETERMINES EQUATION USED FOR ExCEEDANCES
=0 N=QN*(PI*EXP(-x/(A*BI ))+P2*ExP(-X/(A*B2} )+P3*ExPI--X/(A*B3) })
=+ CASE J OF AFFDL--TR-67--74 ,B2 IS ALPHA
=- CASE M OF AFFDL-TR-67-74 ,B2 I£ ALPHA
FRACTION OF FLIGHT DISTANCE IN PRIMARY TuRBuLENCE
FRACTION OF FLIGHT DISTANCE IN SECONDARy TURBULENCE
FRACTION OF FLIGHT DISTANCE IN TERTIARY TURBULENCE
NO OF zERO CROSSINGs OF OuTPuT IN + DIRECTION / NAUTICAL MILE
MINIMUM MILES / ExCEEDANCE REQUIRED
MAxIMuM MILEs / ExCEEDANCE REQUIRED
NAUTICAL MILES PER ExCEEDANCE OF OUTPUT
vELOCITY , FEET/sEC
vELOCITY , KNOTS
vELOCITY , METERs/sEC
OuTPuT DIsTuRBANCE AMPLITUDE
DIMENSION H(4} •QM(A),X(4,) "
C FOLLOWING 2 CARDs MAy NEED TO BE CHANGED TO FIT INSTALLATION , THEy DEFINE
C UNITS usED IN READ AND WRITE STATEMENTs REsPECTIvELy
IR = 2
IP = 3
WRITE(IP,I)
I FORMAT( 95HIPROGRAM WRITTEN BY HAMILTON STANDARD uNDER CONTRACT NA
IS2--4515 TO COMPUTE ExCEEOANCE PARAMETERS)
C READ COMMENT CARD , IF BLANK RETURN TO MONITOR , IF NOT BLANK PRINT WITH
C I EJECT AND RETURN TO PROGRAM
2 CALL START
C READ EITHER vF OR VK , vF usED IF NOT zERO
READ( IR,3)L,QG,A,vF,vK,,DI,Dx,DM,QNI,QNM,Pl ,#2,P3,BI,B2,B3
3 FORMAT(IIO,TFIO.5/BFIO.5)
IF (vF) 4,6,5
C ERROR IN INPUT , TERMINATE JOB
4 CALL EXIT
C usE INPUT vELOCITY IN FEET/sEC
5 VK = vF*,592z_838
GO TO 8
6 IF (vK) 4,4,7
C use INPUT vELOCITY IN KNOTS
7 vF = VK/,5924838
8 VM = vF_',3048
I = ]
J = I "
X(1) = DI
IF(L) 200, I00,300
C L -= 0 SUM OF 3 CASE A
I00 WRITE( IP,IOI)PI,BI,OG,A,P2,B2,vF,vK,vM,P3,B3
I01 FORMAT( 91HON--GO'W(PI'_'ExP(-x/A/B1 )+P24_ExP(-x/A/B2)+P34_EXP'I('(-x/A/B3}
I) SuM OF 3 CASE A OF AFFDL-TR-67-74/ AH PI=FII.7,BH E_I: Fg.5.SH
2 GO=Fg.4,Z_H A:Fg.a/aH P2=FI I,,7.5H B2:Fg.5,11H vELOCITY:FIO.2.9H
Figure 53. Listing of Digital Program to Compute Exceedanee Parameters
(Page 1 of 3)
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3 FT/_EC =F!0o2,BH KN[2T5 =F'I012+I!H I4E/[I_:_/[Ii:C/'_H [_3=f'lllT,SH
49*5)
WRITE(ID,25)
BI = BI*A
B2 = _2*A
B3 = B3*A
Pl = QG*Pl
P2 = QG*P2
P3 = QG*P3
A = I.OI/(PI+P2+P3I
IF (A-Oi:I ! ;_3,10_.I02
102 ONI _ A
103 IF {B31 4,104,108
iO& _ = 2
Y_ (B2) 4.}06,|05
105 QM(J) = I./(PI/EXP(X(J)/BI).+P2/ExP(xIJ)/B2))
GC TO 9
106 K = I
107 QM(J) : EXP(X(J)/BI)/P!
GO TO 9
K
QMIJ)
H(JI
_3=F
IOF_ =
?oq = I./(Pl/ExP(x(J)/B] )4P2/ExP(xIJ)/B2)+P3/ExP(x(J)/B3))
c) = OM(J)/v_"
GO TO (IO.17),I
I0 IF (OM(1)-QNI) 15,15,11
i I IF (X(1)-I.4*Dx) 12,12,14
'.2 "_(_; X(I )/2.
13 IF (L) 203,110,303
II0 GO TO (107,105,109),K
14 X(II = X(I )-DX
GO TO 13
15 I = 2
!5 X(J+1 ) = X(J)+DX
J = O+l
GO TO 13
17 IF (J-4) 20,18,4
18 WRITE(IP,I9) (X(M),QM(M),H(M),M=I,J}
19 FORMAT(IH FT,4,FI2,O,Fg, l,3(FC),44FI2,0,Fg,1 ))
GO TO I4.20.2) . I
20 IF (X(JI-DM) 21,23,23
21 IF (QM (J)-QNM) 22.23.23
22 IF (J-4) 16124,z_
23 I = 3
IF (J--4) 18,2,4
24. X(1 ) = X(4)+DX
J = I
GO TO 13
25 F01_MAT( 118H0 AMPL x ExCELDED EvErY" .w AMPL X EXCEEDED EV
IERY * AMDL X EXCEEDED EVERY * AMPL X EXCEEDED EvERY/I I
28H X N MILEs HOuI_s X N MILEs HOUWS
3 X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS)
L = - CASE M
200 P2 = I,-B2
P3 = 82/3. 17
WRITE( IP.201 )P2,P3.B2,PI .LR.I .QG,A ,vF,VK,VM
201 FORMAT(gHON=GO*PW(FB.5,I5H *ExP(-x/A/B) +Fg.6.50H *A*F3/x'N'(ExP(--,.28
Igx/A/B)--FXP(-3.46X/A/B) ) } , AI_PHA=FS.5/25H CASE M OF AFFDI.--TR--67-74
2/3H P=f I l .7,4H B=Fg.5.SH G0=Fg.4.4H A=F9.4,11H VELOCI fY=F 10.2.
39H FT/SEC =FI0.;3.8H KNOTS =FIO.2.6H M/sEC)
WRITE(IP.25)
Figure 53. Listing of Digital Program to Compute Exeeedance Parameters
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C2O2
2O3
3OO
B! = BI*A
P! = I,/(QG*Pl)
A = IoO]*Pl
IF (A-QNI) 203*203,202
QNI = A
B3 = X(J)/B1
OM(J) = pl/(P2/EXP(B3)+P3/B3*(EXP(-.289*B3)-EXP(-3.46*B3) ))
GO TO 9
L = + CASE J
P2 = (B2+2,)/(B2-2.)/EXP(B2)
P3 = SQRT(I*+P2)
B3 = B2/P3
X(2) = B3/2.7182818
X(3) = B3*BI*A
WRITE(IP,30])P3.x(3).B3.X(2),B2,X(3)*B2,Pl.B1.QG,A.vF.vK,VM
301 FORMAT(I2HoN=Go*P/ExP(Fg"6'23H x/A/B) IF X LESS THANFIo.V,4H ORF
IIO.6.31H*A*B , CASE J OF AFFDL-TR-6?-14/ 9H N:GO*P*(Fg.6.gH*A*B/x)
2**FV.4,19H IF X GREATER THANFIO.V,9H , ALPHA=FV.4/3H P=FII.V.4H
3B=Fg.5.5H Go=Fg.4,4H A=Fg.4,11H vELOCITy=FIO.2,gH FT/SEC =FI0,2
4,8H KNOTS =FI0,2,6H M/SEC)
WRITE(IP.25)
B! : BI*A
PI : I,/(QG*PI)
B3 = X(3)
P3 = P3/B1
P2 = X(2)*BI
A = l,Ol*Pl
IF (A-QNI) 303.303,302
302 QNI = A
303 IF (X(J)-B3) 304.304.305
304 QM(J) = PI*ExP(P3*x(J))
GO TO 9
305 OM(J) = Pl/(P2/x(J) }**B2
GO TO 9
END
Figure 53. Listing of Digital Program to Compute Exceedance Parameters
(Page 3 of 3)
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_C_t_LE CASE A WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL 5_o00FT FAA-AOs-53 M=2®7 x=D_;_
0|2,368 ,82379 2613,82 ,0! ,002 o06
1000" 10000000, ,00|97 ,0000727 ,0 ,00395 ,00727 ,0
_PLE CAsE K WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL 5500oFT AFFDL-TR-67-74 ALPHA=,O005
_12,36S o82379 2613,_2 1234056 ,01 ,002 ,06
_0. :0000000, ,C045877 ,000002295,0 ,0051831 o0129577 oO
_i_LE CA3E J WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL 55000FT AFFDL-TR-67-74 ALPHA=8,
112o368 ,8237 1548o64 ,01 000_ ,08
lOCOo I0000000, ,00459 000519 8,
SAMPLE CAsE M WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL 5500OFT AFFDL-TR-67-74 ALPHA=cO03
-112,368 ,8a37 1548,64 ,016 ,002 ,08
_000" I0000000" ,0045g ,00519 ,003
Figure 54. Listing of Input Cards for Sample Cases
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PROGRAM WRITTEN BY HAMILTON STANDARD UNDER CONTRACT NAS2-4515 TO COMPUTE EXCEEDANCE PARAMETERS
Figure 55. Output of Program to Compute Exeeedanee Parameters for
Four Sample Cases (Page 1 of 5)
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SAMPLE CASE A WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL 5500OFT FAA-ADS-53 H=2oT X=DMTH
NsGOe(PleEXP(.X/A/BI)eP2eEXP(.X/A/B2]+P3WEXPe(-X/A/B3)) SUM OF 3 CASE A OF AFFDL-TR-67-74
Pl= O*0019TO0 Bl = 0*00395 GO= 12*3680 A= 0.8237
P2= 0.0000727 B2 = 0,00727 VELOCITY = 2613*82 FT/SEC = 1548.64 KNOTS • 796*69 NETERS/$EC
p3• 0,0000000 B3 = 0,00000
AHPL X EXCEEDED EVERY e AHPL X EXCEEDED EVERY • AMPL X EXCEEDED EVERY • AHPL X EXCEEDED EVERY
X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS
OmOlO0 TTl* 0.4 0m0120 1367* 0*8 0.0139 2400, 1*5 0.0159 4157= ' 2*6
O,OIT9 7092, 4,5 0,0199 11897* 7=6 0,0219 19590* 12,6 0,0239 31636* 20*4
0=0259 _0099, 32*3 0,0279 77840* 50*2 0,0299 118805* T6*? 0,0319 . 178433= 115,2
0*0339 264244* 1TO+6 0*0359 386667, 249,6 0*0379 560218, 361*7 0*0399 805129* 519*8
0.0419 1149646* T42.3 0*0439 16_3213* 10_4,6 0*04_9 231091T* 1492.2 0*0479 32_9T08. 2104,8
0*0499 458T066* 2961.9 0,0519 6443097, 4160,4 0*0539 9037424* 583_.6 0*0559 12662850, 8176.7
Figure 55. Output of Program to Compute Exceedance Parameters for
Four Sample Cases (Page 2 of 5)
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SAMPLE CASE K WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL 5500OFT AFFDL-TR-67-74 ALPHA=cO005
N=GO*IP1*EXP(-X/A/81)+P2_EXP(-X/A/H2}+P3*EXP*(-X/A/83)I SUM OF 3 CASE A OF AFFDL-TR-b7-7A
Pl = 0,00_5877 B1 = 0.00518 GO= 12,3680 A= 0,8237
P2= 0,0000022 R2= 0,01295 VELOCITY= 2613,82 FT/SEC = 1548,64 KNOTS = 796*69 METERS/$£C
P3= 0,0000000 R3= O*00OO0
A_PL X EXCEEDED EVERY * A_PL X EXCEEDED EVERY * A',IPL X EXCEEDED EVERY m AMPL X EXCEEDED EVERY
X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS x N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS
0,0100 182. 0.I 0.0120 292. 0.1 0,0139 466, 0,3 0.0159 743, 0*4
0.0179 liB6, 0.7 0,0199 1891, 1.2 0.0219 3013, 1,9 0.0239 4796, 3,0
0,0259 7626, 4,9 0,0279 12108. 7,8 0,0299 _7188, 12,3 0,0319 30329, 19*5
0,0339 47783, 30,8 0o0359 74966, 48,4 0,0379 1169@4, 75,5 0,0399 181319. ll7*O
0,0419 278672, 179,9 O,OA39 423889, 273,7 0,0459 636829, 411,2 0,0479 942950, 608,8
0*0499 1373364, 886,8 0,0519 1964250, 1268.3 0*0539 27557_4* 1779.4 0,0559 379084_, _4_7,8
0*0579 5114875. 3302,8 0,0599 6776349, 4375*6 0,0619 8829148, 5701,2
Figure 55. Output of Program to Compute Exceedance Parameters for
Four Sample Cases (Page 3 of 5)
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SAMPLE CASE J WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL 5500OFT AFFDL-TR-67-74 ALPHA=8*
N=GO'P/EXP( 1*000279 X/A/I) IF X LESS THAN 0*0541904 OR 7*997765eA_B * CASE J OF AFFDL'TR'67-14
N=GO_P_( 2,942213"A_B/XIeW 8.0000 IF X GREATER THAN 0.0341904 * ALPHA= 8*0000
P= 0*0045900 R= 0*00519 GO= 12.3680 A= 0*8237 VELOCITY" 2613.81 FT/SEC • 1548.64 KNOTS • 796.68 M/SEE
AMPL X EXCEEDED EVERY • AHPL X EXCEEDED EVERy _ AMPL X EXCEEDED EVERY
X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS
0,0120 291, 0*1 0.0139 466, 0,3 0,0159 744, 0,4
0,0199 1897, %*2 0.0219 3030, 1.9 0.0239 4838, 3,1
0,0279 12336, 7*9 0*0299 19697. 1Z.7 0,0319 31452. 20.3
0.0359 79326. 51.2 0.0379 IZ2255* 78.9 0,0399 184280* 118*9
0*0439 395021* 255.0 0*0459 56371B* 364.0 0*0479 792371* 511.6
0*0519 1503231* 970.6 0*0539 2033054* 1312.7 0*0559 2719587. 1756.i
0.0_99 4722901. 3049*T 0,06_9 61394880 3964*4 0,0639 7914765, 5110.7
AMPL x EXCEEDED EVERY *
X N MILES HOURS
0,0100 1B2, 0,1
0.0179 llBB, 0*7
0*0259 7725* 4,9
0,0339 _0220, 32,4
0.0419 272266* 175.8
0*0499 2098596* 709*2
0.0S79 7600996* 2525°2
0*0659 101259_4, 6537.3
Figure 55. Output of Program to Compute Exceedance Parameters for
Four Sample Cases (Page 4 of 5)
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SAMPLE CASE M WITH THROAT MACH CONTROL 5500OFT AFFDL-TR-67-74 ALPHA=cO03
N-GOSPel 0o99T00 _EXP|-X/A/B) + 0*000946 eA_B/X_|EXP(-e289X/A/B)-(XP(-3o66X/A/B)|)o ALPHA- 0e00300
CASE M OF AFFDL-TR-67-74
P- 0*0045900 8m 0*00519 GO" 12*3680 A- 0*8237 VELOCITY- 2613J8! FT/SEC " 1548o64 KNOTS • T96*68 MtSEC
AMPL X EXCEEDED EVERY • AMPL X EXCEEDED EVERY • AMPL X EXCEEDED EVERY • AMPL X EXCEEDED EVERY
X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS X N MILES HOURS
0*0160 763* 0,6 0.0179 1185, 0.7 0,0199 1890. 1*2 0*0219 3013e |e9
0*0239 6801* 3*% 0*0Z59 7645* 6.9 0*0279 12165. 7.8 0*0299 _9336o 12*_
0*0319 30683* 19*8 0+0339 68603* 31.3 0e0359 76793, 69*5 0*0379 120936, 78o0
0*0399 189626. 122.6 0.0619 295672o 190o9 0*0439 657717, 295+5 0*0659 702166, 653,3
0*0679 106696T* 687.6 0o0699 1593030e 1028.6 0*0519 2366193+ 1513,7 0*0539 3385098, 2_85,8
0*0559 4787069o 3091.1 0*0579 6620522. 4275,0 0.0599 8950516* 5779*5 0.0619 11836868. 7642,1
Figure 55. Output of Program to Compute Exceedance Parameters for
Four Sample Cases (Page 5 of 5)
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